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1.1 COMPANY DETAILS

Registered Name:    Armaments Corporation of South Africa 
     SOC Limited

Office Address:     Corner of Delmas Drive and Nossob Street,
     Erasmuskloof Extension 4, Pretoria

Postal Address:    Private Bag x377
     Pretoria 0001, South Africa

Contact Telephone Numbers:  012 428 1911

Email Address:   Info@armscor.co.za

Website Address:    www.armscor.co.za

External Auditor’s Name:  Auditor-General of South Africa

Banker’s Name:   ABSA

Company Secretary:  Ms FM Kumalo
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AAD    Africa Aerospace and Defence
Adv.    Advocate
ARMSCOR   Armaments Corporation of 
                      South Africa SOC Limited
B-BBEE   Broad-Based Black Economic 
    Empowerment
BEE     Black Economic Empowerment 
BOE     Black Owned Enterprise
BWOE   Black Women Owned Enterprise
COTS             Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
CSI     Corporate Social Investment 
CSIR     Council for Scientific and       
                      Industrial Research
DCAC    Directorate of Conventional 
                      Arms Control 
DDSI    Defence Decision Support 
                      Institute 
DED     Docking Essential Defects
DEPS     Defence Equipment Personnel 
    Support
DERI    Defence Evaluation and 
                      Research Institute 
DESUP    Defence Engineering and 
                      Science University Programme
DI     Defence Intelligence 
DIP     Defence Industrial Participation 
DLS     Denel Land Systems
DOD     Department of Defence
DPW     Department of Public Works
dti     Department of Trade and
                      Industry
EME     Exempted Micro Enterprise
ERGOTECH    Ergonomics Technologies
ESD     Enterprise and Supplier 
    Development 
EXCO    Executive Committee
FLAMENGRO   Fluid and Mechanical 
                      Engineering Group
GBADS    Ground Based Air Defence 
                      System 
GRAP    Generally Recognised 
                      Accounting Practice
HR     Human Resources

ICT        Information Communication 
       Technology
IMT        Institute for Maritime Technology 
IP        Intellectual Property 
MAAC      Military Attachés and Advisor 
                Corps 
MMIPV     Multi-Mission Inshore Patrol 
                Vessel
MMOPV    Multi-Mission Offshore Patrol        
                Vessel 
MOA        Memorandum of Agreement
MOTS       Military-Off-The-Shelf
MOU        Memorandum of Understanding
NCACC    National Conventional Arms 
       Control Committee
NCACI      National Conventional Arms 
       Control Inspectorate 
NDIC        National Defence Industry 
                Council
NDP        National Development Plan
OEM        Original Engine Manufacturer
OPCW      Organisation for the Prohibition 
                of Chemical Weapons
PFMA       Public Finance Management Act
QMS         Quality Management System
QSE        Qualifying Small Enterprise
R&D        Research and Development 
SAAF        South African Air Force   
SABS       South African Bureau of 
                Standards
SADI        South African Defence Industry
SAMHS    South African Military Health 
                Service 
SANDF     South African National Defence 
                Force 
SAPS        South African Police Services
SARS       South African Revenue Services 
SCM        Supply Chain Management 
SHE        Safety, Health and Environment
SLA        Service Level Agreement
SMME      Small, Medium and Micro 
                Enterprise
STEM       Science, Technology, Engineering 
       and Mathematics
WSLR      Weapon Systems Launch 
                Response

1.2 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
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1.3 CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT

This report marks the fifth year during which this Board has been at the 
helm of Armscor. During this period, Armscor has evolved in its pursuit of 
operational efficiency and financial sustainability. It has moved measurably 
from an entity that is perceived as insular, to one that seeks to respond 
to its ever-changing environment. The strategic path that Armscor has 
traversed during the past five years has seen it come to terms with its 
rightful place in the defence family and the wider economy. This is because 
Armscor depends on the defence industry to deliver whilst at the same 
time it cannot do any work if the defence force does not provide it with 
user requirements. Armscor is therefore, an important nexus between 
the defence force and the defence industry. While this may seem rather 
obvious, putting it into practise remains work in progress.

The past three-year period during which the current strategy has been implemented was characterised by 
an evolution of priorities and the balancing of risks and reward. The envisioned depletion of the Special 
Defence Account, which is the primary financing tool for the acquisition of all defence matériel is all but 
realised. During these challenging times, Armscor has had to evolve its own responses to this unfolding 
reality. The defence industry as a whole, which has had to bear most of the brunt, has also had to adjust. 
As part of the said evolution of Armscor’s strategic outlook, its own leadership has also evolved. 

Part of this evolution sees me writing this Foreword as Armscor’s Chairperson, with the unplanned departure 
of Vice Admiral (Ret) Mudimu. The Board has also welcomed the entry of more Board members, bringing 
their unique capabilities and skills to bear on Armscor’s implementation of its strategy. More recently, we 
now have the former Chairperson of the Portfolio Committee on Defence and Military Veterans as Deputy 
Chairperson. His contributions to the work of Armscor is already proving to be invaluable.  The executive 
management and structure have similarly evolved, with the departure of Mr Wakeford. True to its ethos of 
acting in-time, on-time, the Board is set to appoint a permanent CEO in the near future. All this evolution 
meant continuous adaptation of short term goals whilst ensuring that Armscor remains true to its mandated 
strategy – to serve the defence force and use this capability for its own sustainability.

In the past year alone, much has been achieved. The promulgation of the Defence Sector Code and the 
Defence Industry Fund (DIF) are some of the major milestones. Armscor could not have driven these 
important initiatives without the support of the Minister of Defence and Military Veterans, the 
Secretary for Defence, Aerospace, Maritime and Defence Industries Association and the wider 
defence industry.

Armscor has further pressed on with its strategy of sweating its assets. We are now on the brink 
of appointing and negotiating with a private sector partner to develop some of its land parcels 
in order to generate income and stimulate economic growth in and around the defence complex. 
We have made further strides in cementing our relationships internationally, with a view to ex-
ploiting our Intellectual Property (IP) and providing our services where needed.

Ambassador T Skweyiya 
CHAIRPERSON OF THE 
BOARD 
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The shipbuilding programme for the defence force continues apace. The continuation of the 
work obviously depends on continued funding of the affected projects. Some major projects have 
however, stalled primarily due to non-performance by contractors. The resolution of the Hoefys-
ter Project remains high on our priority list. Its impact on the struggling defence industry remains 
a concern, especially in so far as it may adversely affect the second and third tier suppliers in the 
industry. A decision on the matter is required on an urgent basis, so that industry can plan ac-
cordingly. We pledge to do our best to assist to resolve the matter speedily, in the best interests 
of the defence force and the industry in general. During the year under review, South Africa suc-
cessfully held the 10th edition of the African Aerospace and Defence Exhibition (AAD), bringing 
the largest gathering of potential users and producers of defence products and services under 
the same roof. We expect the exhibition to grow its reach and depth in future iterations. We will 
continue to leverage this exhibition not just as a defence show, but as a tourism opportunity and 
a learning space for the country as a whole.

We have come this far. We cannot falter now. We are not alone. Everyone knows that our des-
tinies are intertwined. We will succeed because our strategy has now become embedded in our 
working methods. There is room to improve and so too our environment will improve. These 
cycles are well known in economic literature. For every downside there is an upside. For every 
challenge there is an opportunity. Our eyes remained peeled for those opportunities. But we are 
also aware of the risks. Balance is key.

To conclude, change is inevitable. Evolution that is managed and directed helps to keep things 
together as transition unfolds. We have proved that in spite of external and internal challenges, 
Armscor remains poised to deliver its mandate. We may not have reached the bottom of our 
challenges in the defence sector. But we are certain that even when we plummet further, we’ll be 
ready to rise again as mist clears and our path becomes more defined. In this regard, we have 
many to thank. All our stakeholders have brought in their contributions to make the defence sec-
tor a better place. Our staff have remained focused in the face of constant change. The Board 
has remained resolute in its strategic intent. The Department of Defence (DOD) has remained a 
close partner to Armscor. Finally, the Minister of Defence and Military Veterans has remained a 
caring shareholder, torchbearer and patron. 

We are grateful

Ambassador T Skweyiya
CHAIRPERSON



1.4 CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT

Introduction

This is my last annual report as the CEO of the Armament’s 
Corporation of South Africa Limited (Armscor). 

The last four years provided me with a rare opportunity and the 
privilege of serving the Ministry of Defence and Military Veterans, 
the DOD and our country, by guiding the Armscor Board towards 
the fulfilment of its legislative mandate.

My successor will naturally be expected to take the organisation to 
a higher level of efficiency and effectiveness. I truly believe that the 
time that I have spent at Armscor has been fulfilling and that it has 
provided me with the opportunity to gain valuable experience in the 
space of defence acquisition. 

In our past annual report we stated that Armscor is positioned and remained committed to 
discharging its responsibilities in terms of the Armscor Act (51 of 2003) and other government 
prescripts.

During the period under review, Armscor performed well against difficult global and local 
economic conditions. We have remained focused on executing our clearly established strategy 
and in particular the business transformation initiatives.

Key to Armscor’s sustainability and survival is to ensure that it plays a central role in the 
achievement of a competitive South African Defence Industry (SADI).

The third year of the implementation of Armscor’s Strategy has proved to be a productive year 
with the organisation responding positively to the ongoing challenges within Armscor.  This 
strategy has reinforced Armscor’s mandate and has brought about greater efficiency in the 
manner in which the organisation operates.

Armscor Turnaround

Armscor’s turnaround aims to maximise value to the primary clients, Defence and Government, 
while diversifying Armscor sources of income. The transformation of Armscor to ensure viability 
in this context is now urgent.

Armscor embarked on a turnaround process to meet the objectives set out in the Armscor 
Strategy. The project was undertaken in two phases. Phase 1: As-Is Assessment and Planning 
and Phase 2: Implementation. Phase 1 was concluded and Phase 2 was approved by the Board 
of Directors on 12 July 2017.

Looking ahead we will build on the positive momentum of improving efficiency and transforming 
our organisation.  I am confident that the foundation for a better future has been established and 
that we will in future obtains better results.

Mr KPE Wakeford
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Performance Review 

Highlights and Challenges

During the year under review, Armscor performed well and I am delighted to share some of the 
developments that took place and achievements that were registered.

Corporate Goals Achievement

During the period under review, Armscor achieved most of its strategic goals in accordance with 
the Corporate Plan and in some cases even exceeded.

In accordance with the Service Level Agreement (SLA), the requirements received were executed 
and orders placed for the fulfilling thereof. All of the strategic capabilities – Acquisition, Research 
and Development and Dockyard – were able to meet their service level objectives despite the 
varying challenges that they faced. The details of these achievements are covered extensively 
throughout this annual report.

Finance

The net financial result from operations of the Group shows a surplus for the R235m compare to 
a deficit of R10m for the previous financial year. The improvement is mainly due to the recovery 
of bad debts previously provided for.

Acquisition

During the financial year under review, Armscor managed and executed contracts to a total value 
of R11,764 billion for the DOD, of which R7,442 billion, or 63,26% of the total acquisition and 
procurement portfolio related to technology and capital acquisition projects, while procurement 
and maintenance and support contracts to a value of R4,322 billion or 36,74% of the total 
portfolio were managed and executed during the same period. The total contract value for capital 
acquisition projects was however, reduced by R2 billion during October 2018, due to rephrasing 
of the order values of Project Hoefyster to later years. The ratio of contracts for capital acquisition 
versus that of procurement activities at the end of the 2018/19 financial year (63% vs 37%), 
however remained similar to that of the previous financial year. 

To improve the acquisition business towards the Acquisition Excellence Corporate Initiative, the 
Acquisition Policy (A-POL-1000) was updated to better align the acquisition processes with the 
latest international definitions and best practice. The updated Acquisition Policy was approved 
by the Armscor Board of Directors in June 2018 for implementation. Armscor is applying its 
Expedited Acquisition process in certain projects.

All procurement activities, both internal and for external clients, have been centralised in the 
Supply Chain Management (SCM) Department and is guided by the SCM Policy that was approved 
by the Board of Directors in September 2018.
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Research and Development

The Department’s total business portfolio of R468,0m included an allocated grant of R84,6m 
contracted work from the DOD to a value of R231,1m and commercial contracts to a value of 
R152,3m. The main contributing facilities were Alkantpan Test Range, Gerotek Test Facilities, 
and Hazmat Protective Systems.

Dockyard

A Dockyard renewal strategy has been developed to eliminate the financial deficit and ensure 
that the Armscor Dockyard is transformed into an efficient, effective and an economically viable 
operation. Six strategic plans, each containing improvement initiatives have been formulated to 
address the identified issues.

The Dockyard Renewal plan was approved by the Armscor Board of Directors as well as the SA 
Navy. Preference is being given to SA Navy projects whilst the shortfall in funding was being 
supplemented through doing commercial work. Renewal of people, equipment, facilities, training, 
processes and several lost capabilities are in progress and output to the SA Navy was increased 
during the past year despite budgetary constraints. Maintenance of ageing equipment also 
received a priority through proper structured maintenance plans. The revival and establishment of 
new capabilities such as small boat manufacturing and 3D printing capability are a few examples 
where the advantage of such projects will be utilised to the benefit of the SA Navy and job 
creation. Several other projects are in place with the local maritime industry to secure localisation 
of the capability and use local industry to support the sustainability of the Dockyard as strategic 
partners going forward.

In line with skills development, 15 apprentices qualified in trades. Some were permanently 
employed; others were employed on contract on various projects.

Transformation of the Industry

Armscor played a role in the development of the Defence Sector Charter. The Minister of Defence 
and Military Veterans approved the Charter in March 2017 for further action by the Department 
of Trade and Industry (dti).  On 2 October 2018, the dti approved the Defence Sector Charter for 
gazette in terms of Section 9 (1) of the B-BBEE Amendment Act (Act 46 of 2018). The approval 
means that upon publication of the Amended Defence Sector Charter, entities in the defence 
sector will be measured using the Defence Sector Charter. Armscor forms part of the key role 
players in implementing the Defence Sector Charter, as an overarching policy for transformation. 
This will finally provide a regulated way of transforming the defence industry and bringing in new 
entrants in support of our national imperatives.

National Defence Industry Strategy

Armscor has provided support to the development of the National Defence Industry Strategy and 
will continue to do so in the year ahead as the implementation framework unfolds.
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The Defence Industry Strategy is in the phase of being converted into an implementation 
framework. Armscor is providing uninterrupted capacity to activities such as those that can 
improve the situation within the local defence industry. The focus of the framework was, until 
recently, mostly on the longer term. However, the focus has been amended on request of 
Armscor to include more immediate matters. Members of industry were identified who may be 
in financial dire straits in the period while the implementation framework is under development. 
Potential solutions for them and financial concepts for industry as a whole are currently receiving 
attention in the development of the implementation framework.

Corporate Governance

Armscor has operated within the parameters of good corporate governance in all its work 
throughout the reporting period. Armscor has lived up to its values and has continued to 
exemplify good corporate governance principles.

The organisation is stable and runs effectively under the leadership of the Acting CEO, Advocate 
Solomzi Mbada. The process of appointing the CEO is receiving due attention from the Board of 
Directors. It is expected that the appointment will be effected in the next financial year.

Human Resources

Skills development is key for the organisation, owing to the nature of its business. In this regard, 
additional interventions have been implemented to ensure that Armscor retains critical skills.

Armscor implemented programmes to ensure continuous development of managers’ competencies 
such as New Managers Programme (NMP) and Management Advanced Programme (MAP) in 
partnership with local business schools.

Nine employees are busy with Armscor international study initiatives. Two employees are 
registered for Military Aerospace and Airworthiness studies. Thirty-five students were awarded 
bursaries for the 2018 academic year; seven of these completed their studies with five of them 
recruited into the Graduate Development Programme.

Armscor Programme Managers and Systems Engineers were further trained in systems engineering 
during the third quarter of 2018/19 financial year. Further focused courses of this nature will be 
developed and presented in future.

Armscor provided support to the National Defence Industry Council (NDIC) Work Stream 1 on the 
determination of capability risks in the SADI.

Corporate Social Investment

During the period under review, Stakeholder Management Strategy and Corporate Social 
Investment Policy and Practice were approved for implementation. Armscor continues to maintain 
and strengthen relationships with all its stakeholders.
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Eleven projects were completed as part of the Socio-Economic Upliftment Programme aimed at 
improving lives of communities and creating an inclusive economy. Furthermore, nine projects 
were implemented as part of the Learner Enhancement Programme focused on enhancing both 
teachers’ and learners’ performance in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) 
subjects.

Armscor signed a memorandum of agreement with the We Got U Primary Cooperative Limited 
and Uhuru Veterans Consortium. This partnership is aimed at ensuring that military veterans are 
supported and included in the mainstream economy.

Acknowledgements

I extend my sincere appreciation to the Honourable Minister, Ms Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula for 
her support and guidance provided throughout the year. It has been a privilege to serve her 
and the people of South Africa. We note with appreciation the advice and support of the Deputy 
Minister, Mr Kebby Maphatsoe, the Secretary for Defence, Dr Sam Gulube and the Chief of 
the South African National Defence Force (SANDF), General Solly Shoke, provided during the 
reporting year. Our gratitude goes to the officials of the DOD for their support to Armscor during 
the reporting period. We assure them of our support and commitment.

The Portfolio Committee on Defence has remained a trusted overseer of our work, which has 
contributed to the successful execution of our mandate. Its robust oversight role expressed in a 
meticulous attention to detail is truly appreciated. I am grateful for the many fruitful engagements 
we have had with our stakeholders and various parliamentary committees throughout the year.  

It was indeed a pleasure to serve our primary clients, namely the DOD as a whole, the South 
African Police Service (SAPS) and South African Correctional Services. We will continue to 
provide such necessary support within the budget constraints when called upon to do so.

Special thanks to all other stakeholders, for your unwavering support and assistance in the past 
year in helping Armscor to render an excellent service to all its clients.

Thank you to the aerospace, maritime and defence industry under the able leadership of the 
AMD for having been a valuable partner over the years.

A special thank you goes to the members of the Board of Directors for their wise counsel and 
judicious support. 

The professionalism that the Board displayed in the discharge of its responsibilities continues 
to make Armscor a centre of technical excellence for defence acquisition and support services. 

The Executive Committee and all employees have been indispensable human capital. I wish to 
express my appreciation to the management and staff – it is through their efforts that Armscor 
continues to stand firm as an organisation of exceptional calibre. 
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Their dedication has ensured that Armscor remained at the cutting edge of service delivery and 
efficiency and that it remained a reservoir of scientific and engineering excellence. I thank them 
immensely, for without their contributions the successes recorded during the year under review 
would not have been realised. The leadership, our clients, and suppliers support has made the 
overall performance of Armscor and the effective fulfilment of its mandate possible.

When Armscor looks back at the 2018/19 reporting period, my belief is that it will be with a sense of 
pride. Regardless of the challenges and turbulences that Armscor was faced with, the organisation 
managed to rise above the challenges and focus on delivering on its mandate. We can look back 
at the preceding year and be proud that we were successful in turning the challenges we faced into 
opportunities. 

Armscor, can with confidence, look forward to the new fiscal year despite its challenges, by playing 
its important role in the “Defence Team”. With the appointment of the new acting CEO, we are 
determined to succeed in carrying out our mandate.

I salute you all!

Mr KPE Wakeford
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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1.5 STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY AND CONFIRMATION 
     OF THE ACCURACY OF THE ANNUAL REPORT
The Board recognises and acknowledges its responsibility for the Group’s internal control system.

Management is responsible for preparing the separate Annual Financial Statements and the 
Group Annual Financial Statements in accordance with South African Statements of Generally 
Accepted Accounting Practices.

The Directors, supported by the Audit and Risk Committee, are satisfied that management 
introduced and maintained adequate internal control to ensure that dependable records exist for 
the preparation of the financial statements, to safeguard the assets of the Group and to ensure 
that all transactions are duly authorised.

Against this background the Directors of Armscor accept responsibility for the financial 
statements. The information on pages 26 - 40; 103 - 115 and 129 - 203 was approved by the 
Board of Directors on 28 August 2019.

Ambassador T Skweyiya 
CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD 

CERTIFICATE

In terms of section 88 (2) (e) of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (as amended), (the Act), it is 
hereby certified that for the year ended 31 March 2019, the Armaments Corporation of South 
Africa SOC Limited has lodged with the Commissioner all required returns and notices in terms 
of the Act and that all such returns and notices appear to be true, correct and up to date.

Ms FM Kumalo
COMPANY SECRETARY
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1.6 STRATEGIC OVERVIEW

VISION 

Armscor’s vision is to become the strategic partner of choice for 
the local public, private and security community, the rest of Africa 
and global partners, whilst, at the core, continuing to optimally 
serve the Department of Defence.

MISSION 

Armscor’s mission is to meet the defence matériel requirements, 
defence technology, research, development, analysis, and test and 
evaluation requirements of the Department of Defence and other 
organs of state effectively, efficiently, economically and holistically.

VALUES 

Armscor’s values are the building blocks of the way in which the 
company conducts its business. Armscor believes in the highest 
standards and is committed to transformation, transparency and 
accountability. We, members of Armscor, pledge commitment to 
the following values:

• Leading by example
• Results driven
• Customer focus
• Care and respect for others
• Excellence
• Teamwork 
• Integrity



MANDATE

The Armaments Corporation of South Africa SOC Limited (Armscor) was established in terms of 
the Armaments Corporation of South Africa Limited Act (Act 51 of 2003), as amended (called the 
Armscor Act). It is therefore a state-owned company (SOC) as contemplated in the Companies 
Act, 2008. Furthermore, it is listed as a schedule 2 public entity in terms of the Public Finance 
Management Act (Act 1 of 1999), as amended (the PFMA). It is further regulated by the regulations 
issued in terms of the PFMA and those of the Companies Act, 2008.

The Minister of Defence and Military Veterans is the executive authority responsible for Armscor.

CORPORATE PROFILE

The Armscor Act provides that: 
(1) The Corporation must: 

a)  acquire such defence matériel on behalf of the DOD as the department may require; 
b)  manage such technology projects as may be required by the DOD; 
c)  establish a programme management system in support of the acquisition and technology 
     projects contemplated in points (a) and (b);
d)  provide for a quality assurance capability in support of: 

         (i) the acquisition and technology projects contemplated in points (a) and (b); and 
         (ii) any other service contemplated in this section required by the DOD; 

e)  maintain a system for tender and contract management in respect of defence matériel and, if 
      required in a service level agreement or if requested in writing by the Secretary for Defence, 
     the procurement of commercial matériel; 
f)   dispose of defence matériel in consultation with the person who originally manufactured the 
     matériel; 
g)  establish a compliance administration system for the DOD as required by applicable 
     International law, the National Convention Arms Control Act, 2002 (Act 41 of 2002), and 
     the Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction Act, 1993 (Act 87 of 1993); 
h)  support and maintain such strategic and essential defence industrial capabilities, resources 
     and technologies as may be identified by the DOD;
i)   provide defence operational research; 
j)   establish a defence industrial participation programme management system; 
k)  provide marketing support to defence-related industries in respect of defence matériel, in 
     consultation with the DOD and the defence-related industries in question; 
l)   manage facilities identified as strategic by the DOD in a service level agreement; and
m) maintain such special capabilities and facilities as are regarded by the Corporation not to 
     be commercially viable, but which may be required by the DOD for security or strategic 
     reasons. 

(2) a) The Corporation may, with the approval of the Minister:
 (i) exploit such commercial opportunities as may arise out of the Corporation’s duty to 
     acquire defence matériel or to manage technology projects;  
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(ii)  procure commercial matériel on behalf of any organ of state at the request of the 
      organ of state in question; and
(iii) subject to the National Conventional Arms Control Act, 2002 (Act 41 of 2002), the 
      Regulation of Foreign Military Assistance Act, 1998 (Act 15 of 1998), and the Non-
      Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction Act, 1993 (Act 87 of 1993), perform any  
      function that, the Corporation may perform for or on behalf of the DOD in terms of 
      this Act or on behalf of any sovereign State.

b)  The Minister may impose such conditions in respect of the performance of a function as 
     may be necessary in the national interest.

ARMSCOR’S OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the Corporation are: 
    a) to meet the defence matériel requirements of the DOD effectively, efficiently and exono-
        mically; and
    b) to meet the defence technology, research, development, analysis, and test and evaluation 
       requirements of the DOD effectively, efficiently and economically.

The Corporation must adhere to accepted corporate governance principles, best business 
practices and generally accepted accounting practices within a framework of established norms 
and standards that reflect fairness, equity, transparency, economy, efficiency, accountability 
and lawfulness. 
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1.7 ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
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1.8 BOARD MEMBERS

The Board is appointed by the Minister of Defence and Military Veterans. The management and 
control resides with the Board of Directors, led by a non-executive chairperson and the deputy 
chairperson. To execute its responsibilities effectively and maintain accountability, the Board 
established a number of committees:

• Acquisition Committee
• Audit and Risk Committee
• Technology and Industry Support Committee
• Human Resources, Social and Ethics Committee

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHAIRPERSON OF THE ARMSCOR BOARD:
Ambassador T Skweyiya 

Ambassador Skweyiya is the former South African Ambassador to 
France and UNESCO. She joined the Department of Foreign Affairs 
(now Department of International Relations and Cooperation) 
in 1995 and became the first female Deputy Director-General, 
charged with managing South Africa’s relations with Asia  and the 
Middle East.

This portfolio entailed, amongst other things, overseeing the smooth transition of South Africa’s 
diplomatic relations from the Republic of Taiwan to the People’s Republic of China. 

Ambassador Skweyiya holds a Master’s degree in Political Science and Philosophy, obtained 
in Germany.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND CHAIRPERSON OF THE 
HUMAN RESOURCES, SOCIAL AND  ETHICS COMMITTEE:
Adv. VL de la Hunt

Advocate de la Hunt is currently practising as an advocate and 
member of the Cape Bar. She runs a general litigation practice, 
focusing on administrative law and regulatory compliance.

She was previously a Fellow at the Refugee Studies at the University of Oxford. She also 
served as a  Legal Advisor to the Minister of Correctional Services, Legal Advisor to the Minister 
of Home Affairs, Director at the University of Cape Town Law Clinic, as well as a Fellow in the 
Legal Resources Centre, Cape Town. 

Adv. de la Hunt was previously an Executive Committee Member: Association of University a 
Member of the National Association of Democratic Lawyers, Commissioner of the Small Claims



Court, Arbitration Panelist, Independent Mediation Services of South Africa and a Member of the 
Law Society of the Cape of Good Hope.

She holds BA, LLB and LLM degrees from the University of Cape Town.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND CHAIRPERSON OF THE 
AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE:
Ms CE Simpson

Ms Simpson is currently the Chief Financial Officer of South African 
Diamond and Precious Metals Regulator. She is a qualified Chartered 
Accountant with experience in financial management, audit, risk, 
taxation and supply chain management. She has eight years executive 
experience in various senior financial and CFO positions.

She also has extensive public sector experience from an audit and financial perspective i.e. over 
15 years expert knowledge of PFMA;Treasury Regulations; the PPPFA; the Labour Relations Act, 
Public Sector Regulations,Corporate Governance (King code) and compliance with provisions of the 
Companies Act and Tax Act. Ms Simpson possesses extensive knowledge in integrated reporting; 
ICT management and investments, both local and offshore. She completed her Leadership and 
Change Management Executive Programme – Yale University (School of Management).

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
Dr MB Khanyile

Dr Khanyile is the Managing Director of Marshaps College. He also 
serves as an external supervisor for Masters and Doctoral students 
at the Graduate School of Business Leadership, University of South 
Africa (UNISA). He was previously an executive at Barclays Africa 
Group as General Manager: Strategy and Business Sustainment. 

He has had a stint at the DOD where he served as Director: Planning and Programming in the 
Policy and Planning Division. He served as the Senior Researcher at the Centre for Military 
Studies, which is a part of the Faculty of Military Studies of the University of Stellenbosch.

Dr Khanyile holds a PhD in International Politics from the University of Pretoria, an MBL from UNISA 
and an MA in Political Science from Stellenbosch University. He studied at various international 
institutions, including, the Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel in Germany, Ashridge College 
in England and the Post-Graduate Naval School in the USA. He has a keen interest, and vast 
experience in strategy development, value extraction, executive project management, mobile 
payment solutions and biometric technology.
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NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
Mr RM Vokwana

Mr Vokwana is a businessman. His interests span across construction 
timber supplies, mining equipment and the manufacturing sector. 

He is the Executive Chairman and shareholder of both Upahla 
Construction (Pty) Ltd and Kemac Close Corporation. Prior to 
his foray into business, he was the Deputy Director-General: 
Secretariat of the Defence Service Commission and also served as 

a Senior Manager at the National Intelligence Agency and the South African Secret Service. He 
also worked for the African National Congress, both in exile and in South Africa.
 
Mr Vokwana holds a National Diploma in Human Resource Management from Peninsula Technikon.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
Mr NM Tyibilika

Mr Tyibilika is a businessman with two main interests: an 
engineering projects house, focused on design, development, 
system integration, installation, commissioning and consulting, 
and a steel service centre that supplies all steel grades, cut to 
size.

He was a manufacturing manager for Coca Cola Canners of South Africa, and a consultant 
for the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor project. Other previous roles include Executive Manager: 
Production for Denel LIW, Senior Maintenance Engineer for Eskom Hydro and Water, Design/
Projects Engineer for Caltex Refinery and a Maintenance Engineer for Amcoal.

Mr Tyibilika is a registered professional engineer with the Engineering Council of South Africa. 
He holds a Government Certificate of Competence (Factories) and is a member of the SA 
Institute of Mechanical Engineers.

He holds a BSc Mechanical Engineering from the University of Cape Town and has completed 
an Executive Development Programme with the UNISA School of Business Leadership.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
Ms T Mhlari

Ms Mhlari is the Executive Director: Tax, Accounting and Advisory 
Services at PSTM Accountants,  which is a black female-owned 
accounting firm.  

Prior to this, Ms Mhlari was a Financial Planner at ABI, SABMiller 
and previously Audit Supervisor at KPMG, where she completed 
her articles.



She has served as the Audit and Risk Chairperson and Non-Executive Director of the Community 
Schemes Ombud Service as well as Audit and Risk Chairperson and Non-Executive Director 
of Great North Transport Company. She also serves as an Audit Committee Member for the 
Bankseta.

She holds a Higher Diploma: Tax Law, CA (SA), B.Com Accounting Honours from the University 
of KwaZulu-Natal and B.Com Financial Accounting (Cum Laude) from the University of Pretoria.
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NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
Ambassador TJ Ndhlovu

Ambassador Ndhlovu is the former SA High Commissioner to Ghana 
and is currently South Africa’s Deputy Permanent Representative 
at the United Nations in New York.

She obtained a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science at 
the University of Missouri, later completing a degree in Public 
Administration at the University of Missouri-Columbia and a

further Master of Arts in Counselling Psychology at New York University. 

She also completed an Executive Leadership Training Programme at Arthur D. Little School of 
Management and a Middle Management Course at Georgia Institute of Technology, both in the 
USA.

Ambassador Ndhlovu joined the Observer Mission of the ANC to the United Nations in 1987 
until her departure from the USA in 1994. On her return, she served on the management team 
of the newly set-up Independent Electoral Commission. She was appointed Deputy Permanent 
Representative to the United Nations in 2000. She also served on the Bureau of the World 
Summit for Sustainable Development as an ex-officio member.

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER AND 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER:
Mr KPE Wakeford

His academic qualifications include: 
• BA 
• BA Hons

Areas of expertise: Financial management and strategic 
management. His appointment is linked to his position as the Chief 
Executive Officer. 
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EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER AND 
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER:
Mr JG Grobler

His academic qualifications include:
• CA (SA)
• MBL
• MCom (Tax)

Areas of expertise: Financial management and corporate 
governance. His appointment is linked to his position as the Chief 
Financial Officer.

COMPANY SECRETARY:
Ms FM Kumalo

Her academic qualifications include:
• MBA
• GradCSSA
• BCom

Areas of expertise: Governance, strategy and human resources

1.9 EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER:
Mr KPE Wakeford

His academic qualifications include: 
• BA 
• BA Hons

Areas of expertise: Financial management and strategic 
management. 

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER:
Mr JG Grobler

His academic qualifications include:
• CA (SA)
• MBL
• MCom (Tax)

Areas of expertise: Financial management and corporate 
governance.
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ACTING GROUP EXECUTIVE: ACQUISITION: 
Mr JS Mkwanazi 

His academic qualifications include: 
• MBL
• Total Quality Management Programme
• MSc (with specialisation in Project Management)

Areas of expertise: Strategic management, operations 
management, project management, quality management and 
acquisition.

GROUP EXECUTIVE: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT:
Professor NM Mkaza

His academic qualifications include: 
• BSc (Education)
• BSc (Hons)
• MSc (Materials Science)
• Post Graduate Diploma in Electrical Engineering
• PhD (Nuclear Physics)
• MBA

Areas of expertise: Coaching, emotional intelligence, strategic 
leadership and management and management in the science and 
technology environment.

GROUP EXECUTIVE: BUSINESS ASSURANCE:
Adv. NB Senne

His academic qualifications include: 
• BJuris
• LLB
• Bar Exam (Society of Advocates) 

Areas of expertise: Governance, legal and strategy.
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GROUP EXECUTIVE: BUSINESS ENABLEMENT:
Ms JL Mzili

Her academic qualifications include:
• BCom (Hons) Business Management 
• BCom
• MBA
• Certificate in Strategic Management
• Certificate in Financial Performance Measurement and 
  Control

Areas of expertise: Strategic management, strategic marketing, 
business development and financial management.

GROUP EXECUTIVE: CORPORATE SUPPORT:
Adv. SP Mbada 

His academic qualifications include:
• BJuris
• BA Hons
• MAP
• LLB
• LLM

Areas of expertise: Strategic management, HR management, IR 
management and training management.



SECTION 2:
PERFORMANCE
INFORMATION
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2.1 PERFORMANCE AGAINST PREDETERMINED 
OBJECTIVES

Operational objectives for the 2018/19 financial year

Armscor’s three-year integrated Corporate and Business Plan defines two categories of 
performance indicators. The first category addresses performance indicators that measure the 
execution of Armscor’s functions as defined in the Armscor Act and as agreed on in the SLA 
with the DOD. The second category measures the attainment of the strategic objectives of the 
organisation.  

Performance against goals

In addition to the above categories Armscor uses an overall efficiency measure, which is the cost 
of acquisition. This measure reflects the ratio of operating cost incurred versus the acquisition 
cash flow during the reporting period based on the total forecasted acquisition activities (revised 
baseline). A cost of 8,86% was budgeted for the 2018/19 financial year taking into consideration 
the baseline for contracting and the agreed performance requirement to commit 95% thereof 
while contractual payments should be 95% of the committed amount.

Acquisition cost:       2018/19    2017/18       2016/17

Budgeted acquisition cost based on             8,86%     7,92%        7,18%
calculated cash flow:

Acquisition cost based on actual cash flow:          15,11%    13,52% 10,68%

Note: Budgeted figure, which was a result of lower actual expenditure due to reasons as stated 
in the performance measurements while R551,5m of requirements included in the baseline were 
not received from the DOD.

The actual operating expenditure of R858,3m furthermore represents a 14,4% decrease from 
the budgeted operating expenditure of R1002,1m, which is mainly due to the saving on external 
services and personnel costs and the reversal of provision for doubtful debts relating to Department 
of Public Works rental income.
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Performance against the SLA Objectives is as follows (as per approved Corporate Plan):

Goal 1: Category 1 capital defence matériel acquisition excluding strategic defence 
acquisition but including technology acquisition
The objectives are defined as follows:

•   Contracts to be placed by Armscor
    Armscor’s target of 95% of commitment of funds to be measured against the formally 
    planned value of commitments, which is based on requirements received and 
    confirmed as valid requirements from the DOD.
•   Cash-flow (contractual payments made) Armscor’s target of 95% cash-flow would be 
    measured against the formally planned cash-flow in terms of achieved commitments 
    for the financial year.

Goal 2:  System support: Acquisition and procurement 
The objectives are defined as follows:

•  Contracts to be placed by Armscor
    Armscor’s target of 95% of commitment of funds to be measured against the formally 
   planned value of commitments, which is based on requirements received and 
   confirmed as valid requirements from the DOD. 
•  Cash-flow (contractual payments made) 

Armscor’s target of 95% cash-flow would be measured against the formally planned 
   cash-flow in terms of achieved commitments for the financial year.

Goal 3: Placement schedule
Target set to measure the average time taken from receipt of requirement to placement of 
contract.

Goal 4: Management of Defence Industrial Participation 
Target set to measure the execution of Defence Industrial Participation (DIP) obligations in 
terms of the SLA and in compliance with the Armscor Act.

Goal 5: Management and execution of defence technology, research, test and evaluation 
requirements of the DOD
The target of Armscor Defence Institutes is set to achieve 95% completion of contractual 
milestones/deliveries as per orders received.

Goal 6: Performance against mandate (SA Navy – Dockyard performance management 
agreement)
The target set to measure the performance of the Dockyard and more specifically the services 
rendered to the SA Navy Fleet Command.
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Goal 1: Category 1 capital defence matériel acquisition excluding strategic defence 
acquisition but including technology acquisition

Objective description
(Projects)

1.1 Percentage of DOD capital 
requirements converted into 
orders placed including:
• Receipt of requirement.
• Assessment and confirmation 
  of requirement.
• Initiation of sourcing solution.
• Approval and placement of 
  order.

(Target set to measure the 
actual commitment of funds 
against the formally planned 
value of commitments, which 
is based on requirements 
received and confirmed as 
valid requirements from the 
DOD.)

1.2 Execution of contracts as 
measured through actual cash 
flow on DOD orders placed.

(Actual cash flow will be 
measured against planned 
cash flow, in terms of first 
revision, and adjusted for 
factors beyond Armscor’s 
control.)

Annual target
2018/19

95%

95%

Achievement 
against target

100%

96,96%

Performance against 
objective

DOD requirements to the value 
of R1.391 85bn were received.

Armscor committed 
R1.391 85bn of the above 
mentioned funds resulting in an 
achievement of 100%.

Target exceeded.

The planned cash flow for the 
first revision was R3.804 48bn.

Armscor managed to realise 
cash flow to the value of 
R2.668 30bn resulting in an 
achievement of 70,14%.

Authorised adjustments for 
factors beyond Armscor’s 
control amounted to 
R1.052 06bn. This result in a 
final achievement of 96,96%. 

Target exceeded.
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Objective description
(Projects)

2.1 Percentage of DOD system 
support and procurement 
requirements converted into 
orders placed including:
• Receipt of requirement.
• Assessment and confirmation 
of requirement.
• Initiation of sourcing solution.
• Approval and placement of 
order.

(Target set to measure the 
actual commitment of funds 
against the formally planned 
value of commitments, which 
is based on requirements 
received and confirmed as 
valid requirements from the 
DOD.)

2.2 Execution of contracts as 
measured through actual cash 
flow on DOD orders placed.

(Actual cash flow will be 
measured against planned 
cash flow, in terms of first 
revision, and adjusted for 
factors beyond Armscor’s 
control.)

Annual target
2018/19

95%

95%

Achievement 
against 
target

99,79%

96,75%

Performance against 
objective

DOD requirements to the 
value of R922.37m were 
received.

Armscor committed 
R920.46m of the 
above mentioned 
funds resulting in an 
achievement of 99,79%.

Target exceeded.

The planned cash flow 
for the first revision was 
R4.153 55bn.

Armscor managed to 
realise cash flow to the 
value of 
R2.932 90bn resulting 
in an achievement of 
70,61%.

Adjustments for factors 
beyond Armscor’s control 
amounted to 
R1.122 04bn. This result 
in a final achievement of 
96,75%.

Target exceeded.

Goal 2: System support: Acquisition and procurement 
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Goal 3: Schedule placement

Annual target
2018/19

60 days for 
shortened 
process 
Commercial-
of-the-shelf 
(COTS) items.

90 days for 
non-COTS 
and Product 
Support GDA 
procurement.

270 days 
for SDA 
acquisition 
programmes.

Achievement 
against 
target

73 days

111.05 days

133.88 days

Performance against 
objective

An average of 73 days 
taken from receipt of 
requirement to placement 
of contract.

Target not achieved.

An average of 111.05 
days taken from receipt 
of requirement to 
placement of contract.

Target not achieved.

An average of 133.88 
days taken for SDA 
acquisition programmes 
from receipt of 
requirement to placement 
of contract.

Technology: 102.95 days
Uncategorised: 34.50 
days

Target exceeded.

Objective description
(Projects)

3.1 Average time taken to 
convert DOD requirements into 
orders including:
• Confirmation of requirement.
• Completion of sourcing 
   process.
• Approval and placement of 
   order.

(Time taken from registration 
of requirement (3A) to 
placement of contract.)

Objective description
(Projects)

4.1 Value of DIP 
credits to be granted to 
overseas suppliers.

Active Portfolio:

Annual target
2018/19

Credits to be 
approved by 

2019-03-31 for 
active portfolio

R51,7m

Achievement 
against target

R53,0m

Performance against 
objective

DIP credits to the value 
of R53 037 955 have 
been awarded during the 
2018/19 financial year.

Target exceeded.

Goal 4: Management of Defence Industrial Participation

A certain percentage of counter-performance is negotiated by Armscor with overseas suppliers 
on all contracts in excess of USD 2m. The management of these counter-performances is 
included as an objective for Armscor, and the target is reflected in the following table:
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Objective description

5.1 Percentage of execution of 
technology requirements.

(Armscor Research & 
Development to achieve 
contractual milestones/
deliveries as per agreed 
Memoranda of Agreement 
and orders received for the 
financial year).

Annual target
2018/19

95%

Achievement 
against 
target

100,03%

Performance against 
objective

DOD orders received 
during the year to the 
value of R231 072 830.

Amount invoiced: 
R231 147 237, which 
included an amount 
of R74 409 relating to 
2017/18 financial year 
executed during current 
year.

Target exceeded.

Goal 5: Management and execution of Defence Technology, Research, Test and 
Evaluation requirements of the DOD
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Goal 6: Management and performance against Dockyard Mandate (SA Navy/
Dockyard Performance Management in terms of SLA with the SA Navy Agreement)

Objective description
(Projects)

6.1 Percentage of contractual 
milestones executed.

(Ensure adherence to Project 
contractual milestone planned 
dates as approved in project 
plan.)

6.2 Percentage of compliance 
to project finance.

Manage project finances in 
accordance with approved 
financial authorities and cash-
flow plan.

Annual target
2018/19

90%

90%

Achievement 
against 
target

91,8%

87,3%

Performance against 
objective

Measurement is for 
projects taken (average) 
on by the Dockyard 
in accordance with 
available resources 
and under full Dockyard 
management control.  

Work conducted on the 
following vessels were 
signed off by the SA 
Navy:  
• SAS DRAKENSBERG 
Docking Essential 
Defects (DED) 
• SAS ISAAC DYHOBA 
(DED)
• SAS MENDI (DED)
• TUG INDLOVU (REFIT)
• TUG UMALUSI (REFIT)

Target exceeded.

Financial Authorities 
were committed (this 
is only based on the 
FA2018/19 money 
approved for projects 
and paid).

Target not achieved.
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Objective description
(Projects)

6.3 Percentage of Ancillary 
Services executed.
(Provision of Ancillary Services 
as defined by SA Navy (power 
generation station, air supply, 
water supply, carnage support 
requirements, etc.) as per 
Dockyard funded business 
plan.)

6.4 Percentage of training 
requests executed.

(Training provided in 
accordance with the plan and 
requirements submitted by the 
SA Navy during the reporting 
period.)

6.5 Percentage compliance 
with quarterly report timelines.

(Supply quarterly reports 
to Flag Officer Fleet that 
addresses inter-alia project 
performance status, financial 
statements, risks with 
mitigating plans, capabilities, 
facilities and ancillary services 
status reporting as per 
reporting timeline schedule.)

Annual target
2018/19

95%

90%

90%

Achievement 
against 
target

95%

100%

100%

Performance against 
objective

Ancillary Services as 
requested by SA Navy 
were delivered and 
signed off by the SA 
Navy.

Target achieved.

Training requirements 
requested by the SA 
Navy were provided and 
signed off by the SA 
Navy.

Target exceeded.

All quarterly reports 
submitted to Flag Officer 
Fleet on or prior to 
delivery date and signed 
off by the SA Navy.

Target exceeded.
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Performance against Group Corporate Objectives

Progress/compliance with the approved Corporate Group objectives is stated below.

Strategic objective 1: Revenue Generation

Generate additional realisable revenue

No.

1.1

1.1.1

1.1.2

1.1.3

Objective description

Group revenue (transfer 
payment, other income, 
and finance income).

Increase income, 
including commercial 
income from the existing 
facilities of Armscor R&D. 

Revenue generated from 
the Business Enablement 
Business Unit.

Annual target
2018/19

R1 383,9m

5%
(R139 849 187)
(Baseline based 

on planned 
figure of 
2017/18)

R110,2m

Achievement
against target 

R1 377,4m

(15,5)%

R23m

Performance against 
objective

Goal could only be 
partially achieved 
as R1 377,4m was 
received. 

Target not achieved. 

Commercial orders to 
the value of 
R152 281 164 were 
received of which 
R118 102 320 was 
executed. 
Achieved: 15,5% 
decrease.

Target not achieved.

Goal could only be 
partially achieved 
as R22 959 895 was 
received. Revenue 
was affected by the 
cancellation of the 
building project.

Target not achieved.
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Strategic objective 2: Cost Management

Strategic objective 3: Efficient and Effective Delivery

Strategic maintenance and reduction of capital and operating costs 

No.

2.1

2.1.1

No.

3.1

3.1.1

3.1.2

3.1.3

Objective description

Improve net financial 
position (2017/18 
financial year – deficit of 
R25,5m).

Objective description

Reduce DIP agreements 
turnaround time.

Reduce Acquisition 
Projects baselines 
turnaround time.

Reduce DOD Project 
Amendments turnaround 
time.

Annual target
2018/19

Break even

Annual target
2018/19

50 days

58 days

40 days

Achievement
against target 

R235,3m

Achievement
against target 

18 days

30 days

9,28 days

Performance against 
objective

Surplus of R235,3m 
mainly due to rental 
collected.

Target exceeded.

Performance against 
objective

The overall turnaround 
time of 18 days was 
achieved against the 
target of 50 days. 

Target exceeded.

The overall turnaround 
time of 30 days on 
Acquisition Projects 
was achieved against 
the annual target of 58 
days.

Target exceeded.

The overall turnaround 
time of 9,28 days 
on DOD Project 
Amendments was 
achieved against an 
annual target of 40 
days.

Target exceeded.

Reduce turnaround times of core processes  
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Strategic objective 3: Efficient and Effective Delivery

Reduce turnaround times of core processes  

No.

3.1

3.1.4

3.2

3.2.1

3.3

3.3.1

3.3.2

Objective description

Reduce DOD Project 
Cancellations turnaround 
time.

• Business Enablement
• Business Assurance
• Finance
• Corporate Support
• R&D
• Internal Audit
• Corporate Strategy and 
  Planning
• SCM

Development and Test 
Services: 
Percentage compliance with 
Technology Development 
Master Plan, in accordance 
with SLA between Armscor 
and DOD.

Percentage of all IP 
requests received 
processed.

Annual target
2018/19

30 days

31 March 2019

90%

80%

Achievement
against target 

6,34 days

31 March 2019

99,6%

85,7%

Performance against 
objective

The overall turnaround 
time of 6,34 days 
on DOD Project 
Cancellations was 
achieved against an 
annual target of 30 days.

Target exceeded.

Baseline turnaround 
times for core 
processes, as well as 
areas for improvement 
were identified and 
established between 
some business units. 

Target partially 
achieved.

Orders placed:
Budgeted target:  
R912,8m
Orders placed: R908,9m 
(99,6%)

Target exceeded.

Seven requests for 
IP exploitation were 
received of which six 
were processed.

Target exceeded.

Establish baseline turnaround times 

Effective Technology and IP Management
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Strategic objective 3: Efficient and Effective Delivery

Effective Technology and IP Management

No.

3.3

3.3.3

3.4

3.4.1

3.4.2

Objective description

Maintain a complete 
and comprehensive IP 
Register, which ensures 
the maintenance of an 
unqualified audit opinion, 
in respect of Armscor and 
DOD Intangible Capital 
Assets under Armscor’s 
management.

Renew application systems 
to improve effectiveness 
and efficiency:

•  Development of SCM.

Improve Information 
Security:
•  Finalise data leakage  
   solution.

•  Implement Information   
   Technology security 
   operations centre.

Annual target
2018/19

31 March 2019

31 March 2019

30 June 2018 

30 June 2018

Achievement
against target 

31 March 2019

Not Achieved 

31 March 2018 

30 June 2018

Performance against 
objective

Complete and 
comprehensive IP 
register maintained.

Target achieved. 

The ERP development 
contract was terminated 
due to non-performance 
of the service provider 
and a new approach to 
implementing the ERP 
has been approved by 
the Board on 17 April 
2019.
Target not achieved.

Data leakage solution 
was implemented 
during previous financial 
period.
Target not relevant 
for the period 2018/19 
financial year.

The centre was 
established and 
the state of cyber 
security in Armscor 
is communicated on 
a regular basis to the 
Board and personnel.  

Target partially 
achieved.

Infrastructure Renewal
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Strategic objective 3: Efficient and Effective Delivery

Strategic objective 4: Stakeholder Management

Infrastructure Renewal

No.

3.4

3.4.2

No.

4.1

4.1.1

Objective description

• Implement security 
  architecture.

Objective description

One contract must be 
successfully concluded out 
of every 10 business leads 
obtained.

Annual target
2018/19

31 March 2019

Annual target
2018/19

10:1

Achievement
against target 

31 March 2019

Achievement
against target 

28:6

Performance against 
objective

The project has 
been delayed due 
to stoppage of the 
ERP project, which 
affects the core of the 
security architecture.

Target partially 
achieved.

Performance against 
objective

Six out of 28 business 
leads were successfully 
concluded.

Target exceeded.

Customer engagement
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Strategic objective 4: Stakeholder Management

No.

4.2

4.2.1

4.2.2

4.2.3

Objective description

Implement approved 
Stakeholder Engagement 
Strategy.

Stakeholder Satisfaction 
Improvement Survey 
(conducted every second 
year).

Employee satisfaction 
measurement (2015/16 
financial year used as 
baseline for measurement: 
68,71%).

Annual target
2018/19

31 March 2019

31 March 2019
(2% 

improvement)

1,5%
improvement

Achievement
against target 

31 March 2019

31 March 2019
(2,67% decline)

0,01% 
improvement

Performance against 
objective

Ongoing engagement 
with stakeholders as 
per implementation 
plan.

Target achieved.

The overall 
Stakeholders 
Satisfaction Report 
indicated a 2,67% 
decline.  External 
clients reflect a 3,89% 
decrease and the 
satisfaction percentage 
of service providers/
suppliers remained 
unchanged. 

Target not achieved.

Out of 1 467 
employees the number 
of responses was 469 
(31,93%).

The results of the 
Employee Satisfaction 
Survey improved from 
67,97% in 2018 to 
68,72% in 2019.

Target not achieved.

Stakeholder Engagement Strategy
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Strategic objective 4: Stakeholder Management

No.

4.2

4.2.4

4.2.5

Objective description

Shows and Exhibitions:
Facilitation of industry 
participation at 
international shows (as 
approved by dti) and 
exhibitions (as approved 
by the Board).

Marketing of R&D facilities 
through the Military 
Attaché and Advisor Corps 
(MAAC) sessions and 
touring at least three R&D 
facilities.

Annual target
2018/19

31 March 2019

31 March 2019

Achievement
against target 

31 March 2019

31 March 2019

Performance against 
objective

Approval for 
participation and 
facilitation of 
industry on shows 
and exhibitions was 
obtained.  
• UN HQ visit, New 
York  - 6 June 2018
• DSA2018, Kuala 
Lampur - 16 -19 April
• Eurosatory 2018, 
Paris  - 11 - 15 June
• Angola Trade Mission
  - 16 - 20 July 2018
• AAD2018, Air Force 
  Base Waterkloof
  - 19 - 23 September
• IDEX 2019, Abu 
Dhabi  - 17 - 21 
February

Target achieved.

• Show & tell to market 
Armscor to the African 
Military Attachés on 13 
August 2018.
• MAAC visited 
Armscor Dockyard and 
IMT on 20 February 
2019.

Target achieved.

Stakeholder Engagement Strategy
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Strategic objective 4: Stakeholder Management

No.

4.3

4.3.1

4.3.2

4.3.3

Objective description

Achievement of approved 
Equity Plan that is directed 
towards:
• increasing black  
  representation, and

• improving female  
   representation (overall).

Controllable staff turnover 
in technical positions, 
excluding retirements (less 
than or equal to 4,5%).

Skills Development 
Programme:
• Provision of bursaries for 
   full-time studies 
   (number).

• Appointment and 
  development of 
  employees’ Talent 
  Development Programme 
  (number of employees in 
  programme).

Annual target
2018/19

72% black 
employees

38% female 
employees

 ≤ 4,5%

33

40

Achievement
against target 

81,74% black 
employees

38% female 
employees

2,28%

35

45

Performance against 
objective

Achieved: 1 344 out of 
1 643 employees are 
black.

Target exceeded.

Achieved: 617 out of 
1 643 employees are 
female.

Target achieved.

There were 14 (out of 
614 technical positions) 
resignations for the 
year.

Target exceeded.

Thirty-five students 
were awarded 
bursaries for 2018 
academic year.

Target exceeded.

The annual target 
was exceeded by five. 
Forty-five candidates 
were appointed into the 
Talent Development 
Programme.

Target exceeded.

Transformation of Corporation
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Strategic objective 4: Stakeholder Management

No.

4.3

4.3.4

4.3.5

Objective description

Succession Planning 
Development:

Percentage compliance 
with Succession Planning 
Development (key 
identified positions).

Appointment of people 
with disabilities (number).

Annual target
2018/19

80%

22

Achievement
against target 

91,48%

22

Performance against 
objective

91,48% compliance 
with the development 
plans as contracted 
with successors.

Target exceeded.

The total number of 
people with disability 
appointed amounts to 
22.

Target achieved.

Transformation of Corporation
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2.2 OPERATIONAL REVIEW

2.2.1 Acquisition

The core function of Armscor is to acquire defence matériel and related services, primarily for the SANDF 
but also for other government departments and services, with permission from the Minister of Defence 
and Military Veterans.

The acquisition role of Armscor entails all the actions that need to be taken to satisfy the need for 
matériel, facilities or services intended for use in meeting or in support of client requirements. This 
includes requirements analysis, technology development, design and development of products and 
product systems, the industrialisation and manufacturing of mature products and product systems 
that fully meet the stated user requirements. It also entails procurement of existing and qualified 
products, as well as the acquisition of product system support for user systems during the operational 
lifetime of the systems.

The acquisition responsibility of Armscor can be broadly classified into two main categories being, 
capital acquisition (funded by the Special Defence Account) and system support and procurement 
(funded by the General Defence Account). Capital acquisition entails projects that cater for technology 
development, directed systems development and the subsequent production of new defence matériel, 
while system support and procurement involves operating procurement, maintenance and support of 
existing equipment and systems.  

Capital equipment acquisition entails projects or programmes that are aimed at the development and 
production of complex systems that meet the stated capability requirements of the SANDF.  During 
the execution of these development projects a formal risk-reduction process is followed, which leads 
to the contracting of suitable suppliers to develop, industrialise and manufacture the products or 
product systems. The acquisition process concludes with the delivery of mature, fully qualified and 
supportable products or products systems to the SANDF.

During the financial year under review, Armscor managed and executed contracts to a total value 
of R11,764 billion for the DOD, of which R7,442 billion, or 63,26% of the total acquisition and 
procurement portfolio related to technology and capital acquisition projects, while procurement 
and maintenance and support contracts to a value of R4,322 billion or 36,74% of the total portfolio 
were managed and executed. The total contract value for capital acquisition projects was however, 
reduced by R2 billion during October 2018, due to rephrasing of the order values of Project 
Hoefyster to later years. The ratio of contracts for capital acquisition versus that of procurement 
activities at the end of the 2018/19 financial year (63% vs 37%), however remained similar to that 
of the previous financial year. 

Status of Acquisition Objectives

During the reporting period, the Acquisition Policy (A-POL-1000) was updated and approved by 
the Armscor Board of Directors in June 2018 for implementation. The update aligns the policy 
with the Armscor Strategy, Minister of Defence Directive and the organisational restructuring 
that took place during 2016/17.
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The policy furthermore implements the Expedited Armaments Acquisition Process (EAAP) in 
addition to the traditional Acquisition Process. Implementation of the EAAP was also tested with 
two projects from the SA Army, which were identified as expedited projects. The EAAP process 
serves to advance the acquisition of urgent requirements that can be satisfied by means of 
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) or military-off-the-shelf (MOTS) products and which do not 
require any development or significant modifications.

In accordance with the Acquisition excellence objective of Armscor, continued training of 
Acquisition personnel in the important field of systems engineering was identified as a key 
objective. A course in systems engineering focusing on the peculiar requirements of Armscor 
Programme Managers and Systems Engineers was developed by the University of Pretoria. 
This course was presented to the first group of Armscor personnel during the third quarter of 
2018/19 financial year. Further focussed courses of this nature will be developed and presented 
in future to maintain and enhance the critical capabilities that are required by Armscor.

During the reporting period, Armscor has been providing continuous support to the NDIC 
initiative, and in particular to Work Stream 1, which included amongst others, the determination 
of capability risks in the SADI.

Supply Chain Management

Although the staff complement of the newly formed SCM Department is not yet at 100%, the 
department is functioning well in ensuring that irregular and fruitless expenditure on procurement 
as well as non-compliances to bid processes are avoided. 

Considering the financial challenges that most institutions find themselves in, SCM has identified 
possible areas of cost savings within the operating budget of Armscor. The implementation of 
these will continue into the 2019/20 financial year for reporting at the end of the financial year. 

Furthermore, these imperatives are being guided by the SCM Policy that was approved by the 
Board of Directors in September 2018.

Acquisition Financial Performance

An important objective of the Acquisition Department remains the achievement of planned orders 
and efficient expenditure of DOD funds. Armscor’s cash flow performance is measured against the 
joint Armscor/DOD cash flow planning that occurs during June of every year, adjusted with mutually 
agreed deductions due to factors beyond Armscor’s control. These factors that prevent realising 
planned cash flow would be requirements received too late during the year to allow industry to 
execute the full extent of work within that financial year, planned funds are not spent as a result of 
improvements in the predicted rate of exchange, or where ceiling amounts are contracted and the 
full extent of work provided for does not materialise (e.g. maintenance contracts). A total amount of 
R2,174 billion, which was planned during the first revision in June 2018 as cash flow for the 2018/19 
financial year was regarded as not being achievable due to factors beyond Armscor’s control and 
was supported by agreements from the DOD. Taking this reduction of the planned cash flow target 
into consideration, Armscor managed to achieve and exceed its target of 95% cash flow against the 
planned cash flow for both capital and operating funds.
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The graph below reflects the cash flow planned that has been adjusted by deducting orders that 
could not achieve planned payments due to factors beyond Armscor’s control versus actual cash 
flow achieved.

Figure 1: Actual vs Adjusted Planned Cash Flow for 2018/19 Financial Year

The 2018/19 financial year was characterised by budget cuts and continuous re-planning of 
financial allocations within the DOD. This resulted in many requirements received by Armscor 
being underfunded, and in some cases funds were re-allocated subsequent to Armscor receiving 
requirements. This resulted in many contracts (especially requirements funded from the DOD’s 
operating budget) being placed very late in the financial year and consequently having a 
negative impact on industry’s ability to deliver and the achievement of planned cash flow before 
the end of the financial year. 

As many acquisition projects have now progressed from the development phase to production, 
it has become more evident that industry has insufficient capacity to execute the full extent 
of required production output during each of the financial years. In addition, many of the 
subcontractors that are suppliers to the greater defence industry have been severely affected 
by non-payment by Denel, and this has resulted in some subcontractors having to scale down 
on capacity. 

These factors have all resulted in less than planned payments being realised during the financial 
year. 
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By necessity, industry is also focussing to a larger extent on export business in order to maintain 
their capability and capacity, and this is also to a greater extent impacting on available capacity 
to timeously deliver against Armscor contracts.

One of the main contributors to the reduced cash flow during the past financial year was 
Denel’s general inability to deliver on contractual commitments. Due to amongst others, Denel’s 
liquidity problems and it not being able to pay suppliers; as a result a large component of their 
supplier base have stopped delivering subsystems to them. This contributed greatly to Denel’s 
significant underperformance on all programmes and thus further contributing to Armscor’s 
payments against contracts being significantly less than normal. 

During September 2018, an amount of approximately R2 billion of the contracted value on the 
New Generation Infantry Combat Vehicle project was rephrased to following years as a result 
of the inability of Denel to deliver on this programme. This consequently reduced the total 
contracted value for the 2018/19 financial year. 

The total cash flow achieved during the reporting period, amounted to R5,601 billion, compared 
to R6,543 billion during the 2017/18 financial year. The generally poor performance by industry, 
and that of Denel specifically, has resulted in the cash flow performance for the 2018/19 financial 
year being the lowest in 10 years.  The annual cash flow as a percentage of the total adjusted 
contract values for each year is indicated in the graph below. 

Figure 2: Cash flow as a percentage of adjusted ordered values per financial year for past 10 
years
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Acquisition Highlights

Maritime Systems

Hydrographic Capability
This programme entails the acquisition of a new hydrographic capability products system for the 
SA Navy. The programme comprises the following:

- A Hydrographic Survey Vessel (HSV), including two fully integrated inshore survey 
  motor boats and one sea boat.
- A third fully operational inshore survey motor boat, kept ashore in reserve.
- Upgrading of the current shore-based hydrographic office infrastructure located at the 
  Silvermine Military Complex in the Cape Peninsula.

The order to place a contract with Southern African Shipyards (SAS) was approved on 17 
November 2017. The project is running on schedule and the detailed design and logistic 
engineering activities was underway at the end of the reporting period.

A ceremonial steel cutting ceremony was hosted by the main contractor (SAS) on 30 November 2018. 
The sea boat and South African Navy Hydrographic Office (SANHO) infrastructure upgrade product 
systems had successfully completed the first Design Reviews on 5 and 27 February 2019 respectfully.

The Keel Laying ceremony was hosted by the main contractor on 7 March 2019 and construction 
of the inshore survey motor boat has commenced. SANHO infrastructure upgrade including 
equipment installation has been completed.

Multi-Mission Patrol Capability 
This programme entails the acquisition of a new Multi-Mission Patrol Capability for the South 
African Navy, comprising three Multi-Mission Offshore Patrol Vessels (MMOPVs) and three 
Multi-Mission Inshore Patrol Vessels (MMIPVs). The MMIPV portion of the project is active and 
contracted.

The MMIPV project is progressing according to the contracted schedule. The detailed design 
of the vessel has been concluded and the customisation of the logistic support system for the 
South African Navy is progressing according to plan.

Production of five of the 17 sections of the first MMIPV commenced at the end of the reporting 
period, with the launching of the vessel planned for end 2020.

Midlife Upgrade of the SA Navy Frigates
The project is currently in the concept phase that commenced in February 2016. The focus so far 
has been to conduct functional studies, which will culminate in the establishment of a functional 
baseline that will address obsolescence and upgrade requirements with regards to the SA Navy 
Frigate fleet. The platform functional study has been completed while the majority of combat 
suite studies are nearing completion. The establishment of the overall functional baseline has 
been delayed due to unavailability of funds to complete a combat suite functional study. The 
functional baseline is now planned to be established by the second quarter of 2020/21 financial 
year as funds have been made available to complete the combat suite functional study. 
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Midlife Upgrade of the SA Navy Submarines
This programme relates to the midlife upgrade of the current submarines of the SA Navy. The aim 
of the programme is to combat obsolescence of the platforms through replacement of identified 
subsystems on the vessels to ensure future support. Feasibility studies have been completed and 
a recommended approach has been defined in the project study report, which was submitted for 
consideration by the SA Navy. The recommended approach has been approved by the SA Navy 
and resulted in the initiation of the acquisition phase, with contracting planned to take place in 
2020. All activities on this programme have however, subsequently been suspended due to the 
imposition of severe budget cuts, which amongst others have affected this programme.

Airborne Systems

New Generation Short Range Air-to-Air Missile
This project entails the development of the A-Darter short range air-to-air missile system for the 
South African Air Force (SAAF) and is co-funded by the Brazilian Air Force.

The development phase of the missile system is reaching completion and the final qualification 
test flights series of the missile was completed in August 2018. The Formal Qualification Review 
of the missile is planned for June 2019 where after the airworthy certification process from both 
Air Forces (South African and Brazilian) will commence, with expected completion in August 2019. 
This important milestone will signify the completion of the missile development phase and the 
co-operation with Brazil under the development programme. Finalisation of the development 
phase of the missile was delayed significantly due to technical challenges and financial difficulties 
experienced by Denel.

A contract was placed with Denel in March 2015 for the industrialisation and subsequent production 
of A-Darter missiles for the SAAF. Progress on the preparation of the manufacturing processes 
was slow and manufacturing of subsystems for the first batch of missiles has been delayed by 
almost two years due to financial challenges experienced by Denel and consequent non-delivery of 
subsystems by their suppliers and subcontractors. Delivery of the first batch of missiles and initial 
logistic support capability is now scheduled for the second quarter of the 2019/20 financial year.

The integration of the A-Darter missile and a Helmet Mounted Display capability onto the Hawk 
Mk120 Lead-In fighter Trainer Aircraft of the SAAF has been put on hold by the SAAF and after the 
first round of risk reduction work, all further activities in this regard have been put on hold.

Special Projects

Workboat System
This project provides for the acquisition of a Workboat System to replace the four aged workboats at 
Special Forces Regiment Langebaan. The workboat system consists of a passenger ferry workboat, 
one large workboat and two identical small workboats and also includes training, depot and on-
board spares, on-board equipment, documentation and interim support for a two year period after 
delivery. 
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This programme has been running successfully and both the two small workboats and the passenger 
ferry have been successfully commissioned and handed over to the Special Forces.  The large 
workboat is currently nearing the end of construction and is due for hand-over to the Special Forces 
in May 2019.

Chemical, Biological and Radiological Defence System
This project addresses the acquisition of a chemical, biological and radiological defence system 
for the SANDF. This system will be deployed in conventional as well as urban environments and 
comprises the following four elements:

• Protection.
• Detection.
• Decontamination. 
• Verification.

The project is currently in the concept phase of the acquisition process and the project study 
phase is planned to be completed towards the end of 2019, when a recommendation will be made 
as to which elements need to be developed, and which can be acquired as MOTS subsystems. 

Landward Systems

New Generation Infantry Combat Vehicle
This programme provides for a complete New Generation Infantry Combat Vehicle Products 
System to replace the Ratel Infantry Combat Vehicle that has been in service since 1976. At the 
time of contracting for the development phase of this programme, the programme comprised five 
combat variants including their logistic support and ammunition. Four additional variants were 
added when the contract for the industrialisation and production of the vehicles was concluded. 
The original requirement provided for three battalions of vehicles (264 vehicles in total), but 
due to budget constraints the production contract originally provided for only 238 vehicles. The 
quantity of 238 combat vehicles was subsequently increased to 244 vehicles as a quid pro quo 
for an increase in the advance payments to the contractor. The contract provides for the initial 
21 vehicle platforms to be delivered by the platform Original Engine Manufacturer (OEM), Patria 
from Finland, while the remaining vehicle platforms are to be produced locally by Denel Land 
Systems (DLS) and its subcontractors. The turrets and weapon systems are locally developed 
and manufactured by DLS as the prime contractor.

This programme is currently significantly behind schedule due to severe liquidity and technical 
challenges being experienced by DLS who is the main contractor for the programme. As the 
2018/19 financial year progressed, the activities on this programme came to a virtual halt due 
to financial challenges and subcontractors/suppliers having stopped delivery of subsystems and 
services. At the end of the reporting period, the programme was already 43 months behind 
schedule and continues to slip.  

Despite the development phase not been completed, DLS had initiated the industrialisation 
phase and have amongst others manufactured four section variant (which is the lead variant) 
pre-production models. 
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The critical design review of the section variant development model, which was conducted during 
February 2016, resulted in the identification of a number of non-conformances to specification. 
These non-conformances had to be corrected on the pre-production models, but have not 
been closed off, primarily due to Denel’s technical and liquidity challenges. Progress with the 
development of the balance of the variants has slipped even further, due to DLS prioritising the 
completion of development of the section variant. The delays in the programme exacerbated the 
liquidation of VR Laser (responsible for the local manufacturing of the hulls and the recipient of 
technology transfer from the hull OEM) and subsystem suppliers who ceased to deliver critical 
subsystems due to non-payment by Denel. The liquidation of VR Laser will result in the vehicle 
hulls having to be re-industrialised by an appointed alternative manufacturer of the hulls, thus 
resulting in even further slippage of the programme.

During December 2018, Denel formally notified Armscor and the DOD that it is unable to deliver 
against the current contract baseline in terms of technical specifications, delivery schedule and 
price as contracted. The way forward with the programme is being addressed within Armscor 
and the DOD, and possible alternative approaches with associated implications to mitigate the 
financial and capability risk to the DOD is being investigated. Recommendations will be made 
to the appropriate forums within the DOD and Armscor early in the 2019/20 financial year.

Ground Based Air Defence System for the SA Army
The first phase of the Ground Based Air Defence System (GBADS) programme, namely the 
Local Warning Segment, has been delivered to the SA Army Air Defence Artillery Formation and 
is operational.  

Phase two of the GBADS programme comprises two steps. The first step entails the upgrade 
of the Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) of the 35mm anti-aircraft guns currently in service with 
the South African Army Air Defence Artillery Formation. This upgrade provided for the addition 
of a radar-guided semi-integrated gun fire capability to the 35mm guns, which significantly 
enhanced the operational capability of these assets. During the reporting period, all design and 
production activities have been completed. The SANDF conducted Final Operational Test and 
Evaluation (FOT&E) and expressed satisfaction with the enhanced operational capability given 
the adapted concept of operations as now reflected in user doctrine. The technical publications 
and training documentation was also completed during the reporting period and the interim 
operational baseline for this segment was successfully achieved. Remaining work includes 
the completion of corrective actions following FOT&E and integration of system information 
into the SANDF’s Logistic Management Information System.  Handover of system management 
responsibility to the SANDF is planned for May 2019.

The third phase of the GBADS programme addresses the Battle Management, Command & 
Control, Communications, Computers and Information integration within the Mobile Air Defence 
System Regiment and to Higher Order User Systems. Despite severe budget cuts affecting this 
programme, the design and development phase commenced during the reporting period with 
the contracting of the design authority, as well as contracting for the upgrade of the Thutlwa 
Radar and for doctrine development support. 
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Although the programme is not fully funded to date, it is anticipated that the product baseline, 
which will conclude the development work of this phase will be achieved by March 2021.

Common Weapon Systems

New Generation Tactical Communication System
This project addresses the acquisition of a complete new generation tactical communication 
system for the SANDF. This system will make provision for all tactical communication requirements 
for all arms of service and will ensure interoperability between all users.   

The communication system encompasses state-of-the-art transmission and information security 
techniques, whilst incorporating semi real-time data link performance characteristics and digital 
voice communication. Development of the various elements of this system has been completed, 
and will result in the first tactical communications system in the world that will provide complete 
interoperability between all elements of the battlefield (Air Force, Army, Navy, etc.) without 
making use of gateways or protocol converters.

The development and industrialisation phase of this programme is nearing completion and 
the industrialisation of the four major sub-systems: High Frequency Radio system, the Very/
Ultra High Frequency radio system, Intra Platform Communication System and Short Range 
Communication System has been completed and all the manufacturing baselines have been 
established. Development of the communication management system has been completed, which 
enables the execution of design test and evaluation as well as operational test and evaluation 
of the total system comprising all the major sub-systems operating as a system. The first two 
production contracts are nearing completion and the follow-up production orders have been 
placed.

Defence Industrial Participation 
Defence Industrial Participation (DIP) entails the obligation incurred by a foreign supplier to 
reciprocate defence related business in South Africa as a result of foreign defence acquisition, 
and forms an integral part of the DOD’s policy framework for the retention and development of 
the SADI.

Armscor is currently managing 15 existing active DIP agreements resulting from capital acquisition 
projects; a single obligation that stems from the Special Defence Packages (SDPs), and one DIP 
agreement resulting from the procurement of pistols on behalf of the SAPS.

The only remaining SDP related DIP obligation is an obligation incurred by MBDA missile systems 
for the acquisition of the Exocet surface-to-surface missile for deployment on the frigates of the 
SA Navy.  Negotiations have started between Armscor and MBDA to investigate alternative 
projects involving local companies to discharge the outstanding obligation. The DIP agreement 
has been extended to June 2019 to give Armscor and MBDA an opportunity to identify suitable 
projects.

The DIP agreement for the project relating to the establishment of a Local Dynamic Test Capability 
for the JAS39 Gripen was concluded on 4 May 2018. 
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During the past financial year, Armscor planned to approve DIP credits to the value of R51 
739 864 and actually achieved the approval of DIP credits to the value of R53 037 955, this a 
performance of 102,51% against plan.

The status of the four DIP Portfolios as at 31 March 2019 is as follows: 

2.2.2 Research and Development

The Armscor Act provides for Armscor to manage the strategic capabilities and facilities. 
This responsibility was delegated to the Research and Development Department. Defence 
operational and scientific research, test and evaluation services, technology management, 
analysis and industrialisation, and intellectual property management service are services 
rendered by the Department.

The Department’s total business portfolio of R489,9m included a grant of R84,6m contracted 
work from the DOD to a value of R337,6m and commercial contracts to a value of R152,3m. The 
main contributing facilities were Alkantpan Test Range, Gerotek Test Facilities, and Hazmat 
Protective Systems.

Note: Except for DIP obligations relating to the Frigates (MBDA), all other SDP related DIP 
obligations were fully discharged during previous reporting periods.

* Note: The negative value under the Historic Pro-active Portfolio relates to transfer of pro-
active credits to active agreements and credits expired since the termination of the Historic 
Pro-active agreements. 

Status of DIP obligations relating to the Strategic Defence Packages as at 31 March 2019:

Portfolio

Project Technology
Transfer

InvestmentObligation Planned
Performance

Actual
Performance

Actual vs
Planned

Actual vs
Obligation

Sales
(Local and 
Exports)

Number 
of current 
contracts

Total
obligation

(Rm)

Credits 
passed during

current
financial year

(Rm)

Total
credits

approved
to date
(Rm)

Number 
of completed 

contracts
(since start of

DIP
programme)

Outstanding
obligation

(Rm)

SDPs 1

1

15Total 44 22 589 53 21 442 1 147

1 0 n/a n/a10 32

4

2 941 2 008 2 008 100 68 1 505 465 38

45 n/a n/a-88 915

7 112 182537 294     34     13Active (SDA)

Historic
Pro-active*

Frigates

7 15 111

1843

0

0

14 178 933

32152

Rm Rm Rm Rm Rm Rm

Police
Contracts

Pro-active
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The sustainability and effective management of the strategic and sovereign capabilities is still a 
challenge due to insufficient funding that is still being experienced by the Department. Commercial 
opportunities created through research and development activities are actively being exploited to 
contribute to long-term financial sustainability. The Department is also still exploring the possibility of 
business partnering under the Armscor Turnaround Strategy to contribute towards the sustainability 
and effective management of the strategic and sovereign capabilities.

The focus is on the following four functional areas:
1) Functional Area 1: Technology and Intellectual Property Management Divisions;
2) Functional Area 2: Test and Evaluation Institutes; and
3) Functional Area 3: Operational and Scientific Research Institutes. 

Technology Management, Analysis and Industrialisation, and Intellectual Property Management 
Divisions. These divisions perform an independent, centralised coordination and management role 
for technology acquisition, intellectual property management and technology commercialisation.

Technology Management, Analysis and Industrialisation Division
This division is responsible for acquiring technology for Category 1 defence matériel, facilities and 
services in accordance with the operational requirements of the DOD as mandated by the SLA 
between Armscor and the DOD. Technology Management, Analysis and Industrialisation (TEMANI) 
performs an independent, centralised coordination and management role for technology acquisition 
and industrialisation.

Management of Technology Development Programmes
As a result of new and changing demands of the SANDF, technology development programmes in 
various technology areas are undertaken in order to develop and maintain relevant technologies 
and capabilities in South Africa. This in turn allows the SANDF to maintain strategic capabilities in-
country. 

The technology development programmes are conducted in South African Defence Industries, 
Defence Evaluation and Research Institutes (DERIs), and at Tertiary Education Institutions 
(Universities).

Management of Technology Development Programmes include:
Aerospace Technology – Prov ides the SA Ai r  Force (SAAF) wi th  sc ient i f ic  and 
                                   engineering support services in the Aeronautics, Airborne Electronic 
                                              Warfare and Guided Weapons domains, including development of a 
                                              retractable gun turret demonstrator. 

Landwards Technology   –  Provides SA Army with scientific and engineering advice and 
                                             technological solutions aimed at providing engineering knowledge  to 
                                             improve weapon systems in the domains of mobility, protection, 
                                             firepower.

Electronics Technology  –   Provides ready technology base to provide scientific and 
                                         engineering advice and technical solutions in radar, electronic 
                                             warfare, optronics, communications, command and control, cyber 
                                             domains. 
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Support Technology         – Develops and maintains sustainable capability in chemical and
                                            biological defence as well as ergonomics and body armour as part of 
                                            soldier support.
Technology-Based
Special Programmes         – DESUP and DEFTED

The technology funding of R912 million (including roll-overs and shuffles) for these programmes 
was distributed as follows:

• Armscor Research and Development Institutes – 14%
• CSIR – 30%
• South African Defence Industries – 47%
• Universities – 9%

Performance on some of the major technology programmes is highlighted below.
• The SAAF helicopters operating at low altitudes in combat conditions are vulnerable 
   to ground fire from ground weapons ranging from sniper rifles, rocket-propelled grenades 
   to anti-aircraft artillery. The SAAF currently has no sensors capable of detecting small-
   arms fire. The Rooivalk and Oryx helicopters have been hit by small arms in the 
   Democratic Republic of Congo theatre operations. Thus a Hostile Fire Indicator (HOSFIN) 
   technology based on the RSR 150 sensor adaptation was investigated to provide a radar 
   based HOSFIN capability. Most HOSFIN sensors rely on the sound of the passing bullet 

to signal to the pilot that continuous tracking and classification of the incoming round (bullet)  
instead of relying on single-event detection via acoustics. This lowers significantly the false 
alarm rate. The highlight of the past year was the successful demonstration of the radar 
based HOSFIN capability at the SAAF’s Test Flight and Development Centre in November 
2018.

• The SA Navy operates conventional submarines and various surface vessels. These 
  vessels have sophisticated systems fitted that enable them to perform their required 
  missions. Some of these systems are becoming obsolete. Thus new equipment had 
  to be developed to mitigate the obsolescence risks. This resulted in the following 
  effector and sensors advance technology demonstrators and products (sensors and 
  effectors): Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave Optical Radar Tracker, Close-In 
  Surveillance System, and the Remote Controlled Weapon System Rogue gun. These 
  demonstrators were developed by various SADI companies. In order to demonstrate 
  the enhanced capabilities and extended functionalities provided when these 
  demonstrators and products are integrated, project Effector and Sensor Integration 
  (EASI) was initiated to integrate the sensors and effectors using middleware software 
  developed by the CSIR. This software allowed the technology demonstrators and 
  products to share messages. The highlight of the previous year was the successful 
  demonstration of EASI, whereby the sensor and effector were integrated and recorded 
  their data displayed on the Naval Digital maps of the Frigate Command and Control 
  system. 
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• The SAAF Rooivalk Combat Support Helicopter (CSH) employs a chin mounted 20mm cannon.   
  The helicopter main rotor blades kick up a lot of dust as a result of downwash during take-off 
  and landing. Some of this dust is then ingested into the chin mounted cannon. As a result, 
  the cannon has proven unreliable due to the dust particle ingestion during take-off and 
  landing. This has caused the gun to stop functioning, which could result in a loss of personnel 
  and aircraft during battle. A solution to this problem is the ability to retract the cannon during 
  take-off and landing so as to protect the gun mechanisms from dust particles. As a result, a 
  retractable gun turret system technology demonstrator is being developed to retract and cover 
  the gun mechanism during take-off and landing. The retractable gun technology demonstrator   
  was successfully demonstrated during 2018/19 financial year.

Intellectual Property Management Division
Intellectual Property (IP) created or acquired during acquisition of defence matériel or technology
development projects, on behalf of the DOD, is managed by R&D: Intellectual Property 
Management Division (IPMAD).

The IP is categorised as either sovereign or strategic IP and the function to manage IP includes 
the following generic elements:

• Identification of IP
• IP recordal and protection
• IP valuation
• IP contract management
• Legislative compliance with IP laws
• Direct and/or indirect exploitation of IP

Strategic IP may be exploited with little consequence to the DOD. However, sovereign IP 
may only be exploited after due consideration was given to the sovereign sub-systems in the 
specific technology and commercial equivalents of the sovereign sub-system are created for 
the commercial market. 

All IP is exploited with the support of Armscor’s Executive Committee, Technology, Industry 
and Sustainability Support Committee, Armscor’s Board of Directors, Defence Intelligence, and 
the User Environment, and approved by the Secretary for Defence on behalf of the Minister of 
Defence and Military Veterans.

Seven IP exploitation requests were received in 2018/19 financial year. Six of these requests 
were processed. However, none of them were approved by the Armscor’s Board of Directors. 

Furthermore, R&D: IPMAD is responsible for assisting the DOD in preparing a financial asset 
register for all intangible assets within Armscor in accordance with treasury’s modified cash 
standard as a way of managing IP. The register is audited annually by the Auditor-General. 
An unqualified audit report for intangible assets relating to IP for 2017/18 was obtained by the 
DOD. This is the fourth year ever that R&D: IPMAD has maintained this unqualified audit status 
on behalf of the DOD. 
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Armscor, through the R&D: IPMAD, has been engaging with the SADI to negotiate legal 
framework agreements that seek to protect sovereign IP that is in their custody and facilitate 
the participation of previously disadvantaged Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises (SMMEs). 
R&D: IPMAD negotiated and concluded the legal framework agreements with Saab Grintek 
Defence, Global Command and Control Technologies and GEW Technologies in 2018/19 
financial year. 

Test and Evaluation Facilities

Alkantpan Test Range
The year under review has seen improvements in testing capabilities that advances Alkantpan 
closer to the shared vision of being the ultimate test range of choice. Alkantpan continued to 
maintain ISO 14001: 2015 and ISO 9001: 2015 certifications.

Alkantpan conducted various tests for defence industry clients, local and foreign, during the 
2018/19 financial year. These include Denel Dynamics, Rheinmetall Denel Munitions, Fuchs 
Electronics, DLS, PMP and Armscor. There has, however, been a decrease in the number of 
tests conducted. It is to be noted that the unfortunate accident at Rheinmetall Denel Munitions 
during September 2018 had an impact on Alkantpan business.

Interest has been expressed by customers in Europe who also suffered similar setbacks 
for future testing at Alkantpan. There has been an increase of testing from the commercial 
explosives environment, which includes tests conducted by suppliers of explosives to the 
mining sector. 

The following milestones have been achieved during the reporting period:
• Alkantpan is in the process of upgrading and renewing the Tracking Radars. The 
  MFTR 2100 radar will be upgraded with the newest technology available to ensure 
  future requirements can be met. The upgrade will also extend the useable lifespan of 
  the radars. The total amount for the upgrade is R13,5m.

• The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the DOD, Department of 
  Science and Technology and Armscor has been signed and the regulations for the 
  AGA Act have been published by Parliament. Alkantpan has been granted exemption 
  for the operation of the tracking radars but the operation of the other equipment that 
  will contaminate the signals observed by the SKA still needs to be approved by the 
  SKA. Alkantpan has applied for permits for the operation of the equipment that poses 
  a risk. The application is still under revision.

Gerotek Test Facilities
Gerotek Test Facilities has the strategic role to support South African DOD and Armscor, in 
terms of test and evaluation of defence related products and systems, as well as to maintain 
key strategic capabilities.

Gerotek further complements the funding requirements of the capability by offering services and 
facilities to commercial clients within the military, vehicle and related industries, by providing 
available capacity to the market.  
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Scientific testing requires processes that ensure repeatability, while maintaining local and 
international standards and accreditation requirements. Well maintained facilities and skilled 
staff are a prerequisite to providing this capability.

Gerotek also offers a variety of other services to the commercial, motor and military sectors, 
including advanced defensive driver training, corporate events, restaurant, conference facilities 
and track facilities to maximise the utilisation of the world-class facility and increase growth 
opportunities.

Highlights of the services that were offered at Gerotek during the past year include:
1)  Development testing of new vehicles, specifically by BMW, Smart and Mercedes 
     Benz.
2)  Hosting of military, Armscor and commercial client conferences.
3)  Provision of testing services of commercial passenger vehicles, trucks, mining and 
     agricultural vehicles and products on the Gerotek facility and on public roads.
4)  Co-hosting the second autonomous vehicle conference in South Africa, in conjunction 
     with the University of Pretoria, CSIR and IDIADA.
5)  Hosting of heavy and new passenger vehicle launches, for clients such as Scania, 
     Isuzu, MAN, Ford, Haval and UD Trucks.
6)   Hosting of vehicle and motorcycle brand promotions for the commercial motor industry 
      and event companies. This indirectly contributed to additional exposure for Gerotek in the 
      media.
7)   Testing and the launch of local and international tyre brands such as Dunlop, Bridgestone 
      and Nokian Tyres, where international media attended to give the facility exposure 
      internationally. 
8)   Cars.co.za held its third “Consumer Car of the Year Competition” at Gerotek, providing 
      extensive exposure to the public, vehicle manufacturers and media including print and 
      social media.
9)   Presenting specialised driver training to various organs of state and companies from the 
      private and public sectors such as RTMC, Sasol and SAPS.
10) Conducting certain electromagnetic compatibility tests for certification and accreditation  
      requirements for commercial clients, in conjunction with the South African Bureau of 
      Standards (SABS).

Gerotek offers unique opportunities for scientific testing and to complement successful product 
promotion and launch programmes, while contributing strategically to road safety and the 
economy. This is achieved by ensuring that vehicles and other products are tested to conform to 
required standards and drivers are better equipped to deal with daily road challenges.  Gerotek 
is actively engaging with various role players, in making road-safety a priority.

Operational and Scientific Research

Armour Development
Armscor has completed the first year of the three-year Armour Protection Technology project. All 
tests were completed, final reports submitted and invoicing completed. The project is renewed 
every three years. 
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Several new promising material technologies are being explored by local production with the 
testing to be conducted in the latter part of the second year. 

The testing of armour steels to determine critical angles is continuing with significant progress 
already been made to aid future armour programmes. Armour Development will seek to extend 
this project as the scope of work is anticipated to be expanded.

Armour Development’s bottom line was substantially increased through a large number of 
commercial ballistic tests that were conducted during the 2017/18 financial year. It is envisaged 
that this income stream will continue in the short term. The revenue generation of the division 
is exceeding expectations and will continue with further opportunities been explored. 

Protechnik Laboratories 
Protechnik Laboratories is an applied chemistry/biochemistry facility with the primary focus 
on Chemical and Biological (CB) Defence Research and Development. Specialised fields 
of research include detection, warning and identification of trace amounts of hazardous 
chemicals; Protection of Personnel in Chemically Hazardous Environments (Respiratory, Body 
and Collective Protection); Decontamination/Detoxification of chemical/biological agents; 
Synthesis of test compounds and Chemical Verification standards in support of commitments 
to the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC). 

In addition, biomedical studies are undertaken focussing on characterisation and identification 
techniques for Biological Warfare Agents.

Over and above executing work related to standing SLA with the South African Military Health 
Service (SAMHS) and the dti, Protechnik conducts R&D work that is guided by a medium 
term/three-year plan (Project Definition/PD) that is annually reviewed in the presence of the 
CB Advisor to the Surgeon-General and other key stakeholders. This is a forum that helps to 
redirect research focus and resources. It is a guiding platform to reprioritise on project work 
based on actual existing threats and technological advancements.

The section below gives highlights of selected projects for the year under review:

Verification/Analytical Sciences Domain
Protechnik is in the process of engaging services of the Organisation for the Prohibition of 
Chemical Weapons (OPCW) to further strengthen its capabilities.

The Netherlands and South Africa signed a letter of intent to launch a project where the 
Netherlands Organisation (TNO) for Applied Scientific Research will support the South African 
DOD’s Protechnik Laboratory’s bid for designated lab status from the OPCW.

On 30 November, the letter was signed by both the Permanent Representative of the Netherlands 
to the OPCW, HE Ambassador Paul van den Ijssel, and the Permanent Representative of South 
Africa to the OPCW, HE Ambassador Vusi Bruce Koloane.

OPCW’s Director-General, HE Mr Fernando Arias, congratulated the two partners on their forthcoming 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that will set up the collaboration to assist Protechnik in 
passing the competitive OPCW proficiency tests and achieving OPCW designation status.
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The twinning project, financially supported by the governments of the Netherlands and South 
Africa, offers a structured plan of training and mentorship by TNO experts.

TNO has been a designated OPCW laboratory since the organisation’s establishment, while Protechnik 
was designated between 2005 and 2007. The South African laboratory is also an active participant in 
OPCW capacity building activities for the analysis of chemical agents relevant to the CWC.

Protechnik has in collaboration with the OPCW presented the Analytical Skills Chemistry Course for 
African States Parties to the CWC for 10 years running and it is foreseen that this will continue. During 
the year under review, 22 participants, representing 21 African countries attended the course.

Biomedical Domain
Protechnik recently undertook a project aimed at the expansion of the existing infrastructure to 
include a Biosafety Level Three (BSL-3) laboratory, which was to be achieved through the long 
term placement of the Mobile Chemical Biological Defence Laboratory (MCBDL) and the support 
container. The long term placement of the MCBDL and the support container is designed to expand 
the capabilities of Protechnik in that, the institution now has a facility that satisfies the requirements 
of a BSL-3 laboratory for the identification of pathogenic biological warfare agents. Although the 
MCBDL has not yet been certified by the national authorities, the recent upgrades were made with 
reference to the requirements set for a BSL-3 laboratory. 

It was realised that although Protechnik is able to handle suspicious samples safely and provide 
analyses to the SAMHS, there is a limit to the type of research that can be done on biological 
warfare agents.

This has become apparent over the past few years, with instances in which project work could 
not be completed to its fullest extent due to a lack of access to live biological warfare agents. 
Protechnik is currently at the mercy of collaborators who have BSL-3 facilities, a situation which is 
not sustainable from a defence perspective. It was therefore determined that the most economically 
viable option would be to place the mobile laboratory in a more permanent position so that it may 
be used as a BSL-3 facility.

Ergonomics Technologies
Ergonomics Technologies (ERGOTECH) provides a comprehensive range of services in ergonomics 
(human factors) and occupational health and safety to the SANDF and commercial clients. The 
services offered are focused on three interlinked domains, namely: research and databases; design 
and specification, test and evaluation. ERGOTECH is focused on providing superior ergonomics 
services and is recognised as a leader in ergonomics research both locally and internationally.

ERGOTECH’s scientific research portfolio includes military ergonomics research for the Defence 
Research and Development Board and for the SAMHS. ERGOTECH adopts a holistic approach 
focused on the application of ERGOTECH’s capabilities to provide human-centred solutions that 
optimise human performance and efficiency. It conducts research in the following areas:

• Anthropometry
• Biomechanics
• Human physiology
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• Cognitive ergonomics
• Human functional performance
• Design and specification of human-machine systems
• Test and evaluation of environmental stressors, human-machine systems and specialised 
  health and safety issues.

Anthropometry research included investigating multivariate approaches to analyse anthropometry 
data, verifying low dose x-ray accuracy in determining coverage of vital organ structures by 
body armour and establishing a virtual modelling methodology for encumbered anthropometry 
analysis. Furthermore, the anthropometry data has been used for combat, service and chemical 
protection clothing requirements. The biomechanics research conducted aimed to identify a new 
biomechanical modelling tool for the evaluation of motion and investigating behind armour blunt 
trauma utilising digital image correlation.  

Some highlights of the human physiology research were the soldier hydration programme, 
developing capabilities in South Africa to quantify energy expenditure using doubly labelled water, 
which is accepted as the golden standard, continuing to advise regarding exposure to vibration on 
the seaward vehicles and the completion of the auditory training tool for the SANDF.

The cognitive ergonomics research included predicting the cognitive function of mission 
controllers, identifying potential cognitive test batteries and the comparison of various modes of 
human machine interaction interfaces.

Human functional performance research investigated the impact of ambient temperature on 
cognitive performance of soldiers, the implementation of a functional conditioning programme 
and the initiation of focus groups for in-depth understanding of soldier behaviour with regards 
to exercise. In addition, research was conducted to validate the application of post-selection 
criteria on infantry soldiers to identify context specific situation awareness assessment tools and 
to investigate the effectiveness of previously recommended test battery for armour formation.  
The design and specification and test and evaluation research included ergonomics guidelines for 
night vision googles and hearing protective devices for the SANDF.

Other research conducted by ERGOTECH was the comparison and validation of the current SANDF 
body composition equation to existing body composition percentage prediction equations and to 
the dual-energy absorptiometry x-ray. This will ensure that the body composition assessments 
conducted are specific for the South African population. Portable water filtration systems for 
potential use by the SANDF during deployment were investigated, the 3D scanning programme 
continued and research was conducted on a remote physiological monitoring system and the 
biomechanical impacts of various boots were analysed.

ERGOTECH comprises a young multi-disciplinary team of scientists, who are passionate about 
ergonomics research and real-world application in the South African context. ERGOTECH’s 
multidisciplinary research capabilities allows for the robust applied ergonomics approach and 
contextually applicable user-centered solutions for the South African population.
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Hazmat Protective Systems
Hazmat is a manufacturer and supplier of a comprehensive range of filter canisters, cartridges, 
half and full face masks respirators as well as impregnated activated carbon. Its main focus is to 
manufacture and assemble air purifying respiratory equipment for commercial, civil defence and 
military applications. Hazmat’s turnover during the review period was mainly generated from sales 
of respiratory filters and masks to commercial clients in the South African safety and personal 
protective equipment industry. Hazmat has also sold respiratory equipment directly into Africa 
but most of the sales into Africa were achieved through Hazmat’s local distributors targeting the 
African market. 

Various raw materials, chemicals and components are required in the manufacturing and assembly 
of respiratory products. Good stakeholder relationships with key strategic suppliers were maintained 
and Hazmat managed to keep the cost of sales of these items within budget. This was a challenge 
(considering the instability of the rand exchange rate against all the major currencies) as Hazmat 
imports high technology materials from abroad. 

Impregnated activated carbon is used extensively in the manufacturing of respiratory filters. The 
Hazmat carbon impregnation plant is considered a strategic asset and ensures availability of high 
quality impregnated activated carbon for the manufacturing of canisters and cartridges at a competitive 
price.

Hazmat has concluded the development of a new P3 (particle filter) for half face masks and obtained 
National Regulator of Compulsory Specifications approval to sell in the South African market. The 
product will be introduced into the personal protective market during the 2019/20 financial year. It 
is aimed at increasing Hazmat’s particle filter sales and market share. Sales will be monitored for 
potential development of additional P3 combination filter products. 

A significant process improvement was made in that all canister filters are now 100% non-destructively 
tested against particle penetration during the manufacturing process to ensure compliance with 
South African national standards. It must be noted that canister filters are mainly used in highly toxic 
environments, 100% testing lowers product liability risk considerably. 

Hazmat successfully transitioned to the new risk-based ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System. 
This was confirmed by the SABS as they reported no audit findings during the annual surveillance 
audit. 

Although Hazmat did not manage to achieve its budgeted annual sales target, it still managed to achieve 
a higher than budgeted positive net income through the implementation of process improvements and 
cost saving initiatives. Hazmat operates and finds itself in a competitive market, which is impacted by 
the economic climate and a decline in demand in certain sectors such as mining. 

It is a challenge to grow the business in the sectors that makes use of Hazmat’s products. A concern 
is the increase in mechanisation by numerous industries, which negates the need for respiratory 
protection. The load shedding only had a slight impact on Hazmat’s ability to deliver to clients in the 
current review period. However, if the amount of load shedding is to increase in the new financial 
year, it will definitely have a negative impact on Hazmat as manufacturing capacity is limited to the 
availability of resources. 
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Hazmat is still a self-sufficient entity that can serve the needs of the DOD and its commercial clients.

Institute for Maritime Technology 
The Institute for Maritime Technology (IMT) is mandated to develop and maintain a sustainable 
technology capability for providing techno-military expertise in support of naval decision-making 
for the DOD. IMT specialises in defence research, development, testing and evaluation of maritime 
systems. Total revenue was recognised from 99,85% of DOD funding, and the rest was generated 
from commercial sales. 

IMT support services and highlights for the 2018/19 financial year include, but are not limited to:
1) Exercise Lightweight Torpedo 
    The Presetter for the Exercise Lightweight Torpedo was completed. The unit will be used to 
     test, calibrate, preset and launch the torpedo from the IMT Torpedo launcher on the SA Navy 
    frigate. The operator interfaces with the unit through a large touch panel screen. The Pre-
    setter will be installed in the frigates rear torpedo room.

2) Underwater Security Survey 
    A survey of the Victoria Basin area of the Cape Town harbour was undertaken with the IMT 
    REMUS autonomous underwater vehicle. This was in support of the SA Navy in their re-
    sponsibility for underwater security of the Armed Forces Day 2019.     

 The results of the survey data was handed over to the SA Navy for object detection analysis,    
    and divers identified selected objects. 

3) Electro-Optics Remote Maritime Surveillance
    IMT supports the SA Navy by enabling the display of Simon’s Town surveillance cameras via 
    RF links to the newly refurbished situation room in the Fleet Command building. The system 
    was used for exercises IBSAMAR and ATLASUR.   

A Body Worn Camera (BWC) was evaluated for boarding operation for the Maritime Reaction 
Squadron (MRS). The idea is to have a fixed camera on the MRS boarding boat and a person 
wearing the BWC. The person boards the intercepted vessel and transmits video back to the 
boarding boat (short link). The boarding boat in turn transmits this video and also the video 
from the fixed camera back to the mother ship (long link). Good results with this unit were 
obtained for the short link transmission of video to the boarding boat. A radius of 100m was 
obtained with the BWC in a controlled field trial. 

4) Underwater Locator Beacon Detection System (Pinger Locator)
    The wet end was displayed at the 2018 Africa, Aerospace and Defence (AAD) Expo. Three 
    new hydrophones and pressure sensor (up to 15 bar) was fitted to the canister. The 
    objectives of the three new hydrophones are to increase the detection range, previously 1,8   
     km with a single hydrophone from sea trial, and also to estimate the bearing of the underwater 
    locator beacon. The system is in the final preparation stage for the shallow water sea trial.

5) Maritime Domain Awareness
    The integration between Chaka and Vistanet is proving to be a success. IMT provided Vistanet 
    and Chaka to the SA Navy for exercises IBSAMAR and ATLASUR. Assistance was given to 
    exercise FAIRWAYBOUY in Namibia by configuring and loaning an automatic identification 
    system receiver equipment to track vessels in the Walvisbaai area in Namibia.
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 Feedback was 
    received that the system worked well.

    The SAMSA feed of shipping vessels tracks from satellite detected AIS messages has been 
    re-established. The feed is distributed via Vistanet to the SA Navy and other departments. A 
    typical Vistanet display shows vessels tracks around Southern Africa.  Land based sensors 
    can only detect vessels up to about 100km.  

6) Tower Escape Safety System 
    This project is developing a system that will improve the safety of the current SA Navy Class 
    209 Type 1400 submarine tower escape method, which reduces or eliminates risks associated 
    with submarine tower escape activity. The Tower Escape Safety System (TESS) Project Team 
     (IMT, SA Navy, Armscor and CSIR) completed successful trials of the advanced TESS Prototype 
    in the IMT underwater tank facility, in shallow waters in Simon’s Town harbour, and in deep 
    waters at sea in Simon’s Town. The TESS system is ready for implementation on the SA Navy 
    submarines. 

7) Ultrasonic Broken Rail Detector System 
    Test installations with Indian Railways and with Transnet are still ongoing. IMT is in the final 
    phases of Ultrasonic Broken Rail Detector version 5 development. A commercial product is 
    planned to be available by mid-2019/20 financial year.

Defence Decision Support Institute 
The Defence Decision Support Institute (DDSI) renders defence analysis, capability analysis, 
configuration data management, logistics and systems engineering support, operational research 
services to the SANDF and other South African departments.

The main funding for DDSI is through the MOAs with the Directorate Products System Management 
(Dir Army Prod Sysman) under Chief Army and Directorate Capability Development under Joint 
Operations Division through transfer payment, through government orders and Armscor orders. The 
budget cuts within the DOD have resulted in the reduction of the rand value of the MOAs, which 
limited the scope of the work offered.

The partnership between Department of Public Enterprise (DPE) and Research & Analyst (R&A) 
domain has been signed. The Accord (a South Africa-based civil society organisation, working 
throughout Africa to bring creative African solutions to the challenges posed by conflict on the 
continent) and Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation discussion and business 
development activities within R&A domain are aimed at making DDSI to be as sustainable as 
possible. The potential staff support service to the Provost Marshal General, the Military Police 
Senior Staff Officer Logistics and DDSI SA Army Portfolio domain is ongoing.   

All the planned work within the DDSI SA Army Portfolio domain and R&A domain was completed and 
invoiced for the 2018/19 financial year.

The three-year requirements letter from the Dir Army Prod Sysman to DDSI SA Army Portfolio 
domain for the specialist support services for 2019/20 to 2021/22 financial years was received 
during 2018/19 financial year. 
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The Joint Operation, Command and Control Technology order, Armscor orders with Enterprise 
Management Office, Armscor Acquisition Landwards division work packages in place during 
2018/19 financial year are also going to be executed onwards.

The DDSI R&A domain presented the scenario for combat fire support at the Denel SOC Ltd 
Cooperate. The DDSI R&A domain presentation about the Non-State Armed Groups in the Joint 
Operating environment of the African battle space was presented at the Armscor Engineering Day 
during the 2018/19 financial year. The consideration for the SANDF forward support base to 43 
Brigade was successful presented by DDSI R&A domain. Also the DDSI R&A domain provided 
sound decision support to SANDF strategic planners (e.g. Defence Review Implementation 
Planning Team). The multidimensional threats perspective requiring Armour protection in the 
African battle space presentation to Armour Development Integrated Team (e.g.SA Special Forces, 
Chief Logistic, etc.) at Paardefontein took place during 2018/19 financial year. 

The unrealised planned funds signalled the vulnerability of the funding of DDSI based on the DOD 
budget cuts. 

Fluid and Mechanical Engineering Group
Fluid and Mechanical Engineering Group (Flamengro) maintains, expands and develops 
computational continuum mechanics modelling and simulation services for the DOD.  

Through the ownership of these capabilities Flamengro provides technology services and 
consultative services to the DOD, SANDF and Armscor.

Flamengro also develops technology products for the DOD with Defence Research and Development 
Board (DRDB) funding and assists the SADI in specialist analyses.

Flamengro is executing activities on two DRDB funded projects including Weapon Systems Launch 
Response and Extended Range Munition. Both projects are delinquent.  The remaining tasks on 
the ERM and WSLR projects are in progress and on schedule for final delivery in November 2019.

Flamengro is involved with the following Armscor R&D projects as well as Armscor Acquisition 
projects; Analysis and Reliability Improvement of the Rooivalk Cannon System; an optimisation 
study on the GV-6 Fume Extractor, the development of a system-level design code for ducted rocket 
propulsion for BVR missiles, the aerodynamic characterisation of the MONGOOSE III missile. 
The hydrocode simulation support and design support to the PELE® development project funded 
under SCIENCE 2 will continue in the next financial year and a continuation of the perforation/
penetration studies on spaced armour configurations is also expected.  

The development of a fast, arbitrary 3D solver for the analysis of Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) 
internal flow-fields had been successfully demonstrated.  This work is funded internally using SLA 
funding and represents a quantum leap forward in the capability to perform rapid design iterations 
on SRM’s. The new density-based, matrix-free, solver will be integrated into the existing capability.

Flamengro was requested to provide a quotation, by Armscor and Armscor R&D, IMT, for the 
support of the product development for a 30mm drogue cannon system for Reutech Radar Systems.  
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A system for Protechnik on high performance computing for spectrographic sample analysis was 
developed and this capability will be jointly marketed to SAPS forensics to expedite blood sample 
analysis.

The computational fluid dynamics capability at Flamengro could also be commercialised to provide 
fluid dynamic analysis for architectural design and inner-city pedestrian comfort analyses.

Flamengro had demonstrated capability on the development of new explosive reactive armour and 
the PELE® projectile development (PD) for Armscor.  Flamengro will be included on both PD’s to 
provide simulation support.

Flamengro is in the final stages of submitting PD’s for the provision of modelling and simulation 
support for the characterisation of ballistic protection material. Additional PD’s will be developed as 
replacements for the existing PD’s for IBSC and WSLR projects. In the meanwhile, collaboration with 
ERGOTECH had been started. A gas gun will be installed in Armscor for the testing of penetration, 
impact, and high-strain rate events.

Flamengro has entered into collaboration with the CSIR Defence, Peace, Safety, Security (DPSS), 
to develop and maintain an open-source computational fluid dynamics capability for South Africa 
based as well as a capability for blast phenomena and the characterisation of explosives. This 
capability had been provided into the general community under a GPLv3 licence.

Flamengro is successful in diversifying its income streams – increased defence commercial 
work is performed at Flamengro for a variety of SADI partners. The division is providing regular 
System Level 5 decision support to a variety of clients including Armscor divisions and the 
SANDF.  Fundamental research in fields as diverse as numerical fluid dynamics, high-strain 
rate events, explosive materials characterisation, and materials are pursued.

The above-mentioned problem is being addressed by leveraging the availability of highly skilled 
personnel, from the LEDGER programme, with valid work-back agreements with Armscor.  Four 
people had been placed at Flamengro with another two being motivated on DESUP programme 
for 2018/19 financial year. Funding limitations affects the number of post-graduate interns 
recruited on the LEDGER programme. Flamengro is currently in discussions with Armscor HR to 
attempt to restart a pipeline of post-graduate students into Flamengro as interns on the Talent 
and Development Programme (TDP).

Flamengro is currently managing the RFO and order processes on both the new WSLR and the 
IBSC projects with the involved Armscor Programme Managers.

2.2.3 Armscor Dockyard 

The Armscor Dockyard is the SA Navy’s maintenance repair authority responsible for the 
upkeep of the SA Navy fleet. It is one of South Africa’s strategic national capabilities, where the 
country’s naval defence maintenance, repair and overall capabilities are housed. 

The operational requirements of the war ships and submarines acquired through the strategic 
defence packages, legacy systems and new acquisitions, are resulting in specialised demands 
to the Dockyard. 
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The current budget is insufficient to maintain and repair the operational output of the SA Navy, 
which in turn is posing a major capability risk on the Armscor Dockyard as its primary repair 
authority.

In terms of the Armscor Dockyard Transfer Agreement (DTA) and the Service Delivery Agreement 
(SDA), the Armscor Dockyard provides the following services to the DOD:

• The management of the Armscor Dockyard as a strategic facil i ty of the SA Navy, 
   to be available for service provision to the DOD.
• The provision of support services to satisfy the SA Navy’s fleet requirements.

This mandate has to be executed in support of the following operational services:
• Third line maintenance, repair and refitting of the SA Navy fleet
• Operational defects
• Docking and essential defects (DEDs)
• Upgrades to and modernisation of the SA Navy’s fleet

The primary mandate is to ensure that the Armscor Dockyard is transformed into an efficient, 
effective and an economically viable operation for fleet maintenance support to the SA Navy, 
whilst the secondary mandate is to utilise spare capacity and exploit commercial opportunities 
for the benefit of the SA Navy. 

Renewal Strategy
A renewal strategy has been developed to eliminate the financial deficit and ensure that 
the Armscor Dockyard is transformed into an efficient, effective and an economically viable 
operation. Six strategic plans, containing a number of improvement initiatives, have been 
formulated to address the identified issues. The six strategic plans are:

• Human Resources Plan
• Finance Plan
• Operational Plan
• Market Development Plan
• Stakeholder Management Plan
• Supply Chain Management Plan

The renewal strategy will be undertaken in three phases over a period of three years. The first 
six months of the plan focused on eliminating the financial deficit and the focus going forward 
will be on sustainable growth and development of the Armscor Dockyard to the benefit of the 
SA Navy.

Infrastructure Upkeep
The primary objective from a facility’s perspective was the operational effectiveness of the 
synchrolift platform. The phase one maintenance project completion date was 23 November 
2018 and this was successfully achieved. The phase two project has commenced during the 
2018/19 performance year with good progress made. The dry docking facilities were in full use 
during the reporting period to accommodate the SA Navy fleet and a number of commercial 
vessels. The dry-dock, lift platforms and other equipment remain essential in support of the 
required maintenance of the SA Navy fleet and the Armscor Turnaround Strategy supporting 
the commercial initiative.



The ongoing quarterly report back from an ancillary perspective in accordance with the Armscor 
Dockyard and SA Navy performance management plan was signed-off by the Flag Officer 
Command at full compliance with no reportable non-compliances. Capital investments from 
an infrastructure technology requirement were made in upgrading equipment. It is critical that 
the strategic assets on the Armscor Dockyard facility be maintained within current operational 
conditions with effective maintenance scheduling and planning of outmost importance.  

Projects Highlights 
The Armscor Dockyard successfully provided maintenance and repair services, even in the 
case of unscheduled dockings, to the SA Navy with the focus on various configuration products 
systems ranging from tug boats, small crafts, frigates, submarines and support vessels. Apart 
from this, a number of SA Naval projects were undertaken during the 2018/19 financial year, 
both planned and unplanned, which have been successfully completed.

Submarines

• SAS Charlotte Maxeke (REFIT)
The vessel was officially handed to Armscor Dockyard to carry out the required activities of 
refit. 

Procurement milestones of some of the Charlotte Maxeke refit spares have been successfully 
completed and the orders have been placed on both the industry for supply. Delivery of the 
spares is expected throughout the 2019/20 financial year. Concurrently, executions of other 
activities are ongoing with forecasted period to complete all the activities for the refit in 2022.

• SAS Manthatisi 2016: DED 
The DED commenced in October 2016 and was scheduled to be completed in February 
2017. The project was completed in March 2017 due to delays in the arrival of spares 
imported to address equipment failures. The vessel was officially handed over to SA Navy 
with completed activities and is currently in operation.

Frigates

• SAS Mendi 2013: DED
The scarcity of financial resources has forced the SA Navy and Armscor Dockyard to 
strategically restructure the project to accommodate and complete all the maintenance 
activities required to make the vessel safe to sail. Based on the requirements, Armscor 
Dockyard is continuously supporting the SA Navy endeavours in executing required adhoc 
activities. This includes activities as indicated below:
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EC53 Port Engine Removal/Installation: Completed: New CFE Engine being prepared for rigging.

Project SYNE SA Navy Service Provider Metaline Coating Waterjet Area. 

Patrol Vessels

• SAS Isaac Dyobha 2018: DED
Phase 1 of the DED was executed in the 2018/19 financial year in Naval Base Durban in 
support of the SA Navy Durban revitalisation strategy, with Phase 2 of the project to continue 
into the 2019/20 financial year.

Tugs

• Tug Indlovu 2017: Refit
The project was completed successfully, closed and the vessel was handed back to the SA 
Navy for operational activities.
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Marine Counter Measure Vessels

• SAS Umzimkhulu 2016: DED
The Armscor Dockyard activities were concluded and the vessel was handed back to the SA 
Navy.

Independent Vessels 

• SAS Drakensberg 2018: DED 
The project was completed successfully and closed. The vessel was handed back to the SA 
Navy for operational activities.

Capability Rejuvenation
Armscor Dockyard in collaboration with the industry has embarked on an initiative to establish 
small boat manufacturing capabilities as part of the sustainability plan. Consequently with this 
arrangement, two 12m patrol boats were built to facilitate training and a transfer of skills to 
the Armscor Dockyard to support this initiative. This capability will include the manufacturing, 
rendering of services, conducting maintenance and executing repairs on small boats.

Overall Project Progress
The overall project progress against the completed projects and sign-offs by the SA Navy is 
summarised below:

• SAS Isaac Dyobha DED 2018 (Phase 1 Completed) 
• SAS Charlotte Maxeke REFIT (ongoing)   
• SAS Drakensberg DED 2018 (completed & closed)   
• SAS Manthatisi DED 2016 (completed & closed)  
• SAS Mendi DED 2013 (DYD activities completed)  
• SAS Umzimkhulu DED 2016 (completed & closed)  
• TUG Indlovu REFIT 2017 (completed & closed)

Armscor Dockyard Commercial Update
The Armscor Dockyard has entered into a number of commercial transactions during the 2018/19 
financial year, which includes clients from the local marine and fishing industry and foreign 
organisations showing interest in the Armscor Dockyard capabilities. Momentum was obtained 
from a manufacturing perspective, which has set the scene for the next year going forward. The 
updated berth availability plan highlighted all work that was done throughout the year and also 
planned work for the next year. There is an estimated increase in the volume of commercial 
work, but the SA Navy requirements will always be considered as first priority. 

The generation of income to be used to renew the Armscor Dockyard will be through commercial 
activities that are key to the medium to long term sustainability of the capabilities. Structured 
engagement within the commercial environment is required with all existing and potential future 
clients and the focus on the readiness of the Armscor Dockyard is required in order to achieve 
phase two of the implementation of the commercial approach, which is directed and driven 
towards operational efficiencies.

Engineering Services 
The Engineering Services Division was pro-actively involved with a large number of projects 
and/or tasks, such as the projects for the SAS Protea, SAS Amatola, SAS Spioenkop, SAS 
Mendi, SAS Drakensberg, and others.
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A large number of condition based maintenance (applied chemistry and vibration engineering 
analysis), metallurgical, non-destructive testing and surveying and corrosion investigations 
projects, were done and reports written and submitted to the relevant clients.

Apprenticeship Programme 
In line with the National Skills Development Strategy, artisan development plan for Armscor 
Dockyard has contributed to the development of artisans. This is in line with the mandate 
of producing artisans through apprenticeship programmes aimed at alleviating poverty and 
increasing the skills pool in the country to benefit all sectors. 

Armscor Dockyard has progressively produced a number of artisans in trades that can be utilised 
across various industries. During the 2018/19 financial year, 15 apprentices qualified in trades 
such as welders, fitter and turners, electricians, electrical fitters, refrigeration mechanicals and 
electronics mechanicals. Out the 15 that qualified, some were permanently employed, others who 
qualified were employed on contract on various projects, such as Isaac Dyobha, Drakensberg, 
and small boat projects respectively. This initiative provides for the newly qualified artisans to 
get hands on practical experience and exposure through working on projects.

2.3 SUPPORT FUNCTIONS 
2.3.1 Business Assurance

Quality

As a commitment to delivering professional and high quality service, Armscor’s quality function 
follows a multi-dimensional approach to quality assurance. The quality function entails the 
following:

• Commitment to the establishment of a Quality, Safety, Health and Environmental Management 
  System that subscribes to international standards and best practices.
• Providing a product quality assurance service that ensures that quality is integrated into the 
  product development process, and not only inspected at the end. 
• Providing a quality assurance service during contractor source selection (also known as the 
  tendering), to ensure adherence to treasury regulations and SCM best practices.

Quality Management System
The Corporation (including Dockyard and R&D facilities) has maintained its certification under 
ISO 9001 (International Standard for Quality Management System), after a successful transition 
to the 2015 version of the standard (ISO 9001:2015). Preparations for annual surveillance 
and re-certification audits to ISO 9001:2015 have already commenced. In line with the EXCO 
approved Quality Management System (QMS) Internal audit plan, the divisions have completed 
a number of internal quality audits in preparation for the external quality audits to be conducted 
by certification bodies, scheduled to start in April 2019.

Safety, Health and Environment Management
The management of Safety, Health and Environmental (SHE) matters is a crucial component 
of any organisation and is largely regulated by statutory requirements. The Corporation strives 
to ensure that its operations are carried out in such a manner that does not compromise the 
safety or wellness of its employees, and that due care is exercised to ensure minimal damage 
to the environment.
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In an attempt to ensure compliance to SHE requirements is achieved, the Corporate SHE 
Division conducts regular audits and reviews on a quarterly basis at all Armscor sites and 
ensures that corrective measures are implemented to address any non-conformances that may 
be identified. Furthermore, SHE awareness and training sessions are conducted in accordance 
with each site’s training needs, to reduce or prevent SHE related incidents or accidents.

For the period under review, Armscor’s Certification to ISO 14001 Environmental Management 
System (EMS) standard at its test facilities in Gerotek and Alkantpan remain valid. The sites 
are scheduled to undergo a surveillance audit in April and September 2019, respectively. The 
surveillance audits are to be conducted by the certification bodies as part of the requirement 
to maintain ISO certification status. 

A new ISO standard (ISO 45001:2018) for Safety Management System was introduced in 
September 2018 to replace the old OHSAS 18001 standard. Whilst the Gerotek Test Facilities 
remain complaint and certified to OHSAS 18001, a plan to migrate to the new standard (ISO 
45001:2018) is being developed. Owing to the significant change in scope for the new Safety 
Management System standard, other Armscor sites (including Alkantpan) that had originally 
planned to obtain OSHAS 18001 certification in 2019, had to revise their plans. 

Supplier Quality Management
Armscor performs product quality assurance on its suppliers or contractors to ensure compliance 
with specifications and relevant standards as prescribed in the order or contract. The team 
ensures that quality is carefully designed into the build process, thus into the product itself, 
and not checked only at the end of product development.

The performance of suppliers is monitored though an in-house developed tool called Armscor 
Contractor Quality Index (ACQI), which takes into consideration factors relating to the supplier’s 
QMS status, acceptance or rejection ratio, deviations, and corrective action requests issued. 
For the period under review, a significant number of contractors have performed well and 
achieved a first time acceptance ratio of 99,7% on average. However, it is important to note 
that only 51% of contractors have a QMS that is recognised and certified to ISO 9001 QMS 
standard. To this end, Armscor has intensified its quality assurance activities and implemented 
a supplier surveillance audit programme.

This initiative assisted with the detection of potential non-conformances during production, and 
afforded suppliers an opportunity to take corrective measures well in advance to prevent items 
or products being rejected during an official acceptance event, which ultimately contributed to 
the improvement in supplier performance as reflected below.
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Armscor Contractors’ QMS Status:
Period: April 2018 - March 2019

ACQI: 1st Time Acceptence Ratio
Period: April 2018 - March 2019

3rd Party/Government Quality Assurance
The product quality assurance service is provided primarily to the DOD to ensure delivery of 
defect free products during acquisition and procurement of defence materiel, products and 
systems. This service has over the years been extended to other organs of state such as the 
South African Police Services and the Department of Correctional Services. It is now offered 
to all interested parties, at a reasonable fee. Government Quality Assurance (GQA) services 
are rendered by a team of Quality Representatives with the requisite technical knowledge and 
skill on military products and systems. The GQA clientele consists of both local and overseas 
clients. 

Contractors with ISO 9001 Certfied QMS

Contractors with own QMS and not Certfied

Contactors without QMS
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Corporate Compliance

Arms Control Compliance Division
The main objective of the Arms Control Division is to develop, implement and maintain the processes 
and procedures that are necessary for the execution of arms control compliance. Such processes 
are aligned to the National Conventional Arms Control Committee Act, 41 of 2002, Non-proliferation 
Act, 87 of 1993, Firearms Control Act, 60 of 2000, Explosives Act, 26 of 1956 and requirements of 
supplier countries.

The procedure to apply for permits was revised and approved for implementation. Arms Control 
Practice is currently under review and no major changes are foreseen. All applications that were 
received to request issuing of permits were successfully approved by the Directorate Conventional 
Arms Control Committee (DCAC). All End-User Certificates/Non-Transfer Certificates and End-
User Undertaking that were processed by Arms Control Division were accepted by the requesting 
countries.

The Arms Control and Asset Tracking System has been fully operational throughout the financial 
year  and additional requirements to implement improvements to the system such as a window to 
capture Armaments Development Manufacturing and Services, Contracting Permit and Marketing 
Permit have been finalised and currently in the testing phase. It is anticipated that these changes 
will be approved for migration on the live system in the new financial year.

Furthermore, a presentation about Arms Control and Asset Tracking System’s functionality and 
benefits was done at AMD to the defence industry members.  

In the year under review, the GQA clientele has increased to include Thales and Australia, which 
has resulted in substantial growth in revenue. Armscor has generated an income of approximately 
R4,9m, which amounts to a revenue increase of more than 80% in comparison to the previous 
financial year. 
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Compliance and Risk 
The Compliance and Risk Division remains focused on ensuring that Armscor implements 
governance principles. This is done through aligning the reporting periods to the Board 
Committee’s structures, which allows for a consultative process with various departments and 
committees prior to a report/submission to the Board.

Corporate Strategic Risk Register 
The 2019/20 Corporate Strategic Risk Register, which consists of collated top risks from each 
business units was presented to the Board of Directors, representing the current risks Armscor 
is exposed to. The Corporate Risk Register was approved by the Board of Directors on 15 
March 2019.

Compliance Management

Regulatory Universe
The Regulatory Universe Project Plan was approved by the Audit and Risk Committee held 
on 23 November 2017. Compliance Risk Assessment Plans were completed for all legislation 
considered to be primary for Armscor. 

King IV Report on Good Corporate Governance
The Board of Directors formally adopted King IV Report on Good Corporate Governance as a 
standard in Armscor. The adoption was made following a compliance assessment that indicated 
that Armscor complies with the majority of King IV requirements. 

Code of Conduct and Ethics Implementation Plan
The implementation of Armscor’s Code of Conduct and Ethics is aligned to Armscor’s Good 
Corporate Governance Principles as stated in King IV. Armscor’s Code of Conduct and Ethics 
Implementation Plan was established to support the roll-out of the approved Code of Conduct 
Policy. The plan was for implementation over a period of three years through various activities 
starting from 2017/18 until 2019/20 financial year.

Contracting Permit Applications
There were four applications received to request the issuing of Contracting Permits for the 2018/19 
financial year. The details for each application are as follows:

Table 1: Details of new contracting permits for 2018/19 Financial Year
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The Code of Conduct and Ethics document was approved by the Board of Directors held on 21 
June 2018. Subsequently, the document was translated into all official languages and published 
internally and externally on the internet. The next step in the process is to train all employees on 
the approved Code of Conduct and Ethics document. Awareness was conducted throughout the 
year by placing relevant posters internally.

Anti-Bribery Management System Implementation Plan
The International Organisation of Standardisation (ISO) approved and published the “Anti-
Bribery Management Systems (ABMS) ISO 37001”. The intention of the standard is to promote 
ethical business culture, by implementing an effective anti-bribery management system that 
aims to support and facilitate the fight against bribery and corruption.

Armscor elected to adopt and implement the standard by becoming certified. The Corporation 
will be the first of its kind in South Africa and will place Armscor at the next high level of 
Corporate Governance.

The Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption Policy was approved by the Board on 22 June 2018 and 
the ABMS Implementation Plan was approved by both the Audit and Risk Committee and the 
Human Resources, Social and Ethics Committee. 

To date, Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption Champions were appointed and trained. The next 
step in the process is to train all employees in Armscor and prepare for Stage 1 external audit 
and assist towards certification.

Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment

The BEE Division monitors compliance to the prescripts of the Broad Based Black Economic 
Empowerment (B-BBEE) by entities doing business with Armscor and also to ensure that 
Armscor meets its B-BBEE targets. Notwithstanding, there is still a challenge regarding non-
achievement of some B-BBEE targets within the Corporation and this has a negative impact on 
Armscor’s B-BBEE Scorecard.

One of the highlights was the gazetting of the Defence Sector Code by the Minister of Trade 
and Industry in November 2018. The target for Enterprise and Supplier Development (ESD) 
has not been met due to the fact that there was no budget allocated to implement the initiatives 
during the period under review.

The report below depicts analysis of procurement and B-BBEE spend per business unit and or 
department.

NB: Qualifying Small Enterprises (QSEs), Exempted Micro Enterprises (EMEs), Black Owned 
Enterprise (BOE) and Black Women Owned Enterprise (BWOE).
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B-BBBEE

B-BBEE

B-BBEE

BEE Spending Report

Acquisition

NOTE: Actual based on B-BEE recognition levels up to 135%.

PROCUREMENT
SPEND

B-BBEE SPEND B-BBEE PROCUREMENT SPEND 
ON RECOGNITION LEVELS%

TARGET%

R5 192 074 566 R4 758 202 090 91,64% 80%

Above R35m
turnover

Specialised above
R50m

QSEs

EMEs

Non-Compliant

BOE >51%

BOE >30%

BOE >25%

Military Veterans

Youth

Foreign

of the target

Table 2: Analysis of procurement and B-BBEE spend by Acquisition

SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT TARGET

TARGET ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

Annual value of all Supplier Development 
contributions and sector specific programmes 
made by the measured entity as a percentage of 
the target

1% of surplus Nil

NilAnnual value of all Supplier Development 
contributions made by the measured entity as a 
percentage of the target

2% of surplus

15%15,93%

40,14%

  2,64% 15%

32,95%

14,15%

2,63%

40%

12%

27,98%

2%0,81%

2%0%R0

R41 993 472

R1 452 962 492

R136 458 411

R734 452 997

R1 710 573 219

R136 844 972

R826 896 451

R2 083 887 448R1 882 537 453

R663 492 422

R115 229 813

R2 122 192 606

R408 622 272

R683 300 860

R434 222 317

R2 385 490 933

R484 320 581
R36 457 832

R0

ENTERPRISE
CLASSIFICATION

AMOUNT PAID B-BBEE SPEND B-BBEE 
ACTUAL%

B-BBEE 
TARGET%
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ENTERPRISE
CLASSIFICATION

SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

AMOUNT PAID B-BBEE SPEND B-BBEE 
ACTUAL%

B-BBEE 
TARGET%

TARGET

TARGET ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

B-BBEE SPENDPROCUREMENT
SPEND

B-BBEE PROCUREMENT SPEND 
ON RECOGNITION LEVELS%

TARGET%

R87 276 549 R78 336 889 89,76%

R43 244 358R37 397 574Above R35m
turnover

Specialised above
R50m

QSEs

EMEs

Non-Compliant

BOE >51%

BOE >30%

BOE >25%

Military Veterans

Annual value of all Supplier Development 
contributions made by the measured entity as a 
percentage of the target

Annual value of all Supplier Development 
contributions and sector specific programmes 
made by the measured entity as a percentage of 
the target

1% of surplus Nil

Nil2% of surplus

R7 850 837

R14 627 150

R5 832 645

R13 029 734

R21 902 879

R21 692 017

R51 485 423

R5 920 682

R10 434 394

R18 884 560

R5 773 577

R20 689 426

R10 889 470

R31 690 852

R7 992 922

80%

15%

49,55%

11,96%

21,64%

6,62%

23,71%

12,48%

36,31%

  9,16%

15%

15%

40%

12%

2%

Table 3: Ananlysis of procurement and B-BBEE spend on operating budget 

Operating Budget
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ENTERPRISE
CLASSIFICATION

SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT

AMOUNT PAID B-BBEE SPEND B-BBEE 
ACTUAL%

B-BBEE 
TARGET%

TARGET

TARGET ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

PROCUREMENT
SPEND

B-BBEE SPEND B-BBEE PROCUREMENT SPEND 
ON RECOGNITION LEVELS%

TARGET%

R156 456 462 R166 732 920 106%

R15 759 622

R26 408 093

R84 567 066

R39 998 140

R70 851 600

R26 337 000

R79 135 569

R0R0

R8 689 158R6 577 809

R14 987 521

R22 189 712

R70 769 506

R42 244 966

R6 264 758

R73 077 543

R29 058 293

R93 480 798

R2 261 880

Above R35m
turnover

Specialised above
R50m

QSEs

EMEs

Non-Compliant

BOE >51%

BOE >30%

BOE >25%

Military Veterans

Youth

Foreign

Annual value of all Supplier Development 
contributions made by the measured entity as a 
percentage of the target

Annual value of all Supplier Development 
contributions and sector specific programmes 
made by the measured entity as a percentage of 
the target

1% of surplus

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil2% of surplus

80%

15%

10,07%

16,88%

54,05%

25,57%

45,29%

16,83%

50,58%

0%

5.55%

15%

40%

12%

2%

2%

Table 4: Analysis of procurement and B-BBEE spend by Research and Development

Research and Development
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Actual Spend

Actual Spend

Target

Target

Figure 4: Dockyard’s performance against targets

The Dockyard has achieved all the targets except procurement from Military Veterans. 
There was no spending on Enterprise and Supplier Development.

Figure 3: Acquisition’s performance against targets

Acquisition achieved the target in respect of procurement on QSEs. The targets on EMEs, BOE, BWOE, 
and Military Veterans including Youth were not achieved. There was no spending on Enterprise and 
Supplier Development.
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Actual Spend

Actual Spend

Target

Target

Figure 6: Research and Development’s performance against targets

Research and Development has achieved all the targets except procurement from Military Veterans. 
There was no spending on Enterprise and Supplier Development.

Figure 5: Spending on operating budget against targets

The targets for EMEs, BWOE, Military Veterans and Youth were achieved on the Operating Budget. 
However, the targets for procurement from QSEs and at least 51% BOE were not met.
There was no spending on Enterprise and Supplier Development.
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Youth Employment Service Initiative
The Minister of Trade and Industry gazetted the Youth Employment Service (Y.E.S) Initiative in 
July 2018. The objective of this initiative is to create employment for the youth. The beneficiaries 
of the initiative are black people who are between 18 to 35 years. Entities participating in the 
Y.E.S Initiative are required to sign fixed term employment contracts with eligible employees. 
The new positions must have a 12 months full-time work period paid for by the entity.

There is recognition for the entities that will achieve the Y.E.S targets for example the entity will 
move one B-BBEE level up on the B-BBEE scorecard. It should be noted that new jobs must be 
created in addition to existing headcount. Entities may not replace existing positions with the 
Y.E.S positions.

In a case where entities are unable to create a sufficient number of new jobs within the entity to 
meet the Y.E.S targets, the entity may sponsor new jobs to be placed in EMEs and QSEs entities. 
The sponsored positions will contribute to meeting the Y.E.S entity’s target and will receive 
recognition accordingly.

Development of the Defence Sector Charter 
The Defence Sector Code was approved in May 2018 by the Minister of Defence and Military 
Veterans and submitted to the Minister of Trade and Industry. Consequent to the submission of the 
Defence Sector Code to the Minister of Trade and Industry, the dti requested a report outlining the 
process undertaken after the 60 days public comments, in particular, key issues that were raised 
by members of the public and how those issues were resolved by the Steering Committee. The 
report was submitted to the dti and the Minister of Trade and Industry approved and gazetted the 
Defence Sector Code in November 2018.

Verification of Armscor’s B-BBEE Status
The verification for the 2017/18 financial year commenced in October 2018 based on the Generic 
Codes of Good Practice. Armscor achieved a level 4 B-BBEE status. The B-BBEE Verification 
Certificate expires in February 2020.

2.3.2 Corporate Support

Corporate Communication

Stakeholder Relations
Armscor endeavours to build, maintain and strengthen relationships with all its stakeholders. 
Stakeholder management is one of the Armscor’s strategic objectives. Armscor continues to 
nurture numerous stakeholder relations, which are key to the success of the organisation. These 
include ongoing support to SADI, communities and other industries.

During the year under review, a stakeholder satisfaction survey was conducted to measure the 
perception of stakeholders towards the organisation. The purpose is to understand perceptions 
of external suppliers and clients in order for Armscor to improve and offer the best service 
available. Armscor conducts this survey on a biennial basis. The results indicated an opportunity 
for improvement in the delivery of services to the stakeholders.
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Corporate Social Investment
Armscor as a socially responsible organisation supports communities in which it operates. The 
focus is on education to assist learners from previously disadvantaged communities to improve 
their performance and results in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) 
subjects. The Corporate Social Investment (CSI) practice and policy have been approved to 
serve as a guide on how the organisation implements this programme. The CSI is divided into 
three components namely: Human Capital Development Programme, Socio-Economic Upliftment 
Programme and Enterprise Supplier Development.

Human Capital Development Programme
The Human Capital Development Programme is aimed at building human capital through 
supporting initiatives that are focused on learner enhancement, which assists learners specifically 
from previously disadvantaged communities to improve their performance and results in STEM 
subjects. The organisation also offers internship/apprenticeship, which aims to provide interns 
with on-the-job training to develop technical skills and gain work experience.

Learner Enhancement Programme
During the period under review, Armscor supported the following initiatives focused on teacher 
and learner enhancement on STEM subjects:

Vula Hilton Programme (KwaZulu-Natal)
Mathematics teachers’ workshop was provided in UMgungundlovu and UThungulu district 
where 14 schools were reached.

UMgungundlovu Spring Camp (KwaZulu-Natal)
Spring matric revision camp was hosted for 100 top performing learners in UMgungundlovu 
district.

Machepelele High School Education Training Programme (Limpopo)
Armscor partnered with the Hatfield Christian Online School for the online training of educators 
at Machepelele High School in the STEM field from Grades 10 - 12.

Osizweni Education and Development Centre (Mpumalanga)
The support was provided in the form of tutoring for Saturday school classes and spring classes 
including transport and meals. Three schools from Lekwa district benefitted from this initiative 
as part of a partnership with Sasol.

Ekurhuleni Leadership initiative (Gauteng)
Support was provided to the high school leadership workshop aimed at highlighting opportunities 
in both public and private sector available to the youth. The workshop also equipped the youth 
with skills and knowledge on substance abuse and how they can avoid gangsterism in their 
communities.
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AMASA Academy (Northern Cape)
Accounting, Mathematics and Science Academy (AMASA) was once supported in STEM subject 
intervention, which reached five schools in Francis Baard and Pixley ka Seme districts.

Cell C Take a Girl Child to Work
As part of the annual Cell C Take a Girl Child to Work, Armscor hosted over 50 Grade 10 – 12 girl learners 
across its facilities. Learners were divided according to their career aspirations before they visited the 
relevant divisions to learn more about the organisation. The girls spent the day job shadowing various 
employees in their respective fields.
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Nelson Mandela Day
In celebrating the Nelson Mandela Day on 18 July 2018, Armscor employees devoted their time to 
various community projects. The year 2018 marked the centenary celebration of Madiba’s life. Under 
the theme “Be the legacy: celebrating the birth of a world icon and a life of service”, employees at head 
office visited the following places: Oliver’s House, a shelter in Putfontein to donate sanitary towels and 
adult diapers. The DA Mokoma Learners with Specific Educational Needs (LSEN) School in Mabopane 
to repair and paint the school, and Ribane-Laka High School in Mamelodi East for career exhibition.

Engineering Day
The annual Engineering Day under the theme “Engineering in Touch Economic Times” was held on 22 
August 2018. Armscor through this day creates a platform for stakeholders in the defence industry to 
interact and share ideas on best practices. This is also an opportunity for qualified engineers and scientists, 
and those who aspire to pursue their careers in these fields to network and establish relationships with 
industry experts. Amongst other topics discussed were: drones capabilities, the impact of hydrographic 
capability, the importance of technology development and the relevance of local development during 
tough economic times.

Tunisi Leadership initiative (North West)
Armscor supported the Tunisi Leadership Camp aimed at assisting learners from disadvantaged schools 
in the Royal Bafokeng Area of Phokeng to get proper training on how to become leaders. Leadership 
camps were arranged where learners from identified schools were equipped on how to become leaders 
in society.

Ekurhuleni Leadership initiative (Gauteng)
Support was provided to the high school leadership workshop aimed at highlighting opportunities in both 
public and private sector available to the youth. The workshop also equipped the youth with skills and 
knowledge on substance abuse and how they can avoid gangsterism in their communities.

Socio-Economic Upliftment Programme
This programme is aimed at improving lives of communities and creating an inclusive economy. It is also 
focused on providing social relief in cases of emergencies/disaster relief and charitable/good causes. 
During the period under review, Armscor was involved in the following:
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Tuks Tennis initiative (Gauteng)
Support was provided for the Tuks Tennis Coaching Programme. This included costs of coaching, 
transport, assistant coach fees, equipment, kit and tournaments/competitions throughout the year. Tuks 
Tennis is a premier tennis training centre for the University of Pretoria providing training for both beginners 
and advanced tennis players from different backgrounds.

School in a box initiative (Gauteng)
Armscor partnered with the Cricket South Africa to launch the School in a Box programme at the Nelson 
Mandela Sports Complex in Hammanskraal. This programme allows learners to receive afternoon lessons 
online. It is a tablet-based education tool where learners log in and select a subject they need assistance 
or clarity on. The aim is to strike a balance between sports and academic performance.

Olivenhoutbosch initiative (Gauteng)
As part of Back-to-School campaign, Armscor donated 70 new pairs of school shoes to deserving 
learners at Philena Middle School in Olivenhoutbosch. The aim is to equip learners with necessary tools 
to enhance their academic performance.
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DA Mokoma initiative (Gauteng)
Following a successful activation during the Mandela Day, Armscor donated a fully-fledged bakery to the 
DA Mokoma LSEN School. The bakery will assist the school to supply community with the bakery needs 
and thus generate sustainable income and create employment for community members.

Sanitary Towels Initiative (Nationally)
Armscor embarked on a campaign to donate sanitary towels to learners from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
Various deserving schools were targeted nationwide. 

Orchards Primary School Highflyer Awards (Gauteng)
Two new laptops were handed over to outstanding learners at the Orchards Primary School, who 
performed exceptionally well in the previous academic year. The purpose is to reward excellence and 
encourage other learners to perform well.

Disaster Relief initiatives (Nationally)
During the fire disasters, which left many families homeless, Armscor embarked on an internal drives 
to collect clothes for victims in Khayelitsha, Southern Cape and Alexandra Township. The clothes were 
donated to various centres where victims of fires were receiving support.

Beeld Charity initiative (Gauteng)
Armscor was once again part of the annual Beeld Spinning Marathon held on 15 September 2018 to raise 
funds for the Beeld Children’s Fund. The proceeds from this event go towards supporting various charity 
organisations from which more than 5 000 children benefit annually.
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Women in Agriculture project (KwaZulu-Natal)
Armscor was involved in training farmers who inherited land through the Department of Land Reform and 
Rural Development in Vryheid, KwaZulu-Natal in pig production. The training, which consisted of theory 
and practicals, was aimed at developing farmers’ skills. It managed to address some of the challenges 
women in farming encounter such as lack of knowledge in managing pig farms.

Garden of Life School Project (North West)
Armscor partnered with the Garden of Life organisation to give back to the community of Makapanstad 
in North West. A vegetable garden was established to assist towards feeding scheme at the school. 
Learners were also encouraged to use skills learned from this project to start vegetable gardens at their 
homes.
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Missionvale Care Centre initiative (Eastern Cape)
Armscor entered into a partnership with the Missionvale Care Centre to help the centre with 
numerous projects. This partnership saw Armscor funding capital projects that are sustainable 
in nature such as installation or upgrading of existing solar panels. 

Enterprise Supplier Development
Armscor signed a memorandum of agreement with the We Got U Primary Cooperative Limited 
and Uhuru Veterans Consortium. This partnership is aimed at ensuring that military veterans 
are supported and included in the mainstream economy. The overall objective is to train military 
veterans’ beneficiaries on how to run a business on defence equipment disposals.

Support was also provided to the Missionvale Care Centre by sourcing marketing material from 
the elderly sewing project thereby creating a source of income for them.

Career Exhibitions
Armscor conducts career exhibitions throughout the country with the emphasis on encouraging 
learners to study STEM subjects. In the period under review, Armscor supported among others 
the Youth Development Programme (YDP), which is part of the AAD 2018 event and at various 
learning centres reaching over 6 000 learners. 

Information and Communication Technology

Governance Information and Communication Technology 
The government of South Africa requires that all government departments and public enterprises 
institutionalise Corporate Governance and Governance of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) as an integral part of the good corporate governance of the department/public 
enterprise. 

In order to ensure that the Corporation meets this requirement, the Board of Directors approved 
the revised version of the Armscor Corporate ICT Governance Charter. This Charter outlines 
the roles, responsibilities and enabling structures for the Corporate Governance of ICT, along 
with associated guiding principles, processes, standards and frameworks that are adopted for 
implementation in Armscor.

Armscor Business Applications Renewal Programme
Armscor invested in a programme to renew legacy applications systems that are disparate and 
can no longer support the objectives of the Corporation effectively.

Enterprise Resource Planning System
A four-year contract was placed on nTier Software Service Trust in November 2015 to implement 
an open source Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution called iDempiere, at a cost of 
R24m. By October 2018, only the Budget and Forecasting module, out of six modules that were 
contracted for, was delivered, albeit not fully functional. This was mainly due to lack of technical 
resources and operating capital from the service provider.

The contract with nTier Software Service Trust was then terminated due to non-performance 
as per the terms and conditions of the contract, despite numerous efforts that Armscor made to 
salvage the project. 
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Upon a market research study, a new approach for implementing an ERP solution was 
subsequently presented to the Board of Directors for approval.

Information Technology Services Management Tool
Another initiative within the Business Applications Renewal Programme is the replacement of 
the outdated Information Technology Services Management Tool. A new open source tool is in 
the process of being implemented using internal resources, with the Service Desk Management 
module being the lead module. 

Business Continuity
Following the implementation of the Disaster Recovery (DR) Site for open systems at one of 
Armscor’s remote sites, and approval of the updated DR Plan, the annual DR test was successfully 
conducted to ensure that critical ICT systems are available in case of a disaster. This test was 
also to prove the connectivity between the DR site and the Work Area Recovery site, which is a 
site sourced from a third party for operations, should the primary site be not available.

2.3.3 Business Enablement

Business Enablement is made out of five divisions, namely, Marketing, Sustainability, Property 
Management and Leveraging, Armscor Disposal and Logistics. The business unit is responsible 
to advance the organisation towards achieving and maintaining long term financial sustainability 
through leveraging Armscor’s capabilities.  

Business Enablement is tasked to generate revenue for the Corporation while managing cost, 
improving efficiencies and effectiveness as well as building and strengthening relationships 
with stakeholders. 

The business unit is responsible to provide the following services:
• Market Armscor and SADI’s capabilities to targeted markets.
• Identify, pursue and realise business from marketing and business development 
  initiatives. 
• Support growth, development and transformation of SADI.
• Manage and leverage:

- Armscor and DOD property portfolio;  - Disposal of defence materiel;
- Logistic freight services; and   - Travel management services.

•  Build, maintain and enhance stakeholder relationships.

Marketing 

Defence Industry Support
Armscor provides an integrated defence industry support to the SADI. The support includes 
facilitation of SADI’s participation at local and international exhibitions and the management 
of requests for the utilisation of SANDF equipment, personnel and facilities for marketing 
exposure of SADI. It also includes marketing the Corporation; its products and services through 
effective marketing communication channels. All these efforts are aimed at identifying and 
pursuing business opportunities for the benefit of the organisation and SADI.
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Defence Marketing Events
International exhibitions are recognised as one of the best channels to assist in promoting 
products and services and are used as a marketing channel by Armscor to market SADI and 
the organisation. Whilst results might take time to be realised, showcasing South Africa’s 
capabilities at international platforms increases the potential to increase exports. SADI 
contributes to South Africa’s economy through the development and maintenance of high-level 
scientific, engineering, technological and technical skills and jobs, as well as advanced design, 
development and manufacturing processes.

On an annual basis, a survey is conducted within SADI to gauge local defence industry’s interest 
to participate at international exhibitions. The results are used to co-ordinate and facilitate SADI’s 
participation at these events. Collaborating with the dti and the industry, Armscor participated 
and facilitated the following events:

International Events
• DSA 2018 took place in Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia from 16 - 19 April. The exhibition was ap-
  proved as a national pavilion by the dti. Armscor was part of 22 SADI companies that formed 
  part of the South African pavilion. Strong united front was demonstrated by state-owned co-
  mpanies, which include Armscor, CSIR and Denel.

• EUROSATORY 2018 was held from 11 - 15 June in Paris, France and the participation of 
  SADI was coordinated by Armscor where Milkor, Gelvenor, Zebra Sun and Armscor exhibited   
  their capabilities as part of the South African Pavilion. Armscor’s products and services were 
  promoted, particularly the organisation’s scientific research capabilities as well as test and 
  evaluation facilities. As South Africa was gearing towards AAD2018, the launch of the “100 
  days before AAD 2018” campaign was also promoted to create awareness of the event.

• EDEX 2018 took place from 3 - 5 December in Cairo, Egypt. This inaugural exhibition was 
  identified as one of the key events on the African continent. Although Armscor’s participation 
  is to promote its capabilities and that of the industry, it was important to identify learnings for 
  future AAD events. The organisation managed to facilitate the participation of Reutech, 
  Milkor and Truvelo, which also exhibited and showcased their capabilities.  

• International Homeland Security Exhibition “Interpolitex” 2018 was held from 23 - 26 October 
  in Moscow, Russia. Armscor facilitated the participation of Zebra Sun. 

• INDODEFENCE 2018 was held during November in Jakarta where SADI companies; Reutech, 
  GEW, Rippel Effect and CSIR exhibited.

• ShieldAfrica 2019 was held in the Republic of Côte d’Ivoire from 21 – 24 January. Support 
  was provided to DCD Protected Mobility and OTT Technologies, two SADI companies who 
  participated.
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•  IDEX 2019 was held from 17 - 21 February  in Abu Dhabi, UAE. The exhibition was approved as 
   a South African national pavilion by the dti. Twenty SADI companies participated as exhibitors 
   at this event.

The following eight SMMEs and emerging exporters were supported: 
• Shelhurst Componets (Pty) Ltd
• Shrike Marine CC
• Floida Engineering Services (Pty) Ltd
• Imperial Armour CC
• Stepahead Manufacturing CC
• Desert Wolf Consulting (Pty) Ltd
• Redeployable Camp System SA (Pty) Ltd
• Megaray Limited

Local Events
• Command Management Information Systems Division, on behalf of the DOD, together with 
   Armscor, CSIR and State Information Technology Agency hosted the 8th Military Information 
   Communication Symposium of South Africa (MICSSA), which was held from 14 - 18 May 2018 
   at the CSIR. The theme for MICSSA 2018 was “ICT AS A MILITARY CAPABILITY”. The platform 
   was used to market Armscor as a key partner in the cyber security space.  

• The first annual Maritime Conference was held in May 2018 at Sport Science Institute of South 
  Africa in Newlands, Cape Town. As one of the main sponsors of the event, Armscor positioned 
  its maritime capability and facilities – namely: Dockyard and IMT.

• The South African Property Ownership Association’s (SAPOA) Annual Convention and Property 
  Exhibition was held from 19 - 21 June 2018 at the Durban ICC. Armscor Property Management 
  division promoted the land parcels the organisation intends to sweat.  

• The Aerospace, Maritime and Defence Conference took place on 18 September 2018; as a pre-
  cursor to AAD 2018. Now in its fourth year, this annual conference is regarded as the premier 
  showcase and networking platform for the African defence industry.

As the acquisition agency of the DOD, Armscor highlighted its role in the support for peacekeeping, 
where elements such as the promotion of strategic defence capabilities and enabling military 
interoperability are pivotal to achieve a force multiplier effect. The collaborative contribution of state 
owned enterprises was identified as key in peacekeeping, not only for the growth of the South 
African economy, but also for interstate trade amongst African countries.

    •  The 10th edition of AAD was held from 19 - 23 September 2018 at the Air Force Base Waterkloof.  
       AAD is seen as a major exhibition and show on the African continent. The event attracts both 
      military and civilian delegation worldwide, while the air show draws public audience. The figure 
      below depicts AAD’s success in numbers.
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Some of the highlights include the following:
• for the first time, AAD was officially opened by the President of South Africa;
• AAD celebrated 20th anniversary;
• first African Peacekeeping Pavilion (AfriMeasure, CSIR, Mochochonono Projects and Orbiflex) were 
  contributors on the Armscor peacekeeping pavilion; and
• grand finale on the last day of the show.

Defence Equipment Personnel Support
Armscor provides marketing and matériel support to the SADI by facilitating the use of SANDF equipment, 
personnel and facilities. Defence Equipment Personnel Support (DEPS) provides guidance on the 
utilisation of DOD personnel, equipment, matériel and facilities by the SADI in support of their strategic 
marketing initiatives to increase exports. DEPS registers and processes marketing support requests from 
SADI. Its function also involves administration, evaluation, contracting and management of funds received 
and the payment to the DOD. While the number of requests remain the same as the previous year (32), 
R10m was transferred to the department compared to R11,8m in the previous year. 

During the period under review, DEPS also supported various SADI companies with their marketing export 
activities to countries like Bangladesh, India, Myanmar, Singapore, Sweden and Thailand.
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Defence Foreign Liaison
Foreign Liaison is responsible for interacting and networking with both local and foreign stakeholders 
to promote Armscor and the SADI. The function plays a conduit role between Armscor, the Military 
Attaché and Advisor Corps (MAAC) in South Africa, South African Military Attachés in international 
assignments, foreign defence industry representatives and diplomats, the South African DOD and 
SADI. 

As part of its responsibility to render assistance to Defence Foreign Relations and DOD, Armscor 
Foreign Liaison participated in the following defence committee or bi-national meetings:

• 09 - 10 October 2018, RSA/Islamic Republic of Iran.
• 20 - 22 November 2018, Nigeria/RSA.
• 12 - 13 March 2019, RSA/United Kingdom.
• 12 - 13 March 2019, Zimbabwe/RSA.

A show and tell exhibition was hosted at Armscor in August 2018. The engagement provided Armscor 
an opportunity to build and strengthen relations as well as to showcase Armscor’s capabilities to 20 
African MAAC present.  

Armscor also hosted group of 42 MAAC members on 20 February 2019 at both its IMT and Dockyard 
facilities. The event was followed by the Armed Forces Day held on 21 February 2019 in Cape Town. 
Members were presented with Armscor’s capabilities and the tour of both the facilities.  

Travel Services
AB Logistics (Travel) is an in-house Travel Management Company that is responsible for the 
provision of travel services in support of Armscor’s acquisition projects and statutory travel obligations 
required by its personnel in the execution of their duties. The division also provides DOD with travel 
management services and aims to provide same to the security cluster in future. 

Sustainability 

Armscor’s Sustainability Division was established to focus on income generating initiatives; this 
was as a result of a shrinking budget from the DOD. Engagements with variety of stakeholders, 
both local and international, have resulted in a pipeline of business, which the division aims to 
covert highly probable leads to orders. In this regard, orders amounting to R113m were concluded 
and are expected to be delivered within two years.  
 
In the period under review, Armscor was requested by its primary client the DOD to deliver 
an ICT Strategic Direction framework. The task amounted to R950 000, which was received 
in the current year. Furthermore, the tasking letter for services amounting to R131m for the 
implementation of the Enterprise Architecture and Governance, Risk and Compliance Policies 
was received.  The execution of the work is expected to be delivered in the coming years and on 
receipt of the order.  

Local and Foreign Government 
Armscor’s drive of being the gateway to government to government contracts, promoting inter-Africa 
trade and forming mutually beneficial partnerships with both local and international community in 
the defence related environment is being implemented. Several MOUs have been concluded while 
some are pending finalisation by the interested parties.
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 As an acquisition agency with renowned expertise in the areas of procurement, project management, 
contract management and quality assurance to name a few, Armscor has also been positioning 
itself to local municipalities and other potential partners in the international market, particularly in 
Africa. While Armscor is gradually making inroads, further opportunities expected to be realised in 
the near future. 

AB Logistics Freight Forwarding Services

Armscor continues to provide comprehensive logistics management services to SANDF, SADI 
and foreign defence forces with regards to military sensitive commodities and hazardous cargo. 
This is in support of the acquisition supply chain requirements during import and export process, 
rendering air, sea, rail, road freight and chartering distribution network globally to all stakeholders.

The division is a registered and accredited customs clearing agent with the South African Revenue 
Services (SARS). Armscor is proud to have maintained a registered transporter of hazardous, 
weapons and ammunition in terms of the Explosives Act and Firearms Control Act. In terms of the 
South African Arms Control Regime, Armscor is registered with the National Conventional Arms 
Control Committee (NCACC) and the South African Council for the Non-proliferation of Weapons 
of Mass Destruction. AB Logistics (ABL) is a member of the International Federation of Freight 
Forwarders; the South African Association of Freight Forwarders; the Road Freight Association 
and the South African Maritime Safety Authority.

ABL was instrumental in transporting SANDF’s equipment to Cape Town during Armed Forces Day. 
The DOD remains ABL’s main client; however, the division also provides its freight logistics services 
to international clients. As such, several defence related equipment was transported to the Alkantpan 
ballistic testing facility in the Northern Cape for testing during the period under review.    

The division has managed to slightly increase its gross profit by 4% to R13,2m from the 2017/18 
financial year amid decrease in volumes. ABL endeavours to increase its financial contribution to the 
organisation in the coming years. The division concluded three MOUs with renowned international 
logistics companies to transport cargo into Africa. This relationship is expected to yield positive 
results in the future.  

Defence Disposal Solutions 

Armscor’s Defence Disposal Solutions (DDS) mandate provides for the disposal of excess and 
obsolete defence matériel on behalf of the DOD. Defence matériel to be disposed includes items 
such as ammunition, aircraft, spares, vessels, and land-and/or air-based equipment. Disposal of 
the defence matériel is carried out in accordance with the requirements of the DOD and regulatory 
authorities such as the NCACC and the National Non-Proliferation Council. 

The division concluded sales orders to the value of R8,5m during the reporting period compared 
to R8,7m in the previous year, the amount which included in the three years R72,3m total contract 
reported. The slight decrease in sales was as a result of limited stock received for disposal. 

However, with the expedited disposal initiative in place, more sales are expected to be realised in 
the near future. The expedited disposal initiative is aimed at identifying, organising and disposing 
defence matériel in an expedited manner and within the ambit of corporate governance.
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Together with the Department’s Logistics Division, Armscor’s Disposal Division is in the process of 
establishing the scope of the project with the aim of aggressively marketing the stock to identified 
markets.

Property Management and Leveraging

Armscor established the Property Management and Leveraging Division with the intentions of 
sweating its own property assets and provide property management and development services to 
other clients, particularly in the government sphere.  

Armscor identified four of its properties to sweat; two at Erasmuskloof, one at Pretoria West and 
one at Northern Cape. The latter two are at Armscor’s facilities – Gerotek and Alkantpan.  The 
Corporation issued a request for bids, inviting potential developers and investors to submit bids for 
the development of these land parcels. While the response received was positive, internal process 
is underway and the necessary approval will have to be obtained. 
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SECTION 3:
HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT
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3.1 HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT 
Staff Profile 

The staff profile of Armscor, including Dockyard, as at 31 March 2019 per grade, race and gender is 
indicated below.

Table 5: Armscor staff profile

The total count for permanent employees is 1 467 as at 31 March 2019. The prioritisation of project-linked, 
revenue generating and critical support positions before filling a position, assisted in the monitoring of the 
staff complement.

EMPLOYMENT EQUITY UPDATE

The Employment Equity Plan was developed and approved by management and endorsed by the 
consultative committee. The Plan expires on 31 March 2020 with the main focus on increasing 
representation of black women and persons with disabilities at the occupational levels that are considered 
significant for decision-making.

The duly established structure continues to monitor progress on quarterly basis, as and when necessary 
and there is overall positive progress.  

ARMSCOR STAFF PROFILE - ARMSCOR (INCLUDING DOCKYARD)
31 MARCH 2019 (Permanent Employees)
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91,48

WORKFORCE PROFILE PROGRESS 2018/19

The graphs below highlight progress of Employment Equity for the year under review.

Figure 7: Employment Equity target for men

Figure 8: Employment Equity target for women
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Figure 9: Employment Equity Target for people living with disabilities
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Capability Retention and Succession Planning 

Objective 
The objective of succession planning is to develop the strategic capabilities required to deal effectively 
with the strategic management and technology demands of the future, to strengthen the talent bench and 
ensure continuous capability pipeline. 

Performance on strategic objective 2018/19
The performance target for capability retention and succession planning is 80% compliance to the 
development plans as contracted with successors. Armscor exceeded the target and achieved a 
performance score of 83,69% in relation to the target set. 

Number of active key positions and successors as at 31 March 2019 

Figure 10: Successor profile per gender

Successor Profiles

Successor Gender
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Readiness ratings 

The following table indicates the readiness level of successors as rated on for the period 2014/15 – 
2018/19 

Figure 12: Successor profile per age

Figure 11: Successor profile per race

Table 6: Readiness level of successors from 2014/15 – 2018/19

Successor Race

Successor Age
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Learning and Talent Development

Learning and development initiatives that seek to develop management and leadership competencies 
and address critical and technical scarce skills shortages for employees at various respective 
occupational levels were identified for the reporting period. The initiatives include; Management and 
Leadership Programmes, Graduate Development Programmes, implementation of Bursary Schemes, 
Artisan and Apprenticeship Programmes, Adult Education and Training Programmes.

Management and Leadership Programmes 
The development of management and leadership programmes implemented with focus on developing 
competencies at various level of management such as new management, advanced management, 
senior and executive level. Two employees have completed and eight are in progress.

International Studies
The partnership between Armscor and international training institutions continues. This partnership 
mainly focuses on specialised scarce skill areas that are not available in South Africa.

Cranfield University
Two employees are registered for Military Aerospace and Airworthiness studies.  

Ecole Nationale De L’aviation Civile
Two employees commenced with studies for the Advanced Masters in Unmanned Aircraft Systems 
Management Programme in January 2018. 

Graduate Development Programme 
The target for the Graduate Development Programme was achieved. During the period under review 
45 candidates participated in this programme.

Armscor Bursary Scheme
Thirty-five students were awarded bursaries for 2018 academic year, seven out of 35 completed 
their studies and five of these bursary holders have been recruited into the Graduate Development 
Programme.

Defence Engineering and Science University Programme 
Eighty-seven undergraduate students were funded for the 2018 academic year. Five out of 87 
completed their qualifications in 2018 academic year, and are being recruited into the Graduate 
Development Programme. 

Dockyard Apprenticeship Programme
In line with the National Skills Development Strategy, Dockyard has contributed to the development of 
artisans in fulfilment of the mandate of producing artisans through apprenticeship programmes, with 
the aim of alleviating poverty and increasing the skills pool of the country for all sectors. 
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Dockyard has progressively produced a number of artisans in trades that can be utilised across 
various industries. In 2018/19 financial year, 15 apprentices qualified in trades such as, welder, fitter 
and turner, electrician, electrical fitters, refrigeration mechanic and electronics mechanic. The 15 
that qualified are currently employed in different employment structures on various projects, such as 
Isaac Dyoba, Drakensberg, and small boat projects.  This provided the newly qualified artisans with 
hands on practical experience and exposure.    

Adult Education and Training Programme 
Forty-eight learners are registered for Adult Education and Training (AET) programmes. Twenty-eight 
are registered for matric and 20 for AET level 1 – 4 and most of these learners will be completing in 
the next financial year



.
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SECTION 4:
CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE



4.1 DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Introduction
This is the Directors Report for the period 2018/19. It relates to the performance of the 
Corporation for the year under review. 

Background
This report is therefore presented in terms of the relevant provisions of the PFMA and the 
Companies Act. It provides an overview on the performance of Armscor, measured against 
performance targets that the Corporation had set itself for the year under review. 

Nature of Business
Armscor’s mandate is contained in the Armscor Act. This is briefly to meet the defence matériel 
requirements of the DOD effectively, efficiently and economically; and the defence technology, 
research, development, analysis, test and evaluation requirements of the DOD effectively, 
efficiently and economically.

The Corporation is required to adhere to accepted corporate governance principles, best business 
practices and generally accepted accounting practices within a framework of established norms 
and standards that reflect fairness, equity, transparency, economy, efficiency, accountability 
and lawfulness.

As stated, the functions of Armscor are to acquire defence matériel for DOD, manage technology 
projects for DOD, establish programme management system in support of acquisition and technology 
projects. Armscor is responsible to  establish a tender evaluation and contract management system 
with regard to defence matériel or if agreed in SLA, for commercial matériel, dispose of defence 
matériel, establish a compliance administration system with regard to arms control, support and 
maintain strategic and essential defence industrial capabilities, resources and technologies. It is 
also expected to provide marketing support and maintain special capabilities/facilities for strategic 
or security reasons, as required by DOD, even if those capabilities/facilities are not commercially 
viable.

Armscor may, with the approval of the Minister, exploit such commercial opportunities as may 
arise out of the Corporation’s duty to acquire defence matériel or to manage technology projects; 
procure commercial matériel on behalf of any organ of state at the request of the organ of state in 
question; and subject to the National Conventional Arms Control Act, 2002 (Act No. 41 of 2002), the 
Regulation of Foreign Military Assistance Act, 1 998 (Act No. 15 of 1998), and the Non-Proliferation 
of Weapons of Mass Destruction Act 1993 (Act No. 87 of 1993), perform any function, which the 
Corporation may perform for or on behalf of the Department in terms of this Act for or on behalf 
sovereign any of state. 

The Minister may impose such conditions in respect of the performance of the said functions as 
may be deemed necessary and in the national interest.

Share Capital

The Government of the Republic of South Africa is the sole shareholder of the Corporation. No new 
shares were issued during the year under review.
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Organisational Structure

The organisational structure of the Corporation appears on page 15 of this report.

Communication with the Executive Authority

The Executive Authority for Armscor is the Minister of Defence and Military Veterans (the Minister), 
who represents the Shareholder. Communication with the Executive Authority is channelled 
primarily through the office of the Chairperson. In addition, there are further engagements between 
the Minister and the Chief Executive Officer. 

Regular reporting was undertaken in terms of the Shareholder’s Compact, and additional ad hoc 
reports were also submitted for consideration by the Minister. A shareholder’s meeting also took 
place during the year under review.

Directorate

The Directors of the Corporation and their brief Curricula Vitae appear on page 16 - 19 of this 
report.

4.1.1 Corporate Governance

Armscor is a statutory body, established in terms of the Armaments Corporation of South 
Africa Limited Act (Act No 51 of 2003), as amended. It is also a a state-owned company as 
contemplated in the Companies Act No. 71 of 2008. Furthermore, it is listed as a schedule 
2 Public Entity in terms of the PFMA (Act 1 of 1999), as amended. It is further regulated by 
the regulations issued in terms of the PFMA and those of the Companies Act No. 71 of 2008. 
Armscor also subscribes to good corporate governance principles contained in the King IV 
Report on Good Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016, and Protocol on Corporate 
Governance in the Public Sector 2007.

The Corporation services the requirements of the DOD or other clients in terms of a SLA. The 
SLA is based on the Shareholder Compact, is focused on the functions of the corporation, 
specify measureable objectives and milestones, specify a system to monitor the delivery of 
service, provide for the maintenance of the Corporation’s capabilities over the long term, 
provide for the terms and conditions applicable to the service to be rendered by the Corporation.

The Shareholder

The Government of the Republic of South Africa, represented by the Minister, is the sole 
shareholder of the Corporation. The shareholder relationship is managed, amongst others, 
through the Armscor Act, the PFMA, the Companies Act 71 of 2008, the Shareholder Compact 
and the Corporate Plan. The Shareholder Compact sets out the deliverables agreed between 
the Corporation and the Minister. It is supported by a Corporate Plan, which ensures that the 
Corporation’s targets, measures and outputs are clearly articulated to enhance the Board’s 
accountability.

In accordance with the Shareholder’s Compact, the Minister must meet with the Board of 
Directors at least once a year. During the year under review, the shareholder met with the 
Board.
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Board Meetings with Minister of Defence and Military Veterans
and Attendance of Meetings

Board Member       20/03/2019
Vice Adm (Ret) RJ Mudimu (Chairperson)            R

Amb T Skweyiya (Acting Chairperson)            P

Dr MB Khanyile               P

Adv VL de la Hunt               P

Mr NM Tyibilika               P

Mr RM Vokwana               P

Amb JT Ndhlovu               P

Ms T Mhlari                P

Ms CE Simpson               A

Mr KPE Wakeford (CEO)              P

Adv SP Mbada (A/CEO)              P

Mr JG Grobler (CFO)              P

Table 7: Board Meetings with the Minister of Defence and Military Veterans

Key:  P – Present  A – Absent with apology  R – Resigned

4.1.2 The Board of Directors

The Board of Directors were appointed in terms of Section 6(1) of the Armscor Act and consists of 
nine non-executive members and two executive members, namely the CEO and the CFO. During 
the year under review, Vice Adm (Ret) RJ Mudimu resigned as the Chairperson and member of the 
Board effective 1 October 2018. The Minister subsequently appointed the Deputy Chairperson, 
Amb T Skweyiya as the acting Board Chairperson until further notice. Furthermore, in February 
2019, the Board took a decision to release the CEO from his day-to-day duties in the interest of 
the company following allegations of impropriety levelled against him at the Zondo Commission. 
Adv. SP Mbada was subsequently appointed as acting CEO effective 15 February 2019 and will 
continue to act in this position until further notice. 

The Board of Directors continues to provide ethical leadership to the Corporation and accordingly 
oversee the management of the strategic direction of the Corporation and the application of its 
assets in a fair and transparent manner. 

During the year under review, the Board executed its roles in accordance with the Board Charter. 
Board roles included:

• Managing and controlling the affairs of the Corporation as set out in Section 6(1) of 
   the Armscor Act;
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• performing the functions of the accounting authority for the Corporation as contemplated 
  in Section 6(2) of the Armscor Act and Section 49(a) of the PFMA; 
• providing effective leadership and control in terms of approving the Corporations strategy and 
  ensuring control over its operational implementation. The Board as the accounting authority 
  takes responsibility for both its success and failure;
• ensuring that the Corporation continues to operate as a viable and sustainable going concern 
  by exercising effective control and leadership on material decisions having an impact on the 
  Corporation;
• providing oversight on human, operational and financial resources available within the 
  Corporation to achieve its objectives;
• playing a key role in setting, reviewing and monitoring compliance with the Corporation’s 
  values;
• represent and serve the shareholder ’s interests by overseeing appraising the Strategies, 
 Policies and performance of the Corporation; and 
• ensuring that the shareholder is kept informed of the Corporations performance and any major 
  developments.

Board meetings

At each of these meetings, members of the Board are required to declare any interest they may 
have had in respect of any matter to be deliberated at that meeting. During the year under review, 
there were members who declared interest on some of the matters serving before the Board. Their 
declaration of interest was handled as stipulated in the Board Charter. In preparing documents 
for submission to the Board, management is required to certify that all relevant information has 
been placed before the Board to enable it to make decisions that serve the best interests of the 
Corporation.

Suffice to add that members of the Board have unrestricted access to the Company Secretary, who 
is required by law to provide them with guidance about the proper discharge of their responsibilities 
and to certify in the annual report that the Corporation has complied with all applicable laws and 
regulations.
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During the 2018/19 financial year, the Corporation held five Board meetings, and two Special Board 
meetings. The following tables show the meetings of the Board respectively.

Table 8: Armscor’s Board Meetings

Key: P – Present A – Absent with apology NA – Not appointed in Committee R – Resigned 

Board of Directors and Attendance of Meetings
Board Member  04/05/2018 21/06/2018 30/08/2018 04/12/2018 15/03/2019
Vice Adm (Ret) RJ Mudimu 
(Chairperson)           P         P         P        R         R
Amb T Skweyiya (Deputy 
Chairperson)           P         P         P        P         P
Dr MB Khanyile          P         P         P        P         P
Adv VL de la Hunt          P         P         A        P         P
Mr NM Tyibilika          P         P         P        P         P
Mr RM Vokwana          A         A         P        A         P
Amb JT Ndhlovu          P         P         P        P         P
Ms CE Simpson          P         P         P        P         P
Ms T Mhlari           P         P                    P        P             A
Mr KPE Wakeford (CEO)         P         P         P        P         P
Adv SP Mbada (A/CEO)         NA        NA        NA       NA         P 
Mr JG Grobler (CFO)          P         P         P        P         P

Special Board of Directors and Attendance of Meetings

Board Members     31/05/2018    25/07/2018

Vice Adm (Ret) RJ Mudimu (Chairperson)            P         P

Amb T Skweyiya (Deputy Chairperson)             P         P

Dr MB Khanyile                P                  P

Adv VL de la Hunt                P         P

Mr NM Tyibilika                P         P

Mr RM Vokwana                P         A

Amb JT Ndhlovu                P         P

Ms CE Simpson                P         P

Ms T Mhlari                 A         A

Mr KPE Wakeford (CEO)               P         P

Mr JG Grobler (CFO)      P           P

Table 9: Special Board of Directors meetings

Key:  P – Present  A – Absent with apology
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Board Engagements with Portfolio Committee on Defence
and Military Veterans and Attendance of Meetings

Board Member     09/05/2018  10/10/2018

Vice Adm (Ret) RJ Mudimu (Chairperson)        A          A

Amb T Skweyiya (Deputy Chairperson)         A          A

Dr MB Khanyile            P                   P

Adv VL de la Hunt            P          A

Mr NM Tyibilika            A          P

Mr RM Vokwana            P          A

Amb JT Ndhlovu            A          P

Ms CE Simpson            P          A

Ms T Mhlari             A          A

Mr KPE Wakeford (CEO)           P          P

Mr JG Grobler (CFO)                    P          P

Table 10: Board engagement with PCDMV

Key:  P – Present  A – Absent with apology

Board Engagements With Portfolio Committee On Defence And Military 
Veterans
As prescribed in the Shareholder’s Compact, the Board of Directors as the accounting authority for 
the Corporation shall present the Corporation’s Annual Report, Financial Statements and Corporate 
Plan for the year under review to the Minister as a representative of the Shareholder. The Minister 
tables the reports in the National Assembly in the presence of members of the Board. Before 
these reports are tabled at the National Assembly, the Board presents the reports to the Portfolio 
Committee on Defence and Military Veterans (PCDMV). The table below provides information 
about the Board engagements with the PCDMV.

Board Strategic Review Sessions
The meetings of the Board of Directors are governed by the Board’s Terms of Reference, which 
make provision for further meetings of the Board to take place as and when the Board deems it 
appropriate and are convened by the Chairperson. The Board during this period held a Board 
Strategic review session with the Executives of Armscor. The table below provides information on 
the strategic review session held.
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Board Strategic Session and Attendance of Meetings

Board Member       22/06/2018

Vice Adm (Ret) RJ Mudimu (Chairperson)    P

Amb T Skweyiya (Deputy Chairperson)              P

Dr MB Khanyile                 P

Adv VL de la Hunt                 P

Mr NM Tyibilika                 P

Mr RM Vokwana                 P

Amb JT Ndhlovu                 P

Ms CE Simpson                 P

Ms T Mhlari                  P

Mr KPE Wakeford (CEO)                P

Mr JG Grobler (CFO)       P

Table 11: Board Strategic Review Session

Key:  P – Present  A – Absent with apology

4.1.3 Board Committees

The Board of Armscor has various Committees, which consider submissions from management 
on critical issues affecting the Corporation. The Committees report on their work at each Board 
meeting.

Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee was established as a committee of the Board of Directors, in 
terms of Section 12(2) of the Armaments Corporation Act No. 51 of 2003, read with Section 77 
of the Public Finance Management Act No. 29 of 1999, Section 94 of the Companies Act, No. 
71 of 2008 and the Armscor Board Charter.

The Committee comprises four independent non-executive directors, as members of the 
Committee. 

Unless otherwise directed by the Committee, the following persons shall have a standing 
invitation to the meetings of the Committee: 

• CEO
• CFO
• Chief Audit Executive
• Executive Manager: ICT
• Chief Risk Officer or any person performing the risk function
• Auditor-General or his/her representative
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The Committee assists the Board of Directors in discharging the following oversight 
responsibilities:

• Ensuring that the Armscor group has and maintains effect ive, eff icient and transparent 
  systems of f inancial and r isk management and internal control;
• ensuring the enforcement of adequate systems and control processes in the Corporation 
  for the safeguarding of assets and the management of the revenue, expenditure and 
  liabilities of the group;
• preparing accurate f inancial report ing and monitoring compliance with al l  applicable 
  legal requirements and accounting standards; and
• ensuring corporate accountability and managing the associated risk in terms of 
  management, assurance and reporting.

Table 12: Audit and Risk Committee and Attendance of Meetings

Key: P – Present    A – Absent with apology NA – Not appointed in Committee    R – Resigned

Audit and Risk Committee and Attendance of Meetings
Members     29/05/2018 26/05/2018 23/11/2018 12/03/2019
Ms CE Simpson (Chairperson)       P      P      P      P

Dr MB Khanyile          P               P      P      P

Ms T Mhlari          P      P      P      P

Mr RM Vokwana         A      A      A      A

Mr KPE Wakeford (CEO)        A      A      P      R

Adv SP Mbada (A/CEO)        NA      NA      NA      P 

Mr JG Grobler (CFO)                 P      P      P      P

Technology, Industry Support and Sustainability Support Committee

The Technology, Industry Support and Sustainability Committee consists of four non-executive 
directors and two executive directors. The main role and responsibilities of the Committee as 
outlined in the Committee’s Terms of Reference is to advise the Board on the following:

• The appropriate policy framework for research and development, intellectual property 
  management and industry support;
• the existence or acquisition and management of intellectual property within the approved  
   policy framework and how such intellectual property may be exploited to the best advantage 
  of the DOD in line with the Armscor Strategy;
• the development of channels of communication between Armscor, the defence industry 
   and any other role players to facilitate the effectiveness of Armscor ’s market positioning;   
  and
• the appropriate policies, strategies and business cases on sweating of assets, 
   entering new markets and undertaking government to government trade for  Armscor ’s 
  benefit and sustainabil ity.



Table 13: Technology, Industry Support and Sustainability Committee and Attendance of  Meetings

Key: P – Present    A – Absent with apology  NA – Not appointed in Committee    R – Resigned 

Acquisition Committee
The Acquisition Committee consists of four non-executive directors and two executive directors. 
The acquisition of defence matériel requirements of the DOD is one of the main objectives of the 
Corporation as set out in Section 3(1) (a) of the Armaments Corporation Act No. 51 of 2003 (as 
amended). As such, the role of the Committee is to assist the Board with the balancing of power 
and the effective discharge of its responsibilities by:

• Overseeing the development of acquisition policies, rules and procedures for approval by the 
  Board;
• considering and making recommendations to the Board on the requirements of the DOD or 
  other clients to the Board;
• deciding on the strategic nature and implications of acquisition projects and whether such pro-
  jects should be disposed of by the Committee or are of such a nature that they require cons-
  ideration by the Board; and
• considering and disposing of acquisition and procurement submissions within the approved 
  limits.

During the year under review, the Committee met as follows:

Technology, Industry Support and Sustainability Committee 
and Attendance of Meetings

Members     16/05/2018 12/07/2018 15/11/2018 28/02/2019
Mr NM Tyibilika (Chairperson)         P        P        P  P

Amb T Skweyiya           P        P        P  P

Adv VL de la Hunt           P        A        P  P

Amb J Ndhlovu           P        P        A  P

Ms T Mhlari            NA       NA       P    NA

Mr KPE Wakeford (CEO)          P        A        P  R

Adv SP Mbada (A/CEO)          NA       NA       NA P 

Mr JG Grobler (CFO)          P        P        P  P
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Table 14: Acquisition Committee and Attendance of Meetings

Key: P – Present    A – Absent with apology  NA – Not appointed in Committee    R – Resigned

Acquisition Committee and Attendance of Meetings
Members  10/04/2018 31/05/2018 25/07/2018 18/09/2018 08/11/2018 15/02/2019
Mr RM Vokwana 
(Chairperson)       P        P        A        A        P        P

Dr MB Khanyile       P        P        P        P        P        P

Mr NM Tyibilika       P        P        P        P        P        P

Ms CE Simpson       P        P        P        P        P        P

Mr KPE Wakeford
(CEO)        P        P        P        A        P        R

Adv SP Mbada
(A/CEO)        NA       NA       NA       NA       NA       P

Mr JG Grobler 
(CFO)        P        P        P        P        P        P

Human Resources, Social and Ethics Committee
The Human Resources, Social and Ethics Committee is attended by four non-executive members, 
and two executive directors. The role of the Committee is to assist the Board with the balancing of 
power and the effective discharge of responsibilities by:

• Advising the Board on the formulation, implementation, monitoring and review of the Corporation’s 
  human resources practices, polices and strategies; 
• advising the Board on all matters relating to conditions of service, remuneration, reward and 
  retention strategies;
• overseeing and providing direction to management on behalf of the Board to ensure that the 
  Corporation’s conducts its human resource affairs fairly, effectively and efficiently;
• monitoring the Corporation’s activities relating to its social impact taking into consideration 
  al l  relevant legislat ion, legal requirements and codes of best practice; and
• ensuring that the Corporation’s ethics management process is managed effectively and efficiently.

Table 15: Human Resources, Social and Ethics Committee and Attendance of Meetings

Key:  P – Present    A – Absent with apology  NA – Not appointed in Committee  R – Resigned

Human Resource, Social and Ethics Committee 
and Attendance of Meetings

Members     16/05/2018 12/07/2018 15/11/2018 28/02/2019
Adv VL de la Hunt (Chairperson)        P        P        P        P

Amb T Skweyiya          P        P        P        P

Ms T Mhlari           P        P        P         P

Amb JT Ndhlovu          P        A        P         A

Mr KPE Wakeford (CEO)         P        A        P         R

Adv SP Mbada (A/CEO)         NA      NA                NA                  P

Mr JG Grobler (CFO)         NA       P        P                    P
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Disqualification of Directors

None of Armscor’s Board members are disqualified from serving as directors on any of the 
grounds contained in either the Companies Act, 2008 or in the PFMA and its regulations.

Board Remuneration

Non-executive directors are remunerated on the basis of Board and Board Committee meeting 
attendance and preparation. The fees are based on the determination by the Minister in 
consultation with National Treasury.

4.1.4 Major Initiatives During The Reporting Period

Turnaround Initiative

The corporation successfully implemented the management led strategic planning process by 
capturing and monitoring the identified strategic initiatives in the performance management 
system. In order to enhance the adoption of strategic planning, an internal tracking tool with 
dash-boarding capability is underdevelopment to facilitate high-level monitoring and evaluation 
on a quarterly and annual basis. 

Pursuant to the enhancement of the financial sustainability initiatives of Armscor, a business-
remodelling tool is underdevelopment, which considers the cost of human resources and funding 
as the main cost drivers for Armscor. The tool seeks to create balance between the costs to 
provide quality mandate driven services with the current available funding.  

Defence Engineering and Science University Programme

During the 2018/19 financial year the DESUP programme funded 47 postgraduate students and 
62 undergraduate students. The programme increased the capability within tertiary institutions 
by funding amongst others, the University of the Witwatersrand in Ballistic Armour Applications, 
Fort Hare University in Ergonomics Curriculum Development and Stellenbosch University in 
Laser and Defence Virtual Lab technology research. 

The DESUP programme further supported the Indaba for Inclusive Education for Socio Economic 
Transformation and Disability Leadership Programme and Entrepreneurial training. 

Defence Transformative Enterprise Development 

The Defence Transformative Enterprise Development programme was successfully executed in the 
2018/19 financial year with the performance on the programme being above 95%. In addition, some 
of the DEFTED participants exhibited at the AAD 2018 Show and other international defence shows 
hosted by various countries. 

Shark Repellent System

Armscor has successfully completed the field tested concept demonstrator for the shark repellent 
technology. A one-year contract has been placed on Armscor by the KwaZulu-Natal Shark’s Board for 
development of a similar concept demonstrator for marketing purposes.  
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Ultrasonic Broken Rail Detector

The Indian Railway test Installation on the Allahabad line has been successfully demonstrated over 
a period of two years. This is a further milestone in developing a market for the Ultrasonic Broken 
Rail Detector system.

4.1.5 Financial Reporting

The Directors are required by the Companies Act 2008 to produce financial statements, which fairly 
represent the state of affairs of the Corporation as at the end of the financial year and the profit 
and loss for that financial year, in conformity with South African Generally Recognised Accounting 
Practice (SA GRAP) and the Companies Act 2008.

The financial statements set out in this report have been prepared by management in accordance 
with SA GRAP and the Companies Act 71 of 2008 and are based on appropriate accounting policies 
supported by reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates.

The Directors are of the opinion that the financial statements fairly present the financial position 
of the Corporation as at 31 March 2019, the results of their operations and cash flows for the year 
then ended. 

The Board has reviewed the Group’s financial budgets for the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020 
and is satisfied that adequate resources exist to sustain the Corporations operations. Armscor is, 
furthermore, in discussion with the DOD to ensure proper funding for the required functions to be 
performed. The Directors, therefore, have no reason to believe that Armscor will not remain a going 
concern in the foreseeable future. 

Dividends

No dividends were declared or paid to the shareholder during the year under review.

Post Balance Sheet Events

Other than the events adjusted for as disclosed in note 40 (Page 196) of the financial 
statements, no material facts or significant circumstances, which affect the financial position 
of this Corporation or group have arisen between the date of the balance sheet and the 
production date of this report.

4.1.6 Litigation

Beverly Securities

In relation to special defence acquisition done, action was brought against Armscor by Beverly 
Securities in the Civil Court of Lisbon for the alleged non-payment of commission in respect of 
the Oryx Helicopters of the SAAF. The value of the claim is approximately 192 million euros. 
Armscor is opposing the matter and has filed the necessary papers in its defense.

The Plaintiff has now also filed an application in the High Court in Pretoria to compel the 
Auditor-General of South Africa to make available certain documentation alleged to be relevant 
to the litigation in Portugal. Armscor as the second respondent is opposing the application. 
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It is envisaged that the matter will not be set down for trial in the Civil Court of Lisbon prior to the 
application pertaining to the Auditor-General being heard and finalised. The prospect of success 
in the defence of the matter remains good.

New Generation Arms Management (Pty) Ltd 

The matter relates to the recovery by Armscor of the amount of approximately R6,1 million 
from New Generation Arms Management (NGAM). The amount is in respect of statutory costs 
paid by Armscor to Sars on behalf of NGAM. Armscor obtained default judgment against 
NGAM and while proceeding with the necessary execution steps, Armscor received a Notice 
of Application for Rescission of the default judgement from NGAM’s liquidators. Armscor has 
opposed the application. The liquidators of NGAM withdrew the application and tendered 
taxed party and party costs. As NGAM is in liquidation, prospects of recovery of the amount 
are remote.

Quaker Peace Centre

The Plaintiff, Quaker Peace Centre, is a non-profit and public benefit organisation. Armscor is 
the second defendant in this matter with the Government of the Republic of South Africa acting 
through its Departments of Finance, Defence and Military Veterans and Trade and Industry 
as first defendant. In the particulars of claim, the Plaintiff essentially attacks the procurement 
process of the Hawk and Gripen aircraft as well as the loan agreement concluded by the Minister 
of Finance in the acquisition of these systems. Armscor has filed its defence of the matter. The 
prospects of success in defending the matter are good. The matter is ongoing.

Labour Matter 1

The Plaintiff’s employment with Armscor was terminated based on operational requirements. 
The Plaintiff is in dispute with Armscor regarding certain post–retirement medical benefits as 
well as the formula used to calculate the severance package agreed upon. It is expected that 
the Plaintiff will not proceed with the matter as the Plaintiff’s attorney delivered a notice of 
withdrawal as attorney of record. The Plaintiff has not yet filed to file a notice of appointment of 
a new legal representative. 

Labour Matter 2

Unfair labour dispute relating to not being shortlisted for a position. The employee did not 
meet the minimum requirements. The CCMA ruled to set aside the appointment of the current 
incumbent that qualifies for the position. Armscor is reviewing the ruling in the Labour Court.
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4.2 AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
Introduction 

The Audit and Risk Committee is a statutory body established as a committee of the Board of Directors, 
in terms of Section 12(2) of the Armaments Corporation Act No. 51 of 2003, read with Section 77 
of the Public Finance Management Act No 29 of 1999, Section 94 of the Companies Act, No 71 of 
2008. The Audit and Risk Committee has adopted the terms of reference approved by the Board of 
Directors and has discharged its responsibilities and conducted its affairs in accordance with these 
terms of reference. This report sets the basis for reporting by the Audit and Risk Committee on the 
oversight responsibilities undertaken by the Committee in the financial year ended 31 March 2019. 

4.2.1 Governance of Risk 

The Committee is required to fulfil an oversight role on financial reporting, internal financial controls, 
compliance risks, fraud risks and IT risks as it relates to financial reporting. The Committee has:

• Provided an oversight role and responsibilities in financial reporting, internal financial controls, 
  compliance risks, fraud risks and IT risks. The committee provided oversight in the preparation 
  of accurate financial reporting and monitored compliance with all applicable legal requirements 
  and accounting standards; 
• ensured that the Armscor Group has and maintains effective, efficient and transparent systems 
  of financial, risk management, governance and internal control;
• ensured the enforcement of adequate systems and control processes in the Corporation for the   
  safeguarding of assets and the management of the revenue, expenditure and liabilities of the 
  Group;
• ensured corporate accountability and governance and the associated risk in terms of  management, 
  assurance and reporting;
• ensured the establishment of the process towards Integrated Reporting and Combined  Assurance 
  for the coordinated assurance efforts for  mitigation of the Corporation’s risks by existing assurance 
  providers within the Corporation.

4.2.2 Internal Control Environment

Although the Board of Directors is accountable for the process of risk management and systems of 
internal control, these processes are reviewed by the Audit and Risk Committee for adequacy and 
effectiveness. 

The Audit and Risk Committee has regularly reported to the Board on its activities and made 
recommendations to advise the Board, Management and Internal Audit as part of execution of its 
oversight responsibilities.
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The Audit and Risk Committee is satisfied, based on the information and explanations given by 
management, Internal Audit and the Auditor-General that, an adequate system of internal control is 
being maintained and it is subject to continuous improvement to ensure that:

• Risks are properly managed and reduced to acceptable levels; 
• assets are safeguarded; 
• financial and operational information is reliable;
• operations are effective and efficient;
• resources are acquired economically, used efficiently and adequately protected;
• programmes, plans and objectives are achieved;
• quality and continuous improvements are fostered in the organisation’s control process; and
• significant legislative or regulatory issues impacting the organisation are recognised and 
  addressed appropriately.

4.2.3 Annual Financial Statements 

During the financial year 2018/19 Armscor migrated from SA Generally Accepted Accounting Practice 
(SA GAAP) to Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP). The Committee 
notes that as a result of adopting the new accounting framework, prior year reported figures had to 
be restated to align to GRAP. The Audit and Risk Committee has evaluated the Annual Financial 
Statements of the Armscor Group for the year ended 31 March 2019 and considered that it complies, 
in all material respects, with the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act (Act  No 1 of 
1999), as amended, as well as the Standards of GRAP. 

The Committee has reviewed the results of the external audit on the annual financial statements 
and accordingly concurs with the opinion expressed therein. The Committee has also noted that, 
an unqualified audit opinion has been issued by the Auditor-General for the year under review. In 
this regard the Audit and Risk Committee would like to express its appreciation to management and  
Internal Audit for their commitment in strengthening the internal control environment. The Committee 
agrees that the adoption of the going concern principle is appropriate in preparing the Annual 
Financial Statements. The Audit and Risk Committee has therefore recommended the adoption of 
the Annual Financial Statements to the Board of Directors. 

4.2.4 Quarterly Reporting 

The Committee has reviewed and satisfied itself on the quarterly reporting submitted to the Committee 
and on the basis of explanations provided by management to the Committee regarding the accuracy, 
reliability and adequacy of information contained in these quarterly reports. The Committee has also 
reviewed the changes in accounting policies and practices, the quality and timeliness of the financial 
information made available to the Committee, compliance of the Corporation with the applicable legal 
and regulatory provisions, information on predetermined objectives included in the annual reporting.  

4.2.5 Internal Audit 

The Audit and Risk Committee has a responsibility for the appointment of the Chief Audit Executive 
(CAE) and approving the Internal Audit Charter and ensuring that Internal Audit conducts its work in 
accordance with the plan. The Committee has:
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• Continually ensured the independence of the CAE and Internal Audit by ensuring that the CAE
  reports functionally to the Committee and administratively to the CEO; 
• approved the Internal Audit Charter for the financial year 2018/19 and provided oversight of thr
  CAE’s independence and objectivity in discharging his duties in accordance with the 
  international Standards of Professional Practice in Internal Auditing and the approved charter.   
  The Committee reviewed the independence of the CAE and the Internal Audit to ensure that the   
  CAE and Internal Audit is independent and free of influence by management and conducted his  
  assurance duties objectively. The Committee empowered the CAE and the Internal Audit function 
  to have unrestricted access to information and records in order  for Internal Audit to execute its 
  work without restrictions and impairment in its independence and objectivity;
• ensured that Internal Audit is sufficiently resourced in order to perform and deliver its functional 
  duties to meet its approved operational plan; 
• approved the risk based internal audit plan for the financial year 2018/19. The Committee 
  evaluated the work of Internal Audit and noted that the Internal Audit has provided the required 
  assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control environment in accordance    
  with the approved  internal audit plan except where there were deviations due  to  limitation of 
  resources; and
• provided oversight on the work of Internal Audit and assessed Internal Audit reports on a 
  quarterly basis and ensured that matters of material risks reported by Internal Audit are 
  addressed by management.

4.2.6 External Audit 

The Audit and Risk Committee has an oversight responsibility over the external auditors. The 
following oversight responsibilities were carried by the Committee in discharging its duties relating 
to the external auditors. The Committee:

• ensured that the external auditors are independent and therefore is satisfied with the 
  independence and objectivity of the external auditors;
• is satisfied with the qualifications and the level of expertise of the external auditors;
• provided oversight over the strategic plan presented by the external auditors and the plan was  
  approved in light of costs, resources and audit areas considered; and 
• reviewed the effectiveness of the external auditors, through the fulfilment of the strategic plan 
  and handling of key accounting treatments and disclosures. 

4.2.7 Finance Function 

The Committee is satisfied on the appropriateness of the CFO’s expertise and experience to meet 
the responsibilities of the role required of the CFO and the finance function. The Committee has 
also considered and satisfied itself with the finance function for appropriateness, expertise and 
adequacy of structure and resources to deliver the financial mandate inherent to the finance function.

4.2.8 Integrated Reporting 

The Committee has provided an oversight role and responsibility over the establishment of 
integrated reporting by management. The Committee is satisfied that management’s progress on 
the establishment of the integrated reporting is reasonable.  
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4.2.9 Combined Assurance

The Committee has provided oversight responsibility over the establishment of Combined Assurance 
in accordance with the requirements of the King Code. The Committee has provided a monitoring role 
to ensure that the implementation of the Combined Assurance model is progressing and supported.  

MS CE SIMPSON
CHAIRPERSON: AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE 
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Opinion 
1. I have audited the consolidated and separate financial statements of the Armaments Corporation 
    of South Africa SOC Ltd and its subsidiaries (the group) set out on pages 131 to 202 which 
      comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as at 31 March 2019, the consolidated     
    statement of financial performance, statement of changes in net assets, cash flow statement 
    and statement of comparison of budget information with actual amounts for the year then 
    ended, as well as the notes to the consolidated financial statements, including a summary of 
    significant accounting policies. 

2. In my opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the 
    consolidated financial position of the Armaments Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd and its 
    subsidiaries as at 31 March 2019, and the group’s financial performance and cash flows for 
    the year then ended in accordance with Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting 
    Practice (Standards of GRAP) and the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act 
    of South Africa, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999) (PFMA) and the Companies Act of South Africa, 2008 
   (Act No. 71 of 2008) (Companies Act).  

Context for the opinion
3. I conducted my audit in accordance with the International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). My 
    responsibilities under those standards are further described in the auditor-general’s 
    responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements section of this auditor’s    
    report. 
4. I am independent of the entity in accordance with sections 290 and 291 of the International 
    Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of ethics for professional accountants and 
    parts 1 and 3 of the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ International code    
    of ethics for professional accountants (including International Independence 
    Standards) (IESBA codes) as well as the ethical requirements that are relevant to my audit in 
    South Africa. I have fulfilled my other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these 
    requirements and the IESBA codes.

5. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
    basis for my opinion.

Emphasis of matter
6. I draw attention to the matter below. My opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.

REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT 
ON THE ARMAMENTS CORPORATION OF SOUTH AFRICA 
SOC LTD

Report on the audit of the consolidated financial 
statements
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Restatement of corresponding figures
7. As disclosed in note 39 to the financial statements, the corresponding figures for 31 March 
    2018 were restated as a result of errors in the financial statements of the ent i ty at, and for 
    the year ended, 31 March 2019 as well as due to a change in the accounting framework 
    from South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (SA Statements of 
    GAAP) to Standards of GRAP. 

Other matter
8. I draw attention to the matter below. My opinion is not modified in respect of this matter. 

Unaudited supplementary schedules
9. The supplementary information set out on pages 129 to 130 as well as the total value of 
    acquisition activities set out on page 203 does not form part of the financial 
    statements and is presented as additional information. I have not audited this information and, 
    accordingly, I do not express an opinion on it.

Responsibilities of the accounting authority for the financial statements
10.The board of directors, which constitutes the accounting authority, is responsible for the 
     preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in accordance with 
     Statements of GRAP and the requirements of the PFMA and the Companies Act, and for such 
     internal control as the accounting authority determines is necessary to enable the preparation 
     of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to 
    fraud or error.
11.In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the accounting authority is responsible for 
      assessing the ability of the Armaments Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd and its subsidiaries 
     to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters relating to going concern and 
     using the going concern basis of accounting unless the appropriate governance structure 
     either intends to liquidate the entity or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but 
     to do so. 

Auditor-general’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial 
statements
12.My objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial 
     statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and 
     to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of 
     assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with the ISAs will 
     always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or 
     error and are considered material if, individually or in aggregate, they could reasonably be 
       expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated 
     financial statements. 
13. A further description of my responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements 
     is included in the annexure to this auditor’s report.
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Report on the audit of the annual performance report
Introduction and scope
14. In accordance with the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA) and 
       the general notice issued in terms thereof, I have a responsibility to report material findings 
      on the reported performance information against predetermined objectives for selected 
      objectives presented in the annual performance report. I performed procedures to identify   
      findings but not to gather evidence to express assurance.

15. My procedures address the reported performance information, which must be based on the 
approved performance planning documents of the entity. I have not evaluated the 
completeness and appropriateness of the performance indicators/measures included in the 
planning documents. My procedures also did not extend to any disclosures or assertions 
relating to planned performance strategies and information in respect of future periods that 
may be included as part of the reported performance information. Accordingly, my findings 
do not extend to these matters. 

16. I evaluated the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information in 
      accordance with the criteria developed from the performance management and reporting    
      framework, as defined in the general notice, for the following selected objectives presented 
      in the annual performance report of the entity for the year ended 31 March 2019:

Objectives 

Goal 1 – category 1, capital defence materiel acquisition excluding 
strategic defence acquisition and procurement

Goal 2 – system support, acquisition and procurement

Goal 3 – schedule placement

Goal 4 – management of defence industrial participation(DIP)

Goal 5 – management and execution of defence technology, 
research, test and evaluation requirements of the department of 
defence

Goal 6 – management and performance against dockyard mandate 
(SA navy/dockyard performance management in terms of service 
level agreement with the SA navy agreement)

Pages in 
the annual 

performance 
report 

17. I performed procedures to determine whether the reported performance information was 
        properly presented and whether performance was consistent with the approved performance 
     planning documents. I performed further procedures to determine whether the indicators 
     and related targets were measurable and relevant, and assessed the reliability of the 
      reported performance information to determine whether it was valid, accurate and complete.

26

27

28

28

29

30 - 31
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18.The material finding in respect of the usefulness and reliability of the selected objectives 
     is as follows:
Goal 6: management and performance against Dockyard mandate (SA Navy/Dockyard 
performance management in terms of service level agreement with the SA Navy 
agreement)

Percentage of contractual milestones executed

19. I was unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to support the reported 
      achievement reported for Goal 6.1: percentage of contractual milestones executed. This was 
      due to inadequate performance processes established by the entity to validate achieved 
      percentages received from a third party based on the service level agreement. I was unable 
      to confirm the reported achievement of the indicator by alternative means. Consequently, I 
       was unable to determine whether any adjustments were required to the achievement of 91,8%   
      as reported in the annual report. 

20. I did not raise any material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported 
      performance information for these objectives:

• Goal 1: category 1, capital defence materiel acquisition excluding strategic defence 
                 acquisition and procurement 
• Goal 2: system support: acquisition and procurement 
• Goal 3: schedule placement
• Goal 4: management of defence industrial participation 
• Goal 5: management and execution of defence technology, research, test and evaluation 
                 requirements of the Department of Defence

Report on the audit of compliance with legislation
Introduction and scope
21. In accordance with the PAA and the general notice issued in terms thereof, I have a 
      responsibility to report material findings on the compliance of the entity with specific matters 
      in key legislation. I performed procedures to identify findings but not to gather evidence to 
      express assurance. 

22. The material findings on compliance with specific matters in key legislation are as follows:

Annual financial statements
23. The financial statements submitted for auditing were not prepared in accordance with the 
      prescribed financial reporting framework and supported by full and proper records, as 
      required by section 55(1)(a) and (b) of the PFMA. Material misstatements of VAT payable, 
      payables from non-exchange transactions, payables from exchange transactions, property, 
      plant and equipment, revaluation reserve, receivables from exchange transactions and 
      disclosure items were corrected and/or the supporting records were provided subsequently, 
      resulting in the financial statements receiving an unqualified audit opinion. 
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Other information
24. The accounting authority is responsible for the other information. The other information     
      comprises the information included in the annual report, which includes the directors’ 
      report, the audit committee’s report and the company secretary’s certificate, as required by 
       the Companies Act. The other information does not include the consolidated financial 
      statements, the auditor’s report and those selected objectives presented in the annual 
      performance report that have been specifically reported in this auditor’s report. 

25. My opinion on the financial statements and findings on the reported performance 
      information and compliance with legislation do not cover the other information and I do 
      not express an audit opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

26. In connection with my audit, my responsibility is to read the other information and, in 
      doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the 
      consolidated financial statements and the selected objectives presented in the annual 
      performance report, or my knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be  
      materially misstated. 

27. If, based on the work I have performed, I conclude that there is a material misstatement 
      in this other information; I am required to report that fact. I have nothing to report in this   
      regard.

Internal control deficiencies
28. I considered internal control relevant to my audit of the consolidated financial statements, 
      reported performance information and compliance with applicable legislation; however, 
      my objective was not to express any form of assurance on it. The matters reported below 
      are limited to the significant internal control deficiencies that resulted in the findings on 
      the annual performance report and the findings on compliance with legislation included in
      this report.

29. Senior management did not exercise sufficient oversight responsibility over financial and 
      performance reporting. The financial statements were not adequately reviewed before 
      submitting them for auditing, which resulted in material misstatements being identified 
      during the audit process resulting in non-compliance. In addition, adequate performance 
      processes were not always in place to validate achieved percentages received from third 
      parties. 
30. Existing controls were not adequate to support accurate financial and performance 
      reporting.  

Pretoria

29 August 2019
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Annexure – Auditor-general’s responsibility for the audit

1. As part of an audit in accordance with the ISAs, I exercise professional judgement and 
    maintain professional scepticism throughout my audit of the consolidated financial 
    statements, and the procedures performed on reported performance information for 
    selected objectives and on the entity’s compliance with respect to the selected subject 
    matters.

Financial statements
2. In addition to my responsibility for the audit of the consolidated financial statements as 
    described in this auditor’s report, I also: 

• identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial 
   statements whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive 
  to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a    
  basis for my opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from 
  fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, 
  intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control
• obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 

    procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose  of 
    expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control
• evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 
   accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the board of directors, which 
   constitutes the accounting authority

    • conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting by 
        the board of directors, which constitutes the accounting authority, in the  preparation of the 
       financial statements. I also conclude, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a 
       material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt     
       on the ability of the Armaments Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd and its subsidiaries 
       to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that a material uncertainty exists, I am 
        required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial  
       statements about the material uncertainty or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to 
       modify the opinion on the financial statements. My conclusions are based on the 
       information available to me at the date of this auditor’s report. However, future events or 
       conditions may cause an entity to cease continuing as a going concern

• evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, 
   including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying 
   transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation
• obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the 

   entities or business activities within the group to express an opinion on the consolidated  
   financial statements. I am responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of    
   the group audit. I remain solely responsible for my audit opinion.
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Communication with those charged with governance
3. I communicate with the accounting authority regarding, among other matters, the 
    planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including 
    any significant deficiencies in internal control that I identify during my audit. 
4. I also confirm to the accounting authority that I have complied with relevant ethical 
    requirements regarding independence, and communicate all relationships and other 
    matters that may reasonably be thought to have a bearing on my independence and, 
    where applicable, related safeguards. 
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GROUP: FIVE YEAR REVIEW 
(SUPPLEMENTARY  UNAUDITED)

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL 
POSITION
NET ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment
Investment property
Intangible assets
Heritage assets
Other non-current assets
Other non-current liabilities
Net current assets
Financial instruments
Post-retirement employee benefit 
obligation

NET ASSETS

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL 
PERFORMANCE
REVENUE
Sale of goods and services
Government grants
Interest income
Rental income
Donations received
Other income

TOTAL SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR 
THE YEAR

2015
R ‘000

 1 189 100 
 110 000 

 900 
 -   

 1 300 
(87 200)
 604 600 
 747 700

 
(571 400)

 1 995 000

1 995 000

 

400 500 
 913 300 
 82 300 
 50 500 

 -   
 78 500 

 1 525 100
 

 84 200 

2017
R ‘000

 
1 504 693 

 72 900 
 12 839 

 -   
 3 072 

47 329  
574 415 

 131 394
 

(218 601)
2 033 383

2 033 383

403 274 
 860 227 
 75 055 
 24 386 

 -   
 36 023 

 1 398 964
 

(187 627)

2019
R ‘000

 
1 874 788 

 48 400 
 17 576 
 13 829 
 1 540 

(27 197)
 182 300 
 877 634

(226 164)
  2 762 706

2 762 706

 
381 112 

 1 105 071 
 78 642 

 143 574 
 441 

 45 287 
 1 754 127

 
 235 311

2016
R ‘000

 
1 520 100 

 72 900 
 7 100 

 -   
 -   

(59 300)
 657 400 
 129 100

 
(126 700)
2 200 600

2 200 600

 

382 400 
 858 700 
 73 700 
 55 600 

 -   
 41 800 

 1 412 200
 

 208 500 

2018
R ‘000

 
1 459 078 

 45 500 
 14 608 
 13 259 

 -   
(28 856)
 425 887 
 368 179

 
(237 390) 
2 060 265

2 060 265

 

473 944 
 1 047 937 

 71,601 
 25 989 

 136 
 41 145 

 1 660 752
 

(10 086)
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Revenue
Sales of goods and services
Government grant (including deferred income recognised)
Rental income
Other income 
Interest received
Dividends received
Donations
Less: Paid to suppliers for materials and services

TOTAL VALUE ADDED

DISTRIBUTED AS FOLLOWS:
To employees as salaries, wages and other benefits
To lenders of capital as interest
To/(From) government as taxation (see below)

TOTAL VALUE ADDED DISTRIBUTED
Portion of value added reinvested to sustain and expand 
the business

TOTAL VALUE ADDED DISTRIBUTED AND 
REINVESTED
TAXATION
Paid/(Received) in taxes to/(from) government
Income tax paid/(received)
Rates and taxes to local authorities 
Collected on behalf of, and paid over to government
• Employees taxation deducted from remuneration paid
• Unemployment Insurance Fund
• Net value added taxation (VAT)

      2019 
      R’000 %

 1 754 127  
    381 112  
 1 134 103  
    143 574  
      13 934  
      78 642  
        2 321  
           441  

(292 006)

 1 462 121  100%  
 
 
 1 125 211  77%
              -    
     15 092  1%
 
 1 140 303  
    321 818  22%
 

1 462 121 

  
      15 092  
        1 078  
      14 014  
    486 049  
     270 911 
        2 923 
    212 215 
 

      2018 
      R’000      %

  1 660 752  
     473 944  
  1 057 675  
       25 989  
       29 951  
       71 601  
         1 456  
            136  
   (455 290) 
  1 205 462   100%
 

  1 145 156          
              
    (16 921) 
 
  1 128 238  
       77 224  
 

 
  1 205 462 100%  

     
     (16 921) 
     (30 525) 
       13 603  
     409 923  
     252 278  
         2 861  
     154 784  
 
       

VALUE-ADDED STATEMENT - 31 MARCH 2019 
(SUPPLEMENTARY UNAUDITED)    

95%

-1%

30%
  6%

100%
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As at 31 March 2019

ASSETS
Current Assets
Inventories
Receivables from exchange transactions
VAT receivable
Assets held for sale
Cash and cash equivalents

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investment property
Intangible assets
Heritage assets
Interest in joint ventures
Financial instruments

Total Assets

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Current tax payable
Payables from exchange transactions
Payables from non-exchange transactions 
Deferred income
Provisions
VAT payable

Non-Current Liabilities
Employee benefit obligation
Deferred income
Deferred tax

Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Share capital / contributed capital
Reserves
Revaluation reserve
Other non-distributable reserves
Accumulated surplus
Total Net Assets

Note

3
4

6
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

18
15
17

19

20
21

2019

R ‘000

8 761
255 917

-
950

336 727
602 355

1 874 788
48 400
17 576
13 829

1 540
877 634

2 833 767
3 436 122

6 013
110 397
73 540
58 562

134 413
37 130

420 055

226 164
21 161

6 036
253 361
673 416

2 762 706
75 000

1 819 775
426 904
441 027

2 762 706

2018
Restated*

R ‘000

8 395
148 426

9 514
385

628 720
795 440

1 459 078
45 500
14 608
13 259

-
368 179

1 900 624
2 696 064

5 856
98 029
76 235
64 577

124 856
-

369 553

237 390
23 606

5 250
266 246
635 799

2 060  265
75 000

1 376 839
54 820

553 606
2 060 265

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

*See note 39
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For the year ended 31 March 2019

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

REVENUE
Revenue from exchange transactions
Sale of goods
Rendering of services
Deferred income recognised
Rental income
Other income
Interest received
Dividends received
Total revenue from exchange transactions

Revenue from non-exchange transactions
Transfer revenue
Government grant
Donations   
Total revenue from non-exchange 
transactions
Total revenue

Expenditure
Employee related costs
Depreciation and amortisation
Finance costs
Lease rentals on operating leases
Impairment losses reversed/(recognised)
Cost of sales
General Expenses
Total expenditure
Operating surplus
Gain on disposal of assets and liabilities
Profit/(Loss) on foreign exchange transactions
Fair value adjustments
Share of surplus from joint venture
Inventories losses/write-downs

Surplus/(deficit) before taxation
Taxation
Surplus/(deficit) for the year

Note

23
23

24
24

22

25

26
27
28
29
30

31

3

33

2019

R ‘000

12 866
368 246

29 032
143 574

13 934
78 642

2 321
648 615

1 105 071
441

1 105 512
1 754 127

(1 125 211)
(86 507)

-
(2 198)
70 397

(155 529)
(231 460)

(1 530 508)
223 619

1 153
2 338
5 901
4 456
(133)

13  715
237 334
(2 023)

235 311

2018
Restated*

R ‘000

67 201
406 743

9 738
25 989
29 951
71 601

1 456
612 679

1 047 937
136

1 048 073
1 660 752

(1 145 156)
(87 310)

(3)
(1 550)

(35 719)
(160 490)
(215 782)

(1 646 010)
14 742

4 610
(889)

(26 946)
(16)

(1)
(23 242)

(8 500)
1 586

(10 086)

*See note 39 *See note 39
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Opening balance as previously 
reported
Adjustments
Prior year adjustments
Balance at 01 April 2017 as 
restated*
Changes in net assets
Surplus for the year
Transfer from/(to) surplus/deficit
Total changes

Restated* Balance at 01 April 
2018
Changes in net assets
Revaluation gain
Transfer from/(to) surplus/deficit
Net income (losses) recognised 
directly in net assets
Surplus for the year
Total recognised income and 
expenses for the year
Transfer from/(to) surplus/deficit
Transfer from/(to) accumulated 
surplus
Total changes
Balance at 31 March 2019
Note(s)

Other non- 
distributable 

reserves 

R ‘000

57 421

-
57 421

-
(2 601)
(2 601)

54 820

-
-

-
-

(4 184)
376 268

372 084
426 904

21

Share 
capital 

R ‘000

75 000 

-
75 000

- 
-
-

75 000

-
 -
-

-
 -

- 
-

-
75 000

19

Total net 
assets

R ‘000

2 073 884

(3 533)
2 070 351

(10 086)
-

(10 086)

2 060 265

467 130
-

467 130

235 311 
 702 441

-
-

702 441 
2 762 706

Total 
reserves

 R ‘000

1 458 452

-
1 458 452

-
(26 793)
(26 793)

1 431 659

467 130
(24 194)
442 936

-
442 936

(4 184)
376 268

815 020
2 246 679

Revaluation 
reserve

R ‘000

1 401 031

-
1 401 031

-
(24 192)
(24 192)

1 376 839

467 130
(24 194)
442 936

-
442 936

-
-

442 936
1 819 775

20

For the year ended 31 March 2019

Accumulated 
surplus

R ‘000

540 432

(3 533)
536 899  

(10 086)
26 793
16 707

553 606

-
24 194
24 194

235 311
259 505

4 184
(376 268)

(112 579)
441 027

*See note 39
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING 
ACTIVITIES
Receipts

Income tax received
Sale of goods and services
Grants received
Interest income
Other receipts

Payments
Employees costs
Suppliers
Finance costs
Taxes on surpluses

Net cash flows from operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and 
equipment 
Purchase of other intangible assets
Capitalised development costs
Increase in investments
Dividends received
Net cash flows from investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities
Net cash flows from financing activities
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash 
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of 
the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the 
year

Note

34

6

6
8
8

5

2019

R ‘000

-
426 709

1 105 071
78 642
14 375

1 624 797

(1 115 654)
(257 386)

-
(1 080)

(1 374 120)
250 677

(34 142)

219
(4 160)

(911)
(505 997)

2 321
(542 670)

-

(291 993)

628 720

336 727

2018
Restated*

R ‘000

30 525
504 727

1 047 937
71 601
29 951

1 684  741

(1 141 471)
(394 505)

(3)
-

(1 535 979)
148 762

(53 262)

503
(2 540)

(948)
(230 132)

1 456
(284 923)

-

(136 161)

764 881

628 720

For the year ended 31 March 2019

*See note 39 *See note 39
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STATEMENT OF COMPARISON OF BUDGET AND ACTUAL AMOUNTS

Revenue
Revenue from exchange 
transactions
Sale of goods
Rendering of services
Deferred income 
recognised
Rental income
Other income
Interest received
Dividends received
Total revenue from 
exchange transactions

Transfer revenue
Government grants & 
subsidies
Donations
Total revenue from non-
exchange transactions
Total revenue
Expenditure
Personnel
Depreciation and 
amortisation
Finance costs
Lease rentals on operating 
leases
Impairment (loss)/gain
Cost of sales 
General Expenses
Total expenditure

Difference 
between 

final 
budget and 

actual 
R ‘000

(1 752)
(177 726)

21 032

124 148
(95 976)

27 106
2 321

(100  847)

(34 939)

441
(34 498)

(135 361)

127 452 
(4 100)

3 761
5 669

70 478
29 937

125 552
358 749

Final 
Budget

R ‘000

14 618
545 972

8 000

19 426
109 910

51 536
-

749 462

1 140 010

-
1 140 010

1 889 472

(1 252 663)
(82 407)

(3 761)
(7 867)

(81)
(185 466)
(357 012)
(1 889 257)

Approved 
budget

R ‘000

14 618 
1 238 855 

8 000

19 426
109 910

51 536
- 

1 442 345

1 140 010 

-
1 140 010

2 582 355

(1 252 663) 
(82 407)

(3 761)
(7 867) 

(81)
(878 343)
(357 012)

(2 582 134)

Difference 
between 

final
budget and 

actual %

(12)%
(33)% 
263% 

639%
(87)%
 53% 
100%
(13)%

(3)%
 

100%
(3)%

 
(7)%

(10)% 
5% 

(100)% 
(72)% 

(87 010)%
(16)%
(35)%
(19)%

Note

1

2

Actual 
amounts

on 
comparable

basis 
R ‘000

12 866
368 246

29 032

143 574
13 934 
78 642

2 321

648 615

1 105 071

441
1 105 512

1 754 127

(1 125 211) 
(86 507)

-

70 397
(155 529)
(231 460)

   (1 530 508)

Adjustments

R ‘000

-
(692 883)

-

-
-
-
-

(692 883)

-

-

(692 883)

-
-

-
-

-
692 877 

-
692 877

Revenue from non-exchange transactions

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

For the year ended 31 March 2019
BUDGET ON ACCRUAL BASIS

(2 198)
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STATEMENT OF COMPARISON OF BUDGET AND ACTUAL AMOUNTS

Operating surplus
Gain on disposal of assets 
and liabilities
Gain on foreign exchange 
transactions
Fair value adjustments
Share of surpluses or 
deficits from associates or 
joint ventures accounted 
for using the equity 
method
Inventories losses/write-
downs

Surplus before taxation
Taxation
Actual Amount on 
Comparable Basis as 
Presented in the Budget 
and Actual Comparative 
Statement

Difference 
between 

final budget 
and actual 

R ‘000

223 404

1 153

2 338
5 901

4 456

(133)
13 715

237 119
2 023

235 096

Final Budget

R ‘000 
215

-

-
-

-

-
-

215 
-

215

Approved 
budget

R ‘000

221

-

-
-

-

-
-

221
-

221

Difference 
between 

final
budget and 

actual %

103 909%

100% 

100% 
100%

 
100%

100%
100% 

110 288%
100%

109 347%

Note

3

223 619 

1 153

2 338
5 901

4 456

(133)
13 715

237 334
2 023

235 311

 
(6)

-

-
-

-

-
-

(6)
-

(6)

For the year ended 31 March 2019
BUDGET ON ACCRUAL BASIS

Adjustments

R ‘000

Actual 
amounts on 
comparable 

basis

R ‘000
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Variances above 10% are explained below:

1. Total revenue
The reasons for the variances are as follows:
1.1 Planned revenue from a property development project on behalf of the client was cancelled.
1.2 Decrease in volumes within the logistics environment.
1.3 The planned government to government revenue could not be realised, due to difficulty in         
      penetrating the market.
1.4 The commercial revenue could not be realised as anticipated due to the non-availability on
      the dry-docking facilities particularly the synchro-lift at the Dockyard.
1.5 The decline in other commercial revenue for the facilities was impacted by accident at a 
      major client and downwards economic environment.
1.6 Higher interest revenue was achieved by investing available cash for longer periods.

2. Total operating expenditure
The reasons for the variances are as follows:
2.1 The reduced value and volume of shipments within the Logistics environment affected cost
      of sales.
2.2 The net under spending in personnel cost is due to tight control over vacancies to ensure 
      that only those deemed critical for the continued operations of the organisation are filled.
2.3 General expenses were lower due to strict cost containment measures implemented within 
      the group.

3. Taxation
3.1 The Armscor Medical Benefit Fund is taxed at 45% (2018: 45%) for the year and is not inc-
      luded in the operational budget.

STATEMENT OF COMPARISON OF BUDGET AND ACTUAL AMOUNTS
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES

1. PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Standards of Generally 
Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP), issued by the Accounting Standards Board in 
accordance with Section 91(1) of the Public Finance Management Act (Act 1 of 1999) and 
the Companies Act of South Africa (Act 71 of 2008). The financial statements comply with all 
Standards of GRAP, there are no deviations from the Standards of GRAP.

These financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis of accounting and are 
in accordance with historical cost convention as the basis of measurement, except for some 
financial instruments and land and buildings, which are measured at fair value and incorporate 
the principal accounting policies set out below. They are presented in South African Rands 
and all values are rounded to the nearest thousand unless otherwise indicated.

Expenditure in the statement of financial performance is classified and presented based on 
the nature of expenses, as this provides reliable and more relevant information of the group.

Mandate
Armscor receives its mandate for the period under review from the Armaments Corporation 
of South Africa, Limited Act (Act No 51 of 2003) and the Armaments Corporation of South 
Africa, Limited amendment Act (Act No 16 of 2005), which came into effect from 8 May 2006 
by proclamation 20 published in Government Gazette 28779 of 5 May 2006 in terms of which 
the Corporation is empowered to meet:

•  the defence matériel requirements of the DOD effectively, efficiently and 
   economically; and
•  the defence technology, research, development, analysis, test and evaluation 
   requirements of the DOD effectively, efficiently and economically.

These Acts furthermore provides that Armscor must adhere to accepted corporate governance 
principles, best business practices and Standards of GRAP within a framework of established 
norms and standards that reflect fairness, equity, transparency, economy, efficiency, 
accountability and lawfulness.

A summary of the significant accounting policies, which have been consistently applied in the 
preparation of these financial statements, are disclosed below.

1.1 Financial policy

Activities are financed as follows:

a) Armscor’s operating funds
Armscor’s operating funds are appropriated by Parliament and obtained via the defence budget, 
and together with interest earned thereon and contribution generated from sales, are utilised to 
finance operating expenditure, the acquisition of fixed assets and expenditure for the creation and 
maintenance of facilities and services.

For the year ended 31 March 2019
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b) Operating capital and fixed capital of the Group
Operating capital and fixed capital requirements of the Group are financed from own income generated 
as well as additional funding received from the DOD if required.

c) Procurement of armaments
Armaments purchases and maintenance are financed by means of withdrawals from the Special 
Defence Account in terms of the Defence Special Account Act (Act No 6 of 1974, as amended) and 
the General Defence Account. Strategic Defence Packages are financed wholly or partially by means 
of drawdowns against credit facilities supplied by National Treasury.

1.2 Accounting policy

The Corporation’s year end is the same as its subsidiaries except for the joint venture which has a 
February year end. The principal accounting policies adopted by the Group are set out below. These 
accounting policies are consistent with the previous period.

1.3 Going concern assumption

These financial statements have been prepared on the basis that the entity will continue to operate 
as a going concern for the foreseeable future.

1.4 Consolidation

Basis of consolidation
Consolidated financial statements are the financial statements of the entity presented as those of a 
single entity.

The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of the controlling entity 
and all controlled entities, which are controlled by the controlling entity.

Consolidated financial statements are prepared using uniform accounting policies for like 
transactions and other events in similar circumstances.

The revenue and expenses of a controlled entity are included in the consolidated financial statements 
from the transfer date or acquisition date as defined in the relevant Standards of GRAP. For details 
of the controlled entities consolidated in the financial statements refer to note 37.

The financial statements of the controlling entity and its controlled entities used in the preparation 
of the consolidated financial statements are prepared as of the same date, except for the joint 
venture, which has a February year end.

Adjustments are made when necessary to the financial statements of the controlled entities to bring 
their accounting policies in line with those of the controlling entity.

All intra-entity transactions, balances, revenues and expenses are eliminated in full on consolidation.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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1.5 Significant judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty

In preparing the financial statements, management is required to make estimates and assumptions 
that affect the amounts represented in the financial statements and related disclosures. Use of 
available information and the application of judgement is inherent in the formation of estimates. 
Actual results in the future could differ from these estimates which may be material to the financial 
statements. Significant judgements include:

a) Trade receivables/Held to maturity investments and/or loans and receivables
The entity assesses its trade receivables, held to maturity investments and loans and receivables for 
impairment at the end of each reporting period. In determining whether an impairment loss should be 
recorded in surplus or deficit, the entity makes judgements as to whether there is observable data 
indicating a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash flows from a financial asset.

On receivables an impairment loss is recognised in surplus or deficit when there is objective evidence 
that it is impaired. The impairment is measured as the difference between the receivables carrying 
amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the effective interest rate, 
computed at initial recognition.

b) Fair value estimation
The fair value of financial instruments traded in active markets (such as trading and available-for-
sale securities) is based on quoted market prices at the end of the reporting period. The quoted 
market price used for financial assets held by the entity is the current bid price.

The fair value of financial instruments that are not traded in an active market (for example, over 
the counter derivatives) is determined by using a variety of techniques.

The carrying value less impairment provision of trade receivables and payables are assumed 
to approximate their fair values. The fair value of financial liabilities for disclosure purposes is 
estimated by discounting the future contractual cash flows at the current market interest rate 
that is available to the entity for similar financial instruments.

c) Impairment testing
The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units and individual assets have been determined 
based on the higher of value-in-use calculations and fair values less costs to sell. These 
calculations require the use of estimates and assumptions. It is reasonably possible that the 
assumption may change, which may then impact the estimations and may then require a material 
adjustment to the carrying value of goodwill and tangible assets. 

The group reviews and tests the carrying value of assets when events or changes in circumstances 
suggest that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. The Group assesses whether there 
are any indicators of impairment for all non-financial assets at each reporting date.

d) Provisions
Provisions were raised and management determined the best estimate of future events, based 
on the information available. Additional disclosure of these estimates of provisions are included
in note 16.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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e) Post-retirement medical benefits
The present value of the post-retirement medical obligation depends on a number of factors 
that are determined on an actuarial basis using a number of assumptions. The assumptions 
used in determining the net cost (income) include the discount rate. Any changes in these 
assumptions will impact on the carrying amount of post-retirement medical obligations.

The entity determines the appropriate discount rate at the end of each year. This is the interest 
rate that should be used to determine the present value of estimated future cash outflows 
expected to be required to settle the post-retirement medical obligations. In determining the 
appropriate discount rate, the entity considers the interest rates of high-quality corporate bonds 
that are denominated in the currency in which the benefits will be paid, and that have terms to 
maturity approximating the terms of the related post-retirement liability.

Other key assumptions for post retirement obligations are based on current market conditions. 
Additional information is disclosed in note 18.

f) Effective interest rate
The entity used the prime interest rate to discount future cash flows, taking into account the 
best estimate of future events, based on the information available.

1.6 Investment property

Investment property is recognised as an asset when, it is probable that the future economic 
benefits or service potential that are associated with the investment property will flow to the 
entity, and the cost or fair value of the investment property can be measured reliably.

Investment property is initially recognised at cost. Transaction costs are included in the initial 
measurement.

Where investment property is acquired through a non-exchange transaction, its cost is its fair 
value as at the date of acquisition.

Costs include costs incurred initially and costs incurred subsequently to add to, or to replace a 
part of, or service a property. If a replacement part is recognised in the carrying amount of the 
investment property, the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.

An investment property shall be derecognised on disposal (including disposal through a non-
exchange transaction) or when the investment property is permanently withdrawn from use 
and on future economic benefits or service potential are expected from its disposal.

Fair value
Subsequent to initial measurement investment property is measured at fair value.

The fair value of investment property reflects market conditions at the reporting date.

A gain or loss arising from a change in fair value is included in net surplus or deficit for the 
period in which it arises.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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The entity separately discloses expenditure to repair and maintain investment property in the 
notes to the financial statements (see note 7).

1.7 Property, plant and equipment

The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when:
• it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with 
  the item will flow to the entity; and
• the cost of the item can be measured reliably.

Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost.

The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is the purchase price and other costs 
attributable to bring the asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of 
operating in the manner intended by management. Trade discounts and rebates are deducted 
in arriving at the cost.

Where an asset is acquired through a non-exchange transaction, its cost is its fair value as at 
date of acquisition.

Where an item of property, plant and equipment is acquired in exchange for a non-monetary 
asset or monetary assets, or a combination of monetary and non-monetary assets, the asset 
acquired is initially measured at fair value (the cost). If the acquired item’s fair value was not 
determinable, its deemed cost is the carrying amount of the asset(s) given up.

When significant components of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful 
lives, they are accounted for as separate items (major components) of property, plant and 
equipment.

Costs include costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item of property, plant 
and equipment and costs incurred subsequently to add to, replace part of, or service it. If 
a replacement cost is recognised in the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and 
equipment, the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.

a) Land and buildings
Land is stated at fair value and is not depreciated. Buildings are stated at fair value less 
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment. Depreciation is calculated on a 
straight line basis over the useful life of the buildings.

Any increase in an asset’s carrying amount, as a result of a revaluation, is recognised directly 
to revaluation surplus in net assets. The increase is recognised in surplus or deficit to the 
extent that it reverses a revaluation decrease of the same asset previously recognised in 
surplus or deficit.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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Any decrease in an asset’s carrying amount, as a result of a revaluation, is recognised in 
surplus or deficit in the current period. The decrease is recognised in surplus or deficit to the 
extent of any credit balance existing in the revaluation surplus in respect of that asset. The 
decrease recognised in surplus or deficit reduces the amount accumulated in the revaluation 
surplus in net assets.

When an item of property, plant and equipment is revalued, any accumulated depreciation at 
the date of the revaluation is eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and 
the net amount restated to the revalued amount of the asset.

Revaluations are made with sufficient regularity such that the carrying amount does not differ 
materially from that which would be determined using fair value at the end of the reporting 
period.

b) Plant and equipment
Plant and equipment includes plant, machinery, equipment, office equipment, furniture, 
computers, vehicles and vessels.

Plant and equipment is stated at cost, excluding the costs of day-to-day servicing, less 
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment. The cost of replacing part of such 
plant and equipment is capitalised when that cost is incurred and the recognition criteria is 
met. Depreciation is calculated on a straight line basis over the expected useful lives to their 
estimated residual value.

Plant and equipment is carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment 
losses.

The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been assessed as follows:

Item     Depreciation method Average useful life

Buildings    Straight line   3 - 70 years

Plant and machinery  Straight line   5 - 15 years

Furniture, fixtures and computers  Straight line   2 - 20 years

Motor vehicles and vessels  Straight line   5 - 15 years

The entity assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that the entity 
expectations about the residual value and the useful life of an asset have changed since 
the preceding reporting date. If any such indication exists, the entity revises the expected 
useful life and/or residual value accordingly. The change is accounted for as a change in an 
accounting estimate.

The depreciation charge for each period is recognised in surplus or deficit unless it is included 
in the carrying amount of another asset.

Items of property, plant and equipment are derecognised when the asset is disposed of or 
when there are no further economic benefits or service potential expected from the use of the 
asset.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment 
is included in surplus or deficit when the item is derecognised. The gain or loss arising from 
the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment is determined as the difference 
between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the item.

The entity separately discloses expenditure to repair and maintain property, plant and equipment 
in the notes to the financial statements (see note 6).

The entity discloses relevant information relating to assets under construction or development, 
in the notes to the financial statements (see note 6).

1.8 Intangible assets

An intangible asset is recognised when:
• it is probable that the expected future economic benefits or service potential 
  that are attributable to the asset will flow to the entity; and
• the cost or fair value of the asset can be measured reliably.

The entity assesses the probability of expected future economic benefits or service potential using 
reasonable and supportable assumptions that represent management’s best estimate of the set of 
economic conditions that will exist over the useful life of the asset.

Where an intangible asset is acquired through a non-exchange transaction, its initial cost at 
the date of acquisition is measured at its fair value as at that date.

Expenditure on research (or on the research phase of an internal project) is recognised as an 
expense when it is incurred.

An intangible asset arising from development (or from the development phase of an internal 
project) is recognised when:

• it is technically feasible to complete the asset so that it will be available for use or sale.
• there is an intention to complete and use or sell it.
• there is an ability to use or sell it.
• it will generate probable future economic benefits or service potential.
• there are available technical, financial and other resources to complete the development 
  and to use or sell the asset.
• the expenditure attributable to the asset during its development can be measured reliably.

Intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and any impairment 
losses.

The amortisation period and the amortisation method for intangible assets are reviewed at 
each reporting date.The amortisation charge for each period is recognised in surplus or deficit.

Gains or losses arising from derecognising of an intangible asset are measured as the difference 
between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and are recognised 
in the statement of financial performance when the asset is derecognised.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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Internally generated brands, mastheads, publishing titles, customer lists and items similar in 
substance are not recognised as intangible assets.

Amortisation is provided to write down the intangible assets, on a straight line basis, to their 
residual values as follows:

Item     Depreciation method Average useful life

Patents, trademarks and   Straight line   10 - 15 years
other rights

Computer software   Straight line   2 - 8 years

The entity discloses relevant information relating to assets under construction or development, 
in the notes to the financial statements (see note 8).

The entity’s intangible assets all have finite lives.

1.9 Heritage assets

Heritage assets are assets that have a cultural, environmental, historical, natural, scientific, 
technological or artistic significance and are held indefinitely for the benefit of present and 
future generations.

The entity separately discloses expenditure to repair and maintain heritage assets in the notes 
to the financial statements (see note 9).

The entity recognises a heritage asset as an asset if it is probable that future economic benefits 
or service potential associated with the asset will flow to the entity, and the cost or fair value 
of the asset can be measured reliably.

Heritage assets are initially measured at cost. Where a heritage asset is acquired through a 
non-exchange transaction, its cost is measured at its fair value as at the date of acquisition.

After recognition as an asset, a class of heritage assets is carried at its cost less any accumulated 
impairment losses.

After recognition as an asset, a class of heritage assets, whose fair value can be measured 
reliably, is carried at a revalued amount, being its fair value at the date of the revaluation less 
any subsequent impairment losses.

If a heritage asset’s carrying amount is increased as a result of a revaluation, the increase 
is credited directly to a revaluation surplus. However, the increase is recognised in surplus 
or deficit to the extent that it reverses a revaluation decrease of the same heritage asset 
previously recognised in surplus or deficit.

If a heritage asset’s carrying amount is decreased as a result of a revaluation, the decrease 
is recognised in surplus or deficit. However, the decrease is debited directly to a revaluation 
surplus to the extent of any credit balance existing in the revaluation surplus in respect of that 
heritage asset.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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The entity derecognises heritage asset on disposal, or when no future economic benefits or 
service potential are expected from its use or disposal.

The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of a heritage asset is included in surplus 
or deficit when the item is derecognised (unless the Standard of GRAP on leases requires 
otherwise on a sale and leaseback).

1.10 Interest in joint ventures

A joint venture is a binding arrangement whereby the entity and other parties are committed to 
undertake an activity that is subject to joint control, that is the agreed sharing of control over 
an activity, and exists only when the strategic financial and operating policy decisions relating 
to the activity require the unanimous consent of the parties sharing control.

A joint venture is a joint arrangement in which parties have joint control with rights to the net 
assets of the arrangement.

Surpluses or (deficits) resulting from contributions or sale of assets to joint ventures are only 
recognised to the extent of other venturers’ interests in the joint venture.

The entity’s share of surpluses or (deficits), resulting from purchase of assets from joint 
ventures are recognised only when the assets are resold to an independent party.

The investment in a joint venture is accounted for under the equity method in the entity’s 
financial statements. Under the equity method, on initial recognition the investment in the 
joint venture is recognised at cost, and the carrying amount is increased or decreased to 
recognise the entity’s share of the profit or loss of the joint venture after the date of acquisition. 
Distributions received from the joint venture reduce the carrying amount of the investment.

The most recent available financial statements of the joint venture is used in applying the 
equity method. When the financial statements of the joint venture used in applying the equity 
method are different from that used by the entity, adjustments shall be made for the effects 
of significant transactions or events that occur between that date and the date of the entity’s 
financial statements.

If the entity’s share of losses of the joint venture equals or exceeds its interest in the joint 
venture, the entity discontinues recognising its share of further losses and will carry the 
investment in the joint venture at zero. When the joint venture subsequently reports profits, 
the entity resumes recognising its share of those profits only after its share of the profits 
equals the share of losses not recognised.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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The entity will discontinue the use of the equity method from the date when its investment 
ceases to be a joint venture as follows:

• If the investment becomes a subsidiary, the entity shall account for its investment in 
  accordance with GRAP 6.
• If the retained interest in the former joint venture  is a financial asset, the entity measures the 
  retained interest at fair value. The entity recognises in profit or loss any difference between:
      - the fair value of any retained interest and any proceeds from disposing of a part interest 
       in the joint venture; and
   - the carrying amount of the investment at the date the equity method was discontinued.
• When the entity discontinues the use of the equity method, the entity accounts for all 
  amounts previously recognised in surplus or deficit in relation to that investment on the 
   same basis as would have been required if the investee had directly disposed of the related 
  assets or liabilities.

The entity recognises a dividend or similar distribution in surplus or deficit in its separate 
financial statements when its right to receive the dividend or similar distribution is established.

1.11 Insurance and risk management

The insurance and risk management policies adopted by Armscor are aimed at obtaining 
sufficient cover at the minimum cost to protect its asset base, earning capacity and legal 
obligations against unacceptable losses.

All fixed assets are insured at current replacement value. Risks are identified and insured 
while paying specific attention to the specialised nature of the entity’s various activities and 
exposures. Self-insurance has been instituted where the cost to benefit relationship exceeds 
the risk and the incidence of losses is of a minor and infrequent nature. Self-insured risks are 
reviewed annually to ensure cover is adequate.

1.12 Financial instruments

Recognition

Financial instruments are initially recognised on the statement of financial position when the 
entity becomes party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. Financial assets and 
liabilities are initially measured at fair value, which includes directly attributable transaction 
cost in the case of financial assets and liabilities not at fair value through investments fair 
valued through profit and loss. Subsequent measurement for each category is specified in the 
sections below.

A regular way purchase of financial assets is recognised using trade date accounting. From this date any 
gains and losses arising from changes in the fair value of the financial assets or financial liabilities are 
recorded.

Derecognition of financial assets and financial liabilities
A financial asset (or, where applicable a part of a financial asset or part of a enity of similar financial 
assets) is derecognised where the rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired. 

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is discharged or cancelled or 
expires

The resulting difference between the carrying value on the derecognition of the financial instrument and 
the amount received or paid is taken to surplus or deficit.

Financial assets
The entity categorises its financial assets in the following categories: loans and receivables, investments 
fair valued through surplus or deficit and cash and cash equivalents. The classification depends on the 
purpose for which the financial assets are acquired. Management determines the classification of its 
financial assets at initial recognition.

1.12.1 Loans and receivables

After initial recognition, such assets are carried at amortised cost, using the effective interest rate method, 
less accumulated impairment. Gains and losses are recognised in profit or loss when the loans and 
receivables are derecognised or impaired, and through the amortisation process.

The entity has classified the following financial assets as loans and receivables:

a) Trade and other receivables
Trade and other receivables comprise all trade and non-trade debtors. Short-duration receivables with 
no stated interest rate are measured at original invoice amount unless the effect of imputing interest is 
significant.

b) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand, short-term deposits, funds held in trust accounts and 
investment instruments, all of which are readily convertible to cash,  available for use by the Group unless 
otherwise stated and are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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c) Other loans
Other loans comprise employee loans. These loans are interest bearing over periods that vary between 
one and six months.

1.12.2 Investments

Investments in financial instruments are classified and measured as follows:

Investment

Government and other bonds 

Shares - Listed

Derivative instruments

Deposits and banking 

institutions 

International investments

Classification

At fair value through Investment income

At fair value through Investment income

At fair value through Investment income

At fair value through Investment income

At fair value through Investment income

Carrying
value

Fair value 

Fair value

Fair value

Fair value

Fair value
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Subsequent to initial recognition, all instruments classified at fair value through investment 
income is measured at fair value with changes in their fair value recognised in the surplus or 
deficit.

The fair value of financial instruments is based on their quoted market prices at the balance 
sheet date without any deduction for estimated future selling costs.

Offset
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the balance 
sheet when the company has a legally enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts, 
and intends either to settle on a net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability 
simultaneously.

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities consist of trade and other payables. After initial recognition, financial 
liabilities are recognised at amortised cost, using the effective interest rate method, finance 
costs on financial liabilities at amortised cost are expensed in surplus or deficit in the period 
in which they are incurred using the effective interest rate method. In addition, gains and 
losses on these financial liabilities are recognised in surplus or deficit when the liability is 
derecognised.

Financial guarantee contracts
Financial guarantee contracts issued by the entity are those contracts that require a payment 
to be made to reimburse the holder for a loss it incurs because the specified debtor fails to 
make a payment when it becomes due in accordance with the terms of a debt instrument. 
Financial guarantee contracts are recognised initially at fair value.

Financial guarantees are derecognised when the obligation is extinguished, expire or transferred. 
The entity currently does not recognise any financial guarantee contracts as, in the opinion of the 
directors; the possibility of loss arising from these guarantees is remote.

Impairment of financial assets
The entity assesses at each statement of financial position date whether objective evidence exists 
that a financial asset or a group of financial assets is impaired.

Financial assets carried at amortised cost
The entity assesses at each reporting date whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset 
or group of financial assets are impaired. A financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired 
and impairment losses are incurred only if there is objective evidence of impairment as a result 
of one or more events that have occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (a “loss event”) 
and that loss event (or events) has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial 
asset or group of financial assets that can be reliably estimated. If there is objective evidence that 
an impairment loss has been incurred on a financial asset, the amount of the loss is measured 
as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future 
cash flows (excluding future expected credit losses that have not been incurred) discounted at the 
financial assets original effective interest rate. The amount of the impairment shall be recognised 
in the statement of financial performance.
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When a receivable is uncollectible, it is written off against the related provision for impairment. 
Such receivables are written off after all the necessary procedures have been completed and the 
amount of the loss has been determined. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off 
decrease the amount of the provision for loan impairment in the statement of financial performance.

Where financial assets are impaired through use of an allowance account, the amount of the loss 
is recognised in surplus or deficit within operating expenses. When such assets are written off, 
the write off is made against the relevant allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of amounts 
previously written off are credited against operating expenses.

For certain categories of loans and receivables, provisions for impairment are recognised based 
on the following considerations:

a) Trade and other receivables
For trade and other receivables, a provision for impairment is established when there is objective 
evidence that the entity will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the original terms 
of the receivables. Indicators of impairment include long overdue accounts, significant financial 
difficulties of the debtors and defaults in payments.

1.13 Tax

Current tax assets and liabilities
Current taxation comprises tax payable calculated on the basis of the expected taxable income 
for the year, using the tax rates enacted at the reporting date, and any adjustment of tax 
payable for the previous year.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities
Deferred taxation is provided using the financial position liability method, based on temporary 
differences. Temporary differences are differences between the carrying amounts of assets 
and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and their tax values.

The amount of deferred tax provided is based on the expected manner of realisation or settlement 
of the carrying amount of assets and liabilities using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted 
at the reporting date. Deferred tax is recognised in the surplus or deficit except to the extent 
that it relates to a transaction that is recorded directly in net assets, or a business combination 
that is an acquisition. The effect on deferred tax of any changes in tax rates is recognised in 
the surplus or deficit, except to the extent that it relates to items previously charged or credited 
directly to net assets.

1.14 Leases

A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards 
incidental to ownership. A lease is classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer 
substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.
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When a lease includes both land and buildings elements, the entity assesses the classification 
of each element separately.

Operating leases - lessor
Operating lease revenue is recognised as revenue on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging operating leases are added to the 
carrying amount of the leased asset and recognised as an expense over the lease term on the 
same basis as the lease revenue.

The aggregate cost of incentives is recognised as a reduction of rental revenue over the lease 
term on a straight-line basis.

The aggregate benefit of incentives is recognised as a reduction of rental expense over the 
lease term on a straight-line basis.

Income for leases is disclosed under revenue from exchange transactions in statement of 
financial performance.

Operating leases - lessee
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the 
lease term. The difference between the amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual 
payments are recognised as an operating lease asset or liability.

1.15 Inventories

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost (purchase cost) and net realisable value. Raw 
materials are calculated using the first in, first out method, except in the case of Hazmat 
Protective Systems where it is calculated at weighted average. Write downs to net realisable 
value and inventory losses are expensed in the period in which the write down or losses occur.

Finished goods and work in progress are stated at actual cost of direct materials and labour 
and a proportion of manufacturing overheads based on normal operating capacity but excluding 
borrowing costs.

Subsequently, inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value.

Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of operations less the 
estimated costs of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale, exchange 
or distribution.

The cost of inventories comprises all costs of purchase, costs of conversion and other costs 
incurred in bringing the inventories to their present location and condition.

When inventories are sold, the carrying amounts of those inventories are recognised as an 
expense in the period in which the related revenue is recognised. If there is no related revenue, 
the expenses are recognised when the goods are distributed, or related services are rendered. 
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The amount of any write-down of inventories to net realisable value or current replacement 
cost and all losses of inventories are recognised as an expense in the period the write-down 
or loss occurs. 

The amount of any reversal of any write-down of inventories, arising from an increase in net 
realisable value or current replacement cost, are recognised as a reduction in the amount of 
inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which the reversal occurs.

1.16 Foreign currency conversion

Transactions and balances
A foreign currency transaction is recorded, on initial recognition in Rand, by applying to the 
foreign currency amount the spot exchange rate between the functional currency and the 
foreign currency at the date of the transaction.

At the end of the reporting period, foreign currency monetary items are translated using the 
closing rate.

Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items or on translating monetary 
items at rates different from those at which they were translated on initial recognition during 
the period or in previous financial statements are recognised in surplus or deficit in the period 
in which they arise.

Cash flows arising from transactions in a foreign currency are recorded in Rand by applying to 
the foreign currency amount the exchange rate between the Rand and the foreign currency at 
the date of the cash flow.

1.17 Discontinued Operations

Discontinued operation is a component of an entity that has been disposed of and:
• represents a distinguishable activity, group of activities or geographical area of  
    operations;
•  is part of a single co-ordinated plan to dispose of a distinguishable activity, group of 
    activities or geographical area of operations; or
•  is a controlled entity acquired exclusively with a view to resale.

A component of an entity is the operations and cash flows that can be clearly distinguished, 
operationally and for financial reporting purposes, from the rest of the entity.

Classification as a discontinued operation occurs at the earlier of disposal or when the operation 
meets the criteria to be classified as held-for-sale.

When an operation is classified as a discontinued operation, the comparative statement of 
financial performance is represented as if the operation had been discontinued from the start 
of the comparative year.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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1.18 Impairment of assets

Impairment is a loss in the future economic benefits or service potential of an asset, over and 
above the systematic recognition of the loss of the asset’s future economic benefits or service 
potential through depreciation (amortisation).

Carrying amount is the amount at which an asset is recognised in the statement of financial 
position after deducting any accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses 
thereon.

Identification
When the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount, it is impaired.

The entity assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an asset may 
be impaired. If any such indication exists, the entity estimates the recoverable amount of the 
asset.

The recoverable amount of an asset is the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and its value 
in use.

If the recoverable amount of an asset is less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of 
the asset is reduced to its recoverable amount. That reduction is an impairment loss.

Value in use
Value in use of an asset is the present value of the estimated future cash flows expected to be 
derived from the continuing use of an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.

An impairment loss is recognised immediately in surplus or deficit. Any impairment loss of a 
revalued asset is treated as a revaluation decrease.

When the amount estimated for an impairment loss is greater than the carrying amount of the 
asset to which it relates, the entity recognises a liability only to the extent that is a requirement 
in the Standard of GRAP.

The entity assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an impairment 
loss recognised in prior periods for an asset may no longer exist or may have decreased. If any 
such indication exists, the entity estimates the recoverable amount of that asset.

An impairment loss recognised in prior periods for an asset is reversed if there has been a change in 
the estimates used to determine the asset’s recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was 
recognised.

A reversal of an impairment loss for an asset is recognised immediately in surplus or deficit. 

Any reversal of an impairment loss of a revalued asset is treated as a revaluation increase.

At initial recognition, the entity designates an asset as non-cash-generating, or an asset or cash-
generating unit as cash-generating. The designation is made on the basis of an entity’s objective of 
using the asset.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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The entity designates an asset as non-cash-generating when its objective is not to use the asset to 
generate a commercial return but to deliver services.

1.19 Non-distributable reserves

All reserves are considered to be non-distributable. The full share capital and reserves are required for 
the total net capital requirement of the Group. Cash is therefore retained to meet future commitments, 
and is consequently not available for the distribution of dividends.

a) Capital and building maintenance reserve
The reserve was established for comprehensive upgrading and replacement of obsolete capital 
equipment and maintenance of major building systems.

b) Computer upgrading reserve
The purpose of this reserve is for the upgrading and replacement of obsolete, outdated computer 
technology.

c) Marketing promotion reserve
The reserve was established to supplement the financing of exhibition costs in order to promote the 
local defence industry, which is part of Armscor’s mandate, but which is not provided for via the transfer 
payment from the DOD.

d) Internal insurance reserve
Self-insurance has been instituted where the cost-to-benefit relationship exceeds the risk and the 
incidence of losses is of a minor and infrequent nature. Self-insured risks are reviewed annually to 
ensure cover is adequate and an amount is held in an internal insurance fund to cover these risks.

e) Revaluation reserve
The revaluation surplus in equity is related to land and buildings and is transferred directly to accumulated 
surplus as the asset is used. The amount transferred is equal to the difference between depreciation 
based on the revalued carrying amount and depreciation based on the original cost of the asset. 

1.20 Share capital

An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity after 
deducting all of its liabilities.

1.21 Employee benefits

Employee benefits are all forms of consideration given by an entity in exchange for service rendered by 
employees.

a) Short-term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than termination benefits) that are due to be 
settled within 12 months after the end of the period in which the employees render the related service.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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Short-term employee benefits include items such as:
• wages, salaries and social security contributions;
• the expected cost of compensated absences is recognised as an expense as the employees  render 
  services that increase their entitlement or, in the case of  nonaccumulating absences, when the absence 
  occurs;
• bonus, incentive and performance related payments payable within 12 months after the end of 
  the reporting period in which the employees render the related service; and
• non-monetary benefits (for example, medical care, and free or subsidised goods or services  such as 
  housing, cars and cellphones) for current employees.

The entity recognise the expected cost of bonus, incentive and performance related payments when the 
entity has a present legal or constructive obligation to make such payments as a result of past events and a 
reliable estimate of the obligation can be made. A present obligation exists when the entity has no realistic 
alternative but to make the payments.

b) Post-employment benefits: Defined contribution plans
Payments to defined contribution retirement benefit plans are charged as an expense as they fall due.

The entity contributes towards and operates the Armscor Defined Contribution Pension Fund and the 
Armscor Provident Fund, which offer benefits based on the contributions of and on behalf of every member, 
as well as on investment yields.

c) Post-employment benefits - Defined benefit plan
The group provides post-retirement health care benefits upon retirement to some retirees.

The entitlement to post-retirement health care benefits is based on the qualifying employee remaining in 
service up to retirement age and the completion of a minimum service period. The expected costs of these 
benefits are accrued over the period of employment. Independent qualified actuaries carry out valuations 
of these obligations. The cost of providing benefits under the defined benefits plan is determined using the 
projected unit credit actuarial valuation method.

Actuarial gains and losses during the valuation period, arising from experience adjustments and changes 
in actuarial assumptions, are recognised immediately in the statement of financial performance.

The entity discloses relevant information relating to the post-retirement medical obligation, in the notes to 
the financial statements (see note 18).

1.22 Provisions and contingencies

Provisions are recognised when:
• the entity has a present obligation as a result of a past event;
• it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or service potential will be 
  required to settle the obligation; and
• a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.

The amount of a provision is the best estimate of the expenditure expected to be required to settle the 
present obligation at the reporting date.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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Where the effect of time value of money is material, the amount of a provision is the present value of 
the expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation.

The Group has the following provisions at year end:

a) Performance remuneration
The payment of performance remuneration is subject to the Groups’ achievement of set performance 
criteria. The Group uses the Balanced Score Card method for evaluating individual performance. 
Performance remuneration is based proportionally on the individual performance as measured and 
expressed by the individual’s performance score and also on Group department’s performance as 
measured and expressed by their calculated performance score.

b) Provision for leave
Provision is calculated on leave days outstanding at end of year multiplied by remuneration rate 
based on the applicable remuneration package of each employee.

c) Contingencies
Contingent assets are disclosed when there is a possible asset, whose existence will be 
confirmed only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events, 
which are not wholly within the Group’s control. Contingent assets are assessed continually to 
ensure that developments are appropriately reflected in the financial statements.

Contingent liabilities are disclosed when there is a possible obligation that arises from the past 
event and whose existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one 
or more uncertain future events, which are not wholly within the Group’s control, or it is not 
possible that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the 
obligation, or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured with sufficient reliability.

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised, but reflected in a separate note 
to the financial statements.

Provisions are reviewed at each reporting date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate. 
Provisions are reversed if it is no longer probable that an outflow of resources embodying 
economic benefits or service potential will be required, to settle the obligation.

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised. Contingencies are disclosed in 
note 36.

1.23 Commitments

Items are classified as commitments when an entity has committed itself to future transactions 
that will normally result in the outflow of cash.

Unrecognised contractual commitments are disclosed in note 45.

1.24 Revenue from exchange transactions

Revenue from exchange transactions refers to revenue that accrued to Armscor directly in 
return for services rendered/goods sold, the value of which approximates the consideration 
received or receivable.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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Secondary grants received, based on Memorandums of Agreement with the DOD, for specific services are 
recognised as revenue for exchange transactions as and when the conditions of receipt thereof has been 
fulfilled and are included in sale of goods and services.

Revenue from exchange transactions are disclosed in note 22.

Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable, net of trade discounts 
and volume rebates.

Sale of goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when all the following conditions have been satisfied:

• the entity has transferred to the purchaser the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the 
  goods;
• the entity retains neither continuing managerial involvement to the degree usually associated 
  with ownership nor effective control over the goods sold;
• the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
• it is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will  flow 
  to the entity; and
• the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the transaction can be measured reliably.

Rendering of services
When the outcome of a transaction involving the rendering of services can be estimated reliably, revenue 
associated with the transaction is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction at 
the reporting date. The outcome of a transaction can be estimated reliably when all the following conditions 
are satisfied:

• the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
• it is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will flow 
  to the entity;
• the stage of completion of the transaction at the reporting date can be measured reliably; and
• the costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to complete the transaction can be measured 
  reliably.

When the outcome of the transaction involving the rendering of services cannot be estimated reliably, 
revenue is recognised only to the extent of the expenses recognised that are recoverable.

Service revenue is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction at the reporting 
date. Stage of completion is determined by surveys of work performed.

Interest, royalties and dividends
Revenue arising from the use by others of entity assets yielding interest, royalties and dividends or 
similar distributions is recognised when:

• it is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will 
  flow to the entity; and
• the amount of the revenue can be measured reliably.

Interest is recognised, in surplus or deficit, using the effective interest rate method.
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Dividends or similar distributions are recognised, in surplus or deficit, when the entity’s right to receive 
payment has been established.

1.25 Revenue from non-exchange transactions

Revenue from non-exchange transactions refers to transactions where Armscor received revenue 
from another entity without directly giving approximately equal value in exchange. Revenue from 
non-exchange transactions is generally recognised to the extent that the related receipt or receivable 
qualifies for recognition as an asset and there is no liability to repay the amount.

Transfers are inflows of future economic benefits or service potential from non-exchange transactions, 
other than taxes.

An inflow of resources from a non-exchange transaction recognised as an asset is recognised as 
revenue, except to the extent that a liability is also recognised in respect of the same inflow.

As the entity satisfies a present obligation recognised as a liability in respect of an inflow of resources 
from a non-exchange transaction recognised as an asset, it reduces the carrying amount of the 
liability recognised and recognises an amount of revenue equal to that reduction.

Revenue from a non-exchange transaction is measured at the amount of the increase in net assets 
recognised by the entity.

1.26 Cost of sales

The related cost of providing goods and services recognised as revenue in the current period is 
included in cost of sales.

Contract costs comprise:
• costs that relate directly to the specific contract;
• costs that are attributable to contract activity in general and can be allocated to the contract on 
  a systematic and rational basis; and
• such other costs as are specifically chargeable to the customer under the terms of the contract.

1.27 Investment income

Investment income is recognised on a time-proportion basis using the effective interest method. 

1.28 Comparative figures

Where necessary, comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to changes in 
presentation in the current year.

1.29 Fruitless and wasteful expenditure

Fruitless expenditure means expenditure, which was made in vain and would have been avoided 
had reasonable care been exercised.

All expenditure relating to fruitless and wasteful expenditure is recognised as an expense in the 
statement of financial performance in the year that the expenditure was incurred.
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 The expenditure is classified in accordance with the nature of the expense, and where recovered, 
it is subsequently accounted for as revenue in the statement of financial performance.

1.30 Irregular expenditure

Irregular expenditure as defined in Section 1 of the PFMA is expenditure other than unauthorised 
expenditure, incurred in contravention of or that is not in accordance with a requirement of any 
applicable legislation, including -

(a) this Act; or
(b) the State Tender Board Act, 1968 (Act No. 86 of 1968), or any regulations made in terms 
     of the Act; or
(c) any provincial legislation providing for procurement procedures in that provincial 
     government;
(d) internal policies of a department, constitutional institution or public entity, as approved 
     by the accounting officer or accounting authority; or
(e) any applicable legislation.

1.31 Segment information

A segment is an activity of an entity:
• that generates economic benefits or service potential (including economic benefits or service 
  potential relating to transactions between activities of the same entity);
• whose results are regularly reviewed by management to make decisions about resources to be 
  allocated to that activity and in assessing its performance; and
• for which separate financial information is available.

Armscor’s activities are reported in the following segments: Corporate, Dockyard and Research & 
Development (R&D).

The amount of each segment item reported is the measure reported to management for the purposes of 
making decisions about allocating resources to the segment and assessing its performance. Adjustments 
and eliminations made in preparing the entity’s financial statements and allocations of revenues and 
expenses are included in determining reported segment surplus or deficit only if they are included in the 
measure of the segment’s surplus or deficit that is used by management. Similarly, only those assets and 
liabilities that are included in the measures of the segment’s assets and segment’s liabilities that are used 
by management are reported for that segment.

1.32 Budget information

The approved budget covers the fiscal period from 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019.

The budget for the economic entity includes all the entities approved budgets under its control, except 
for the Armscor Medical Benefit Fund.

The financial statements and the budget are on the same basis of accounting therefore a comparison 
with the budgeted amounts for the reporting period have been included in the statement of comparison 
of budget and actual amounts. Material deviations are explained in the relevant notes to the annual 
financial statements.
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1.33 Related parties

A related party is an individual as well as their close family members, and/or entities are related party if 
one part has the ability to control or jointly control the other party, or exercise significant influence over 
the other party, or vice versa, or an entity that is subject to common control, or joint control.

Related party transaction is a transfer of resources, services or obligations between the reporting entity 
and a related party, regardless of whether a price is charged.

Management are those persons responsible for planning, directing and controlling the activities of 
the entity, including those charged with the governance of the entity in accordance with legislation, 
in instances where they are required to perform such functions.

Management is regarded as a related party and comprise the Board of Directors and Executive 
Committee Members. 

1.34 Events after reporting date

Events after reporting date are those events, both favourable and unfavourable, that occur between 
the reporting date and the date when the financial statements are authorised for issue. Two types 
of events can be identified:

• those that provide evidence of conditions that existed at the reporting date (adjusting events 
  after the reporting date); and
• those that are indicative of conditions that arose after the reporting date (non-adjusting events 
  after the reporting date).

The entity will adjust the amount recognised in the financial statements to reflect adjusting events 
after the reporting date once the event occurred.

The entity will disclose the nature of the event and an estimate of its financial effect or a statement 
that such estimate cannot be made in respect of all material non-adjusting events, where non-
disclosure could influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial 
statements.

1.35 Change in accounting policies

Accounting policies are the specific principles, bases, conventions, rules and practices applied by 
an entity in preparing and presenting financial statements.

Armscor shall change an accounting policy only if the change:
• is required by a standard of GRAP; or
• results in the financial statements providing reliable and more relevant information about 
  the effects of the transactions, other events or conditions on the entity’s financial position, 
 financial performance or cash flows.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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2. REPORTING FRAMEWORK

The financial statements have been prepared in terms of Standards of GRAP. This is the 
first time adoption of the Standards of GRAP in line with Directive 12 “The selection of an 
appropriate reporting framework by public entities”, issued by the Accounting Standards 
Board in August 2015. Also refer to note 39.1.

There are no transitional provisions as all the effective standards of GRAP have been fully 
complied with.

2.1 Standards and interpretations early adopted

The entity has chosen to early adopt the following standards and interpretations for disclosure 
purposes as this provides the user with more relavent information:

GRAP 20: Related Party Disclosure

2.2 Standards and interpretations issued, but not yet effective

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The entity has not applied the following standards and interpretations, which have been 
published and are mandatory for the entity’s accounting periods beginning on or after 01 April 
2019 or later periods:

Standard/Interpretation:

GRAP 34: Seperate Financial 
Statements
GRAP 35: Consolidated 
Financial Statements
GRAP 36: Investment in 
Associates and Joint Ventures
GRAP 37: Joint Arrangements

GRAP 38: Disclosure of 
Interests in Other Entities

Effective date: Years 
beginning on or after
1 April 2020

1 April 2020

1 April 2020

1 April 2020

1 April 2020

Expected impact:
 
Unlikely there will be a 
material impact
Unlikely there will be a 
material impact 
Unlikely there will be a 
material impact 
Unlikely there will be a 
material impact
Unlikely there will be a 
material impact

For the year ended 31 March 2019
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The amount of inventories written off during the year is R133 thousand (2018: R1 thousand), whilst 
inventories utilised and expensed to general expenses during the year is R13 258 thousand 
(2018: R12 655 thousand).

Trade receivables past due but not impaired

Management has made an assessment and they concluded that there are no other indications of 
impairment. 

The ageing of amounts of trade debtors is as follows:

Trade and other receivables impaired

During the year, trade and other receivables of R124 664 thousand (2018: R39 958 thousand) were 
impaired and provided for.

3. INVENTORIES
Raw materials, components
Work in progress
Finished goods
Consumables

4. RECEIVABLES FROM EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS
Trade debtors
Prepayments
Deposits
Other debtors
Other related party debtors 
Interest receivable

Current
30 - 60 days
60 - 90 days
90 - 120 days
120 days and older

1 779
409

1 176
5 397
8 761

220 211
17

4 529 
6 084
1 741

23 335
255 917

179 633
15 766
11 195
4 789
8 828

220 211

1 609
1 005

820
4 961
8 395

91 346
54

5 271
17 194
10 622
23 939

148 426

10 299
56 352 
19 225

4 276
1 194

91 346

2018
R ‘000

2019
R ‘000

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended  31 March 2019



NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Opening balance
Provision for impairment
Amounts recovered during the year
Impairment losses reversed 
Amounts written of as uncollectable

5. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents consist of:
Cash on hand 
Bank balances 
Short-term deposits

256 040
124 664

(532)
(204 125)

(969)
175 078

262
58 465

278 000
336 727

216 126
39 958

(31)
(13)

-
256 040

281
166 439
462 000
628 720

2018
R ‘000

2019
R ‘000

For the year ended 31 March 2019

Included in cash and short-term deposits is an amount of R20 000 thousand (2018: R8 752 thousand) in 
respect of cash allocated to the insurance reserve and R44 914 thousand (2018: R42 071 thousand) in 
respect of Dockyard’s postretirement medical benefits as per note 18.

Cash at banks earns interest at floating rates based on daily bank deposit rates. Short-term deposits 
are made for varying periods of between one day and twelve (12) months depending on the immediate 
cash requirements of the Group and earn interest at the respective short-term deposit rates.

Cash reserves are earmarked for upgrading of systems, capital expenditure approved but not yet 
contracted and other maintenance requirements.

An amount of R204 125 thousand (2018: R13 thousand) was reversed during the year as a significant 
debtor made a partial payment on long-outstanding invoices.

Reconciliation of provision for impairment 
of trade and other receivables
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND 
     EQUIPMENT

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2019

Land
Buildings
Plant and machinery
Office equipment, furniture and 
computers 
Vehicles and vessels
Capital assets under development
Total

Land
Buildings
Plant and 
machinery
Office equipment, 
furniture and 
computers 
Vehicles and 
vessels
Capital assets 
under development

2018
Accumulated 
depreciation 

and 
accumulated 

impairment
R’000

- 
(99 565) 
(93 537)

 
(146 605) 
(51 877)

-

(391 584)

Carrying 
value

R’000
715 613 

1 048 711
43 098

 
44 005 
21 706 
1 655

1 874 788

Cost / 
Valuation

R’000
715 613 

1 055 974
148 089

 
204 901 
79 428 
1 655

2 205 660

Opening 
balance

R’000

423 035
922 189

 
45 142

 
36 932

26 376
 

5 403

1 459 077

Additions 

R’000

-
2 612

 
5 686

 
23 009 

2 343
 

492

34 142

Disposals

R’000

-
-

(40)

(95)

(225)

-

(360)

Assets 
written off

R’000

-
-

-

(140)

(4)

-

(144)

Transfers
(b)

R’000

-
-

4 240

-

-

(4 240)

-

Depreciation
(a)

R’000

-
(50 072)

 
(11 931)

 
(15 700) 

(6 784)

-

(84 487)

Closing 
balance

R’000

715 613 
1 048 711

 
43 097

44 006 

21 706
 

1 655

1 874 788

Revaluations

R’000

292 578
173 982

-

-

-

-

466 560

Carrying 
value

R’000
423 035 
922 189 

45 142
 

36 933 
26 376 

5 403

1 459 078

Cost / 
Valuation

R’000
423 035 

1 021 754 
138 679

 
183 538 
78 253
5 403

1 850 662

2019
Accumulated 
depreciation 

and 
accumulated 

impairment
R’000

- 
(7 263) 

(104 991) 

(160 896) 
(57 722)

-

(330 872)

For the year ended 31 March 2019



NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (continued)

a) Depreciation rates
Buildings                Straight line  3 - 70 years
Plant and machinery     Straight line  5 -15 years
Office equipment, furniture and computers   Straight line  2 - 20 years
Vehicles and vessels     Straight line  5 - 15 years

There has been an additional 20 years added to the useful lives of buildings, which only relates 
to the servitude rights held relating to the water pipeline and ammunition magazine as a result of 
a prior period error and is not a change in accounting estimate for the remaining buildings. More 
information is contained in note 39.3.1.

b) Transfers
Transfers made in 2018 relate to land and buildings that is now classified as heritage assets as a 
result of the adoption of Standards of GRAP. Also refer to note 9 and note 39.

Transfers made in 2019 relate to assets which were under development and are now recognised 
as plant and machinery.

Revaluations
The effective date of the revaluations was 31 March 2019. Revaluations were performed by an 
independent valuer, who holds a recognised and relevant professional qualification and has 
recent experience in the location and category of the land and buildings being valued and who is 
not connected to the entity. 

Land and buildings are revalued independently every three years.

The valuation was performed using the income capitalised method, direct comparable method and 
depreciated replacement cost method.

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2018

Land
Buildings
Plant and 
machinery
Office equipment, 
furniture and 
computers 
Vehicles and 
vessels
Capital assets 
under development

Opening 
balance

R’000
433 715
971 294

48 416

37 298 

13 971
 
-

1 504 694

Additions

R’000 
-

3 931
 

9 468

16 207 

18 253

5 403

53 262

Disposals

R’000
-
-

-

(9)

-

-
(9)

Assets 
written off

R’000
-
-

-

(64)

(5)

-
(69)

Depreciation
(a)

R’000
-

(50 457) 

(12 742)

 
(16 499) 

(5 843)

-
(85 541)

Total

R’000
423 035
922 189

45 142

36 933

26 376

5 403
1 459 078

Transfers
(b)

R’000
(10 680)
(2 579)

-

-

-

-

(13 259)

For the year ended 31 March 2019
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For the year ended 31 March 2019

Expenditure incurred to repair and maintain property, plant and equipment
included in Statement of Financial Performance
Contracted services
General expenses

Other matters
Included in the Group’s value of plant, machinery and equipment are assets at contractors with a cost of 
R3 381 thousand (2018: R3 625 thousand) that are fully depreciated. These assets are no longer in use and 
kept for strategic purposes.

Land and buildings were fair valued for the first time on 31 March 2013. Had these assets not been fair 
valued their carrying values would have been as follows:
Land   :  R10 935 thousand (2018: R10 935 thousand)
Buildings  :  R105 400 thousand (2018: R107 342 thousand)

Included in buildings are:
IMT building erected on leasehold premises with a net book value of R58 000 thousand (2018: R44 446 
thousand). The leasehold premises comprises a portion in extent 1,4475 ha of Erf 3779 in Simon’s Town, which 
is leased from the Department of Public Works.

The Paardefontein building erected on land owned by the State with a net book value of R3 600 thousand 
(2018: R3 130 thousand). The premises comprise a portion in extent 51,3902 ha of portion 6 and 7 of 
the farm Paardefontein 282, registration division JR, City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality, which is 
registered in the name of the State. 

Alkantpan water pipeline runs from Prieska to Copperton, which is approximately 70 kilometers. The 
pipeline, runs through farms of which the division has servitude on. The pipeline is owned and controlled 
by Alkantpan with a net book value of R36 846 thousand (2018: R38 696 thousand). It provides water to 
Alkantpan Test Range, Mine, Farms and Copperton Town.

Assets with a carrying amount of R950 thousand (2018: R385 thousand) at year end are held for disposal. 
The process of disposal is in place and will be disposed within the next 12 months. The assets held for sale 
are residential properties held by Armscor Research and Development at Prieska, Northern Cape. These 
properties will be sold to potential buyers, with the lessees having the first option to buy.

Change in estimates:
The group reassesses the useful lives and residual values of items of property, plant and equipment at the 
end of each reporting period, in line with the accounting policy and GRAP 17 Property, plant and equipment. 
These assessments are based on historic analysis, benchmarking, and the latest available and reliable 
information. 

Based on the latest available and reliable information there was a change in the estimated useful life of some 
assets, which resulted in a decrease in depreciation of R6 581 thousand (2018: R2 697 thousand decrease).

The group is unable to estimate the impact of the change in estimates for future periods due to impractibility 
as a result of the financial systems limitations.

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

7 490
9 533

17 023

9 748
11 174
20 922

  2019
R ‘000

  2018
R ‘000



Reconciliation of investment property - 2019 (R’000)
     Opening balance Fair value adjustments  Total
Investment property    45 500    2 900     48 400

Reconciliation of investment property - 2018 (R’000)
     Opening balance Fair value adjustments  Total
Investment property    72 900    (27 400)    45 500

The fair value was determined by an independent sworn appraiser using current market values on 31 March 
2019. The appraiser holds a recognised and relevant professional qualification and has recent experience in 
the location and category of the investment property being valued. The land was fair valued using the Direct 
Comparable Sales Method. Expenditure incurred relating to land amounted to R Nil (2018: R Nil). No revenue 
is generated from the investment property, however Armscor is actively looking at ways to develop the property.

Investment property is revalued independently on an annual basis. 

The following assumptions were applied by the valuator:
• That a geotechnical survey was done on the property, and that development is possible, that the consolidated 
  property was promulgated and that all bulk contributions were paid, and that all bulk services are readily 
  available.
• That the current and future land use is compliant with the “Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act 
   16 of 2013” (SPLUMA).
• That a land claims status report has not been lodged. The valuator recommend that a status report be lodged 
  with the Commission of Restitution of Land Rights at the Department of Rural Development and Land 
  Reform, to ascertain if any land claim has been lodged.

8. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

7. INVESTMENT PROPERTY

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Investment property

Computer software
Intangible assets under 
development 
Total

Cost / 
Valuation

R ‘000
48 400

Cost / 
Valuation

R’000
17 152

8 896
26 048

Cost / 
Valuation

R ‘000
45 500

Cost / 
Valuation

R’000
13 163

7 985

21 148

Accumulated 
depreciation 

and 
accumulated 

impairment
R ‘000

-

Accumulated 
depreciation and      

accumulated 
impairment

R’000
(8 472)

-
(8 472)

Accumulated 
depreciation and      

accumulated 
impairment

R’000
(6 540)

-
(6 540)

Accumulated 
depreciation 

and 
accumulated 

impairment
R ‘000

-

Carrying 
Value

R ‘000
48 400

Carrying 
Value

R’000
8 680

8 896

17 576

Carrying 
Value

R ‘000
45 500

Carrying 
Value

R’000
6 623

7 985

14 608

2019

2019

2018

2018
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Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2019

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2018

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Intangible assets in the process of being constructed or developed:

Cumulative expenditure recognised in the carrying value of intangible 
assets
Ultrasonic Broken Railway Detection development         912                  7 985
Computer software           4 160      6 623
            5 072    14 608

Carrying value of Intangible assets where construction or development has been halted
either during the current or previous reporting period(s) 
ERP system            5 867              - 
The development of the ERP system has been halted following the 
cancellation of the contract.               
There have been no impairment losses recognised as this will be 
established when the development of the ERP system continues. 
            5 867             -
Amortisation rates
Computer software          Straight line 2 - 8 years

Contractual commitments
Contractual commitments for acquisition of intangible assets amounts to R5 012 thousand (2018: R27 042 
thousand).

Computer software 
Intangible assets under 
development

Computer software
Intangible assets under 
development

Opening
balance

R’000
6 623

7 985
14 608

Opening
balance

R’000
5 801

7 037
12 838

Assets 
written off

R’000
(82)

-
(82)

Additions

R’000
4 160

-
4 160

Additions

R’000
2 540

-
2 540

Amortisation

R’000
(2 021)

-
(2 021)

Amortisation

R’000
(1 718)

-
(1 718)

Internally
Generated

R’000
-

911
911

Internally
Generated

R’000
-

948
948

Total

R’000
8 680

8 896
17 576

Total

R’000
6 623

7 985
14 608

2019
R’000

2018
R’000

For the year ended 31 March 2019



9. HERITAGE ASSETS

Reconciliation of heritage assets - 2019 (R’000)
     Opening balance Revaluation                 Total
Historical buildings    13 259    570    13 829

Reconciliation of heritage assets - 2018 (R’000)
     Opening balance Transfers                 Total
Historical buildings            -    13 259     13 259

Fair value of heritage assets (measured at cost less accumulated impairment losses) (R’000)
        Carrying  Fair value     Carrying     Fair value
        amount                                            amount
                                                             2019         2019              2018             2018
Historical buildings                            13 829                     13 829            13 259          13 259

Heritage assets were fair valued for the first time on 31 March 2013. Had these assets not been fair valued 
their carrying values would have been as follows:
Land: R1 727 thousand (2018: R1 727 thousand)
Buildings: R49 481 thousand (2018: R52 907 thousand)

Due to initial adoption of GRAP 103

Heritage asset relates to the Erasmus Castle, which was built during 1892 for Jochemus Erasmus. The 
property and the Erasmus Castle features a prime located property with a rich historical background. The 
building is a historical declared building, in terms of the National Heritage Resources Act 25 (Act 25 of 
1999), over a 100 years old. 

Steps taken to establish the values of heritage asset recognised due to the initial adoption of GRAP 103, 
are as follows: the assets are revalued every three years and the most recent revaluation report was used, 
indicating the revalued amount of the land and buildings. Any accumulated depreciation recognised up to 
31 March 2018 was written back to accumulated surplus (refer to note 39).

The effective date of the revaluation was 31 March 2019. Revaluations were performed by an independent 
valuer who is not connected to the entity.

The valuation was performed using the income capitalised approach, comparable method and depreciated 
replacement cost method.

No expenditure for repairs and maintenance was incurred in relation to the heritage asset (2018: R Nil).

Historical buildings

Cost / 
Valuation

R ‘000
13 829

Cost / 
Valuation

R ‘000
13 259

Accumulated
impairment

losses
R ‘000

-

Accumulated
impairment

losses
R ‘000

-

Carrying 
Value

R ‘000
13 829

Carrying 
Value

R ‘000
13 259

2019 2018

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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For the year ended 31 March 2019
10. INTEREST IN JOINT VENTURES

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

                               Carrying       Carrying
               amount 2019 amount 2018
Africa Aerospace and Defence             1 540           -

Armscor entered into a 33,3% partnership on 30 August 1999 with the South African Aerospace, 
Maritime and Defence Industries Association (AMD) and the Commercial Aviation Association of 
Southern Africa (CAASA). The partnership’s main business is hosting of the AAD exhibition, which 
takes place bi-annually.

The reporting period of AAD is from 1 March to 28 February annually. In respect of the 2018 financial 
year, the partnership performed an assessment of when the partnership has transferred the significant 
risks and rewards of ownership in respect of the revenues received in advance in respect of the 
2018 Air show. As at 28 February 2018, the transfer of the risks and rewards of ownership had not 
coincided with the transfer of the legal title or the passing of possession to the buyer, as the Air show 
had not yet been held. The Air show was held in September 2018.

The carrying amounts of joint ventures are shown net of impairment losses.

The following amounts represent the assets, liabilities, income and expenses of AAD.

Summary of economic entity’s interest in joint venture

Summary of the entity’s interests in the joint venture.

Non-current assets                   11         37
Current assets              1 756    6 407
Current liabilities - non-interest bearing              349     6 149
Income (including investment income)         21 748        110
Expenses           (17 064)     (338)
Net profit               4 684    (228)

2019
R ‘000

2018
R ‘000

2019
R ‘000

2018
R ‘000



11.FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Financial risk management

Introduction

The Group’s financial instruments consist of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, investments 
and accounts payable, which arise directly from its operations.

The principle market risks to which the Group is exposed through financial instruments are:
• Foreign exchange transactions
• Interest rates
• Credit risk
• Liquidity risk
• Investment risk

Fair Value

R ‘000
Assets
Loans and receivables                 592 644     592 644   777 146        777 146
Trade and other receivables                255 917      255 917   148 426        148 426
Cash and cash equivalents                 271 813              271 813   577 897        577 897
Cash allocated to insurance reserve                  20 000        20 000       8 752            8 752
Cash allocated to Dockyard post-retirement benefit                44 914        44 914     42 071          42 071

At fair value                   877 634      857 500       368 179        350 209
Government and other bonds       27 777       26 472     33 534          29 903
Shares - listed         61 317        59 008     62 303          57 868
Deposits at banking institutions     764 432      762 436   252 850        252 850
International investments        24 108          9 584     19 492            9 588
                1 470 278  1 450 144     1 145 325    1 127 355
Liabilities                 (183 937)   (183 937)      (174 264)     (174 264)
Trade and other payables                          (183 937)   (183 937)      (174 264)     (174 264)
                1 286 341  1 266 207   971 061       953 091

Of the fair value presented above R171 896 thousand (2018: R166 023 thousand) relates to the Medical Benefit 
Fund.

Interest rate management
The Group’s exposure to the risk of changes in market interest rates relates primarily to the Group’s investments. 
In the ordinary course of business, the Group receives cash through the transfer payment to fund its operations 
as well as to fund working capital and capital expenditure requirements. This cash is managed to ensure surplus 
funds are invested in a manner to achieve maximum returns while minimising risk.

Carrying
Value

R ‘000

Carrying
Value

R ‘000

Fair Value

R ‘000

2019 2018

For the year ended 31 March 2019
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Credit risk management
The entity only deposits cash surpluses with major banks of high quality credit standing.

Trade receivables comprise a widespread customer base. The granting of credit is controlled by well-
established criteria, which are reviewed and updated on an ongoing basis.

At year end, the entity did not consider there to be any significant concentration of credit risk, which has 
not been insured or adequately provided for. With respect to credit risk arising from the other financial 
assets of the entity, the entity’s exposure to credit risk arises from default of the counterparty, with a 
maximum exposure equal to the carrying amount of these instruments.

Liquidity risk
The entity’s objective is to maintain a balance between continuity of funding and flexibility through the use 
of call accounts.

The Group maintains a sufficient level of liquidity to be able to meet all its obligations. The Group has no 
overdraft facility but has other facilities which include guarantees and letters of credit.

Capital management
Capital includes equity attributable to the equity holders. The primary objective of the entity’s capital 
management is to ensure that it maintains strong credit ratings and healthy capital ratios in order to 
support its business. The entity manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it in the light 
of changes in economic conditions. No changes were made in the objective, policies or processes for 
the year ended 31 March 2019. The entity does not have external imposed capital requirements. The 
entity does not make use of capital from outside providers other than trade and other payables and have 
sufficient cash and cash equivalents to cover its net debt.

2019
R ‘000

2018
R ‘000

Trade and other payables            (183 937)            (174 264)
Cash and cash equivalents              336 727           628 720
                152 790              454 456
Interest rate risk
The entity’s exposure to the risk in market interest rates relates primarily to interest received on call 
accounts and fixed deposits.

Interest rate risk (sensitivity analysis)
The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a change in interest rates with all other variables held 
constant.
                 Increase/decrease in basis points    Increase/decrease in surplus for the year and equity
2019           +/- 50           +/- 4,9 million
          +/- 25           +/- 2,4 million
2018           +/- 50           +/- 4,3 million
          +/- 25           +/- 2,2 million

For the year ended 31 March 2019



11. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued)

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Investment risk
Investments in equities are valued at fair value and therefore susceptible to market fluctuations.

Investments are managed with the aim of maximising the Group’s returns while limiting risk to acceptable 
levels.

Continuous monitoring takes place to ensure that appropriate assets are held where the liabilities are 
dependent upon the performance of the investment portfolio and that a suitable match of assets exists for 
all liabilities.

Foreign currency risk
Foreign currency risk is the risk that the value of an instrument will fluctuate in South African Rands due 
to changes in foreign exchange rates.

The entity is exposed to both foreign currency risks on investments that are denominated in a currency 
other than the respective functional currency of the entity and transactional currency exposures. The 
currency giving rise to the risk is primarily US dollars.

These investments are monitored to ensure that the exposure to foreign currency risk is maintained within 
internal diversification guidelines.

12. CURRENT TAX PAYABLE

Current tax payable relates to income tax payable on the surplus of the Armscor Medical Benefit Fund

2019

Current tax payable

2018

Current tax payable

Outstanding at 
beginning of year

R ‘000
5 856

Outstanding at 
beginning of year

R ‘000
(26 036)

Normal income 
tax for current 

year

R ‘000
809

Normal income 
tax for current 

year

R ‘000
3 266

Income tax paid 
during the year

R ‘000
(1 078)

Income tax paid 
during the year

R ‘000
30 524

Prior year 
adjustment

R ‘000
426

Prior year 
adjustment

R ‘000
(1 898)

Income tax 
payable at 
the end of 

the year
R ‘000
6 013

Income tax 
payable/

(receivable) 
at the end 

of the year
R ‘000
5 856

For the year ended 31 March 2019
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For the year ended 31 March 2019

13. PAYABLES FROM EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Trade payables                39 427   38 898
Payments received in advanced - contract in process           32 057   20 496 
Other payables                  5 019               3 629 
Accrued expenses                         33 876   34 988 
Deposits received                      18                   18  
                        110 397   98 029

Aging of trade payables 
Current                31 107   10 950 
> 30 days                  1 782             17 478 
> 60 days                  6 538             10 470 
                39 427             38 898

Terms and conditions of above financial liabilities.
Trade payables are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on thirty day terms.
For terms and conditions relating to related parties, refer to related party disclosure note 37. 

14. PAYABLES FROM NON-EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS

Taxes payable                27 693     5 137
Other payables from non-exchange transactions             6 974   12 195
Prepayments received for projects             34 236   52 712
Stock sale prepayments                          4 637               6 191
                73 540             76 235
15. DEFERRED INCOME
Movement during the year
Balance at the beginning of the year - grants           75 313               64 571
Balance at the beginning of the year - other deferred income         12 871             14 026
Additions during the year - grants                                                   24 944                20 480
Additions during the year - other deferred income                                                32 321               30 789
Utilised and other movements during the year - grants                                      (29 085)               (9 739)
Utilised during the year - other deferred income                                                (36 640)             (31 944)
                                                                                                                           79 724               88 183

Non-current liabilities               21 161            23 606
Current liabilities                58 562            64 577
                          79 723            88 183

Unspent conditional grants and receipts relates to cash, stock and assets received from the DOD, of 
which the recognition of the income needs to be aligned with the incurring of the expenditure, or the 
fulfillment of the conditions of receipt.

2019
R ‘000

2018
R ‘000
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Reconciliation of provisions - 2019
    Opening    Additions      Utilised                 Reversed              Total
    Balance                           during the year during the year
                                              R’000            R’000                  R’000                   R’000                    R’000
Provision for leave                60 855    43 691       (31 653)                 (9 053)                    63 840
Provision for performance 
bonus                                    64 001    72 427       (64 118)                 (1 737)                  70 573
              124 856         116 118       (95 771)              (10 790)          134 413

Reconciliation of provisions - 2018
    Opening    Additions      Utilised                 Reversed              Total
    Balance                           during the year during the year
                                               R’000            R’000                  R’000                   R’000                    R’000
Provision for leave     61 441    42 861       (35 501)                (7 946)             60 855
Provision for performance 
bonus                                    59 731    64 001       (58 729)                (1 002)            64 001
    121 172  106 862      (94 230)               (8 948)                124 856

Performance remuneration is discretionary and for 2018/19 financial year will be paid upon completion of 
the performance evaluation process.

17. DEFERRED TAX 

Deferred Tax Liability
Deferred taxation             (6 036)            (5 250)

The deferred taxation liability is attributable to fair value adjustments on investments of assets held by the 
Armscor Medical Benefit Fund. The movement between the balances of deferred taxation at the beginning 
of the year and the end of the year can be analysed as follows: 

Reconciliation of deferred tax liability

At beginning of year                                                                                                                           (5 250)                 (5 031)          
 Current year movement on fair value adjustment                                       (786)                       272
 Change in tax rate                      -                    (491) 

               (6 036)             (5 250)

2019
R ‘000

2018
R ‘000
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18. RETIREMENT BENEFITS 

18.1 Defined Contribution Pension Fund And Provident Fund 

18.1.1 Pension and provident schemes
The entity contributes towards and operates the Armscor Defined Contribution Pension Fund and 
Provident Fund, which offer benefits based on the contributions by and made on behalf of every 
member as well as investment yields. At the time of establishment of the Armscor Defined Contribution 
Pension Fund, Armscor guaranteed pensioners that were transferred from the previous pension fund 
to the current pension fund to receive a pension at least equal to the pension received in terms of the 
previous fund. Armscor’s liability in this regard for the remaining six members is R Nil (2018: R Nil) 
as the pensioners account in the pension fund is sufficiently funded.

The amount of contributions to the above scheme                          74 141         70 700

18.1.2 Government Employees Pension Fund - Dockyard 
The Group contributes towards the Government Employees Pension Fund, which offer benefits based 
on the contributions by and made on behalf of every member as well as investment yields.

The amount of contributions to the above scheme                                             16 922          15 351

18.2 Post-Retirement Medical Benefits

The GRAP 25 valuation of the Group’s post employment benefits was carried out at 31 March 2019. 

Armscor does not have any further obligation for post-retirement medical benefits towards those 
members who accepted the settlement, except for the monthly allowances being paid to active 
members while remaining in Armscor’s service.

                2019         2018         2017           2016               2015
                                                            R’000        R’000            R’000              R’000                R’000
Present value of funded obligations    226 164    237 390     218 601       121 792          717 274 
Net obligation           226 164    237 390     218 601       121 792          717 274 
Unrecognised actuarial gains/(losses)           -                -              -              4 883      (145 914)
Net liability in statement of financial   226 164    237 390     218 601       126 675          571 360
position

The liability amount reflect the Group post-retirement medical benefit.

18.2.1 Post retirement medical benefits (excluding Armscor Dockyard personnel transferred 
from the South African Navy) 

The entity currently provides post retirement health care benefits to its retirees. The entitlement to 
post-retirement health care benefits is based on the qualifying employee remaining in service up 
to retirement age and the completion of a minimum service period. The expected costs of these 
benefits are accrued over the period of employment. Valuations of these obligations are carried out 
by independent qualified actuaries. 

Based on the latest projection performed at 31 March 2019 the present value of the obligation is R91 061 
thousand (2018: R93 964 thousand). Based on the projection performed at 31 March 2019 financial assets 
held aside specifically for this purpose are sufficient to cover the liability. The financial assets held aside are 
R178 131 thousand (2018: R171 923 thousand).

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Reconciliation of the present value of the funded obligations (Group – excluding Dockyard)
Opening balance                   93 964            86 421
Current service cost                      1 586    1 773
Interest cost                       8 399    8 530
Past service cost                      1 375            -
Actual employer benefit payments                 (3 565)             (2 479)
Actuarial (gain)/loss                 (10 698)                (281)
Actual closing balance                    91 061            93 964

Reconciliation of the net liability in the statement of financial position and amounts recognised in 
profit/loss
Opening balance                    93 964            86 421
Expense recognised in employee remuneration costs                    662  10 022
Employer benefit payments                   (3 565)           (2 479)
                        91 061            93 964
Net benefit expense (recognised in employee remuneration costs)
Current service cost            1 586               1 773
Interest cost             8 399     8 530
Actuarial (gain)/loss recognised                (10 698)                (281)
Past service cost            1 375                -
                662    10 022
The main actuarial assumptions are:
Discount rate            10,0%               9,0%
Health care cost inflation            8,0%     8,0%
CPI inflation              6,0%     6,0%
Average retirement age                63         63

The value of the liability is particularly sensitive to the assumed rate of health care cost inflation. A one 
percentage change in the assumed rate would have the following effects for the Group:
Sensitivity on defined benefit obligation                  -1%                       Base       +1%
Healthcare inflation (R’000)      80 862            91 061          103 293
Sensitivity results from previous valuation        -1%              Base       +1%
Healthcare inflation (R’000)      82 406            93 964          108 204

18.2.2 Post retirement medical benefits for Armscor Dockyard personnel transferred from the 
SA Navy
The Group also provides post-retirement health care benefits to the Dockyard retirees. The entitlement to 
post retirement health care benefits is based on the employee remaining in service up to retirement age 
and the completion of a minimum service period. The expected costs of these benefits are accrued over the 
period of employment. Valuations of these obligations are carried out by independent qualified actuaries.

The GRAP 25 valuation of the Dockyard’s post-employment benefits was carried out on 31 March 2019. 
This actuarial valuation of the employer’s liability as at 31 March 2019 arises as a result of post-employment 
health care benefits enjoyed by former SA Naval Dockyard employees. Based on the projection performed 
at 31 March 2019 the accrued liability exceeds the cash held aside specifically for this purpose. 
The cash held aside is R44 913 thousand (2018: R42 071 thousand).

2019
R ‘000

2018
R ‘000
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For the year ended 31 March 2019

The cash held aside specifically for this purpose at 31 March 2019 
is not sufficient to cover the accrued liability and is summarised below:

Present value of the unfunded obligation               135 103          143 426 
Net obligation                  135 103          143 426 
Less: Cash received                 (44 900)        (42 100) 
Net liability as at 31 March 2019                 90 203         101 326

A projection of results of the valuation as at 31 March 2019 to 
31 March 2020 is set out below: 
Accrued liability as at 31 March 2019                                                       135 103         143 426 
Interest cost                     13 823           12 764 
Service cost                       1 664             2 138
Actuarial (gain)/loss recognised                           -         (17 886)
Expected employer benefit payments                (6 049)           (5 339)
Projected accrued liability as at 31 March 2020                       144 541         135 103

Actuarial assumptions for Dockyard
Reconciliation of present value of the unfunded obligation
Opening balance                  143 426          132 180
Current service cost                      2 138   2 207
Interest cost                     12 764           12 864
Actuarial gain/(loss) recognised               (17 886)                 397 
Expected employer benefit payments                          (5 339)           (4 222)
Closing balance                  135 103          143 426

Reconciliation of the present value of the unfunded obligation with the liability recognised in the 
Statement of financial position 
Present value of unfunded obligation                         135 103         143 426

Net benefit expense (recognised in employee remuneration)
Current service cost                      2 138             2 207
Interest cost                     12 764           12 864
Actuarial gain/(loss) recognised                (17 886)                397
                         (2 984)            15 468
The main actuarial assumptions are:
Discount rate                      10,4%       9%
Health care cost inflation                      8,4%                 8%
CPI inflation                        6,4%                 6%
Average retirement age                         63         63

The value of the liability is particularly sensitive to the assumed rate of health care cost inflation. A one 
percentage change in the assumed rate would have the following effects for the Group:

Sensitivity on defined benefit obligation      -1%               Base     +1% 
Healthcare inflation (R’000)            127 098          135 103          142 861
Sensitivity results from previous valuation                -1%     Base       +1%
Healthcare inflation (R’000)                      133 574           143 426          152 345

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Summary of defined medical benefit expense for all funds

Defined medical benefit expense (post-retirement) included in employee cost:
Current service cost                     3 724    3 980
Interest cost                    21 163  21 394
Actuarial (gain)/loss                  (28 584)       116
Past service cost             1 375              -
                     (2 322)  25 490

19. SHARE CAPITAL

Authorised
1 000 000 000 Ordinary shares of R1 each            1 000 000      1 000 000

Issued
Ordinary                      75 000           75 000

Share Capital is under the control of the Executive Authority.

20. REVALUTION RESERVE

The revaluation reserves relates to revaluation surplus relating to land and buildings which is revalued 
every three years (refer to note 6 and 9)                         
Opening balance                                     1 376 839       1 401 031
Release to accumulated surplus                                                                               (24 194)        (24 192)
Revaluation gain for the year                   467 130                   -   
                   1 819 775      1 376 839

21. OTHER NON-DISTRIBUTABLE RESERVES

Property and Building Maintenance Reserve                                                            250 000           22 580
Marketing Promotion Reserve                                                                                      6 904             8 488
Computer Services Upgrade Reserve                                                                      150  000          15  000 
Internal Insurance Reserve                                                                                        20 000             8 752
                                                                                                                                   426 904            54 820

2019
R ‘000

2018
R ‘000
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For the year ended 31 March 2019

22. REVENUE
 

Sale of goods                    12 866  67 201
Rendering of services                 368 246            406 743
Deferred income recognised                  29 032              9 738
Rental income                  143 574             25 989
Other income                    13 934  29 951
Interest received                    78 642            71 601
Dividends received                      2 321    1 456
Government grants & subsidies              1 105 071        1 047 937
Public contributions and donations                      441        136
                          1 754 127       1 660 752

The amount included in revenue arising from exchange of goods or services are as follows:

Sale of goods                                        12 866           67 201
Rendering of services                 368 246           406 743
Deferred income recognised                  29 032              9 738
Rental income                  143 574             25 989
Other income                    13 934            29 951
Interest received                    78 642  71 601
Dividends received                      2 321              1 456
                   648 615           612 679

The amount included in revenue arising from non-exchange transactions is as follows:
Transfer revenue
Government grants               1 105 071         1 047 937
Donations                          441         136 
                1 105 512        1 048 073

Cash donations received from the SA Navy for the installation of Solar Panels and a desalination system 
in order to address the challenges as a result of the drought experienced in the Western Cape.

23. INVESTMENT REVENUE

Dividend revenue
Dividend received                      2 321              1 456

Interest revenue
Interest received - financial institutions                           78 549             71 548
Interest charged on trade and other receivables                       57              -
Interest received - other                          36                 53
                               78 642  71 601
                               80 963  73 057

Dividend income is recognised on the date the Armscor Medical Benefit Funds’ right 
to receive payment is established.

2019
R ‘000

2018
R ‘000
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24. GOVERNMENT GRANTS AND DONATIONS

Operating grant
Government grant - Deparment of Defence                   1 105 071         1 047 937

Conditional and Unconditional
Armscor’s operating funds are appropriated by Parliament and are obtained via the defence budget and 
recognised as a grant via revenue (transfer payment) as and when received and together with interest 
earned thereon are utilised to finance operating expenditure, the acquisition of fixed assets and expenditure 
for the creation of facilities and services.

Secondary grants received, based on Memorandum of Agreements with the DOD, for specific services are 
recognised as revenue as and when the conditions of receipt thereof has been fulfilled and are included 
in sale of goods and services.

Public donations
Donations amount of R441 thousand in 2019 relates to funds received from the DOD for the installation 
and commissioning of a desalination plant in the IMT building. The donation amount of R136 thousand in 
2018 relates to funds received from the South African Navy for the installatoin of solar panels in the IMT 
building.

25. EMPLOYEE RELATED COSTS

Salaries and wages                826 099         776 664
Bonus                    71 606           62 999
Employer contributions               133 464         139 503
Leave pay provision charge                37 338           36 123
Other short term employee related costs               20 397           16 893
13th Cheques                            61 148           58 713
Less: Employee costs included in other expenses           (65 240)         (33 902)
Post-retirement benefits                 34 190           83 512
                        1 119 002       1 140 505

Remuneration of non-executive directors
Annual Remuneration                   6 209             4 652

Refer to note 37 for remuneration of non-executive directors.

26. FINANCE COSTS

Other interest paid                                     -                    3

27. LEASE RENTALS ON OPERATING LEASES

Premises
Contractual amounts                      325                473
Contingent amounts                       329              (562)
Motor vehicles
Contractual amounts                        30                  24
Equipment  
Contractual amounts                   1 403             1 520
Contingent amounts                        111                  95
                     2 198             1 550

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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28. IMPAIRMENT LOSSES RECOGNISED

                                                                                                                                        75                     -
Debt impairment                                                                                                        (70 472)          35 719
Bad debts (reversed)/recognised on receivables from exchange                               (70 397)            35 719

29. COST OF SALES

Cost of goods sold             7 527   31 293
Cost of rendering of services                 148 002          129 197
                    155 529          160 490

30. GENERAL EXPENSES

Advertising              4 781    3 786
Auditors remuneration (Refer to note 32)          4 245              4 906
Consulting and professional fees                   46 531           46 496
Other operating expenses          56 860  54 492
Computer services           10 875    4 065
Postage and communication           4 367    4 393
Printing and stationery          10 325    8 562
Repairs and maintenance          19 309  20 922
Subsistence and travel                              28 161  25 683
Assets expensed                   3            -
Electricity                      41 818  39 180
Movement in insurance reserve                     4 185    3 297
                        231 460         215 782
31. FAIR VALUE ADJUSTMENTS

Investment property             3 740          (27 400)
Other financial assets
* Other financial assets            2 161       454
              5 901           (26 946)

32. AUDITORS’ REMUNERATION

Fees                        4 185    4 860
Expenses                  60         46
              4 245    4 906

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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2019
R ‘000

2018
R ‘000

33. TAXATION

Major components of the tax expense

Current 
Local income tax - current period                                                                                  810               3 266
Local income tax - recognised in current tax for prior periods                                        426            (1 898) 
                      1 236               1 368
            
Deferred
Current year movement on fair value adjustment                                                           787               (273)
Changes in tax rates                                                                                                         -                  491   
                                                                                                                                     787                  218
                                                                                                                                  2 023               1 586

Reconciliation of the tax expense

Reconciliation between accounting surplus and tax expense.       
Accounting surplus before income tax                                                                        7 109               9 350
Tax at the applicable tax rate of 45% (2018: 45%)                                                      3 199               4 208 

Tax effect of adjustments on taxable income        
Non taxable income                                                                                                 (4 675)            (3 586)
Non detuctible expenditure                                                                                         2 286                 965
Net capital gain                                                                                                                  -              1 679 
                         810               3 266

Reconciliation of income tax rate:
  
Current year’s charge as a percentage of income before taxation                                 14%                26%
Non taxable income                                                                                                      66%                38%
Capital gains tax                                                                                                             0%             (18)%
Non deductible expenditure                                                                                        (32)%              (10)%
Prior year tax adjustment                                                                                             (3)%                  9%
                                  45%                45%

For the year ended 31 March 2019
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34. CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATIONS

Surplus/(Deficit) before taxation                237 334            (8 500)
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation                   86 507              87 310
Loss/(profit) on disposal of assets             179               2 023
Assets written-off            1 163            (2 634)
(Gain)/loss on foreign exchange transactions                (2 338)       889
Income from equity accounted investments           275                    16
Fair value adjustments                   (5 901)  26 946
Dividends received                    (2 321)  (1 456)
Bad debts (recovered)/written-off                (70 397)  35 719
Movements in retirement benefit assets and liabilities             (11 226)  18 789
Movements in provisions                     9 557    3 685
Proceeds on disposal of investment                 (1 297)  (6 199)
Normal taxation                    (1 080)  30 525
Share of profits in joint venture                  (1 540)    3 056
Changes in working capital:
Inventories              (499)  21 193
Receivables from exchange transactions                         (34 756)         (22 300)
VAT receivable            9 514             (9 514)
Payables from exchange transactions                  11 528         (116 607)
VAT payable                     37 130            -
Payables from non-exchange transactions                (2 695)  76 235
Unspent conditional grants and receipts                 (8 460)    9 586
                   250 677          148 762

35. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS - GROUP AS LESSEE AND LESSOR
Lessee disclosure 

The Group has entered into operational leases on certain motor vehicles and items of machinery and 
equipment. Certain of the leases have expired and are running on a month to month basis. There are no 
restrictions placed upon the lessee by entering into these leases. The lease charges paid for the year 
is R20 807 thousand (2018: R19 304 thousand) of which R425 thousand (2018: R439 thousand) relates 
to contingent rentals on operating leases.

Future minimum rentals payable under non-cancellable operating leases as at 31 March 2019 are as 
follows:
Within one year                         992    1 233
After one year but not more than five years           721                       -
                       1 713              1 233

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Lessor disclosure

a) The Group entered into operating lease relating to Armscor Head Office and R&D facilities, with regards 
to office space and parking. The leases have expired and are on a month to month basis. There is a three 
month cancellation notice period in terms of the contract. The Group is in a process of entering into a new 
lease agreement with the existing tenant.

b) The Group entered into a seperate operating lease with the DPW for the Public Investment Corporation 
(PIC), relating to Armscor Head Office, with regards to office space and parking. The lease expires in 
August 2019. There is a 30-day cancellation notice period in terms of the contract.

Future minimum rentals receivable under non-cancellable operating leases as at 31 March 2019 are as 
follows:

Within one year                                                                                                39 228                  12 590

36. CONTINGENCIES

Guarantees 
Bank guarantees have been issued for Armscor in favour of a local contractor amounting to R166 
thousand (2018: R166 thousand) and to a foreign contractor amounting to R39 847 thousand (USD 
2 776 thousand [2018: R33 650 thousand (USD 2 812 thousand)] for an advance payment received. 

Bank guarantees have been issued on behalf of Armscor in favour of the Sars Customs and Excise and 
other creditors amounting to R7 876 thousand (2018: R7 821 thousand) with regard to local guarantees.

Alkantpan

At 31 March 2019 the Group had a contingent liability in respect of rehabilitation of the test range at 
Alkantpan.

In terms of the National Environmental Management Act (Act 107 of 1998), Section 28 (1), which came into 
effect on 29 January 1999, Alkantpan must take reasonable steps to avoid, stop or minimise degradation of 
the environment. Certain options were investigated and, as no intention currently exist to cease activities 
at Alkantpan because Alkantpan is regarded as a strategic facility, which is partially funded by the DOD, 
Alkantpan has elected to manage the range in compliance with the Act and to continue with its day to day 
clearing actions.

A steering committee was formed between Alkantpan and the Department of Tourism, Environment and 
Conservation of which the first meeting took place on 5 September 2006. It was confirmed at this meeting 
that the committee is to guide and advise Alkantpan on the environmental way forward and to ensure 
legislative compliance to the Act. 

Meetings are scheduled to monitor the process and provide feedback on the progress. In terms of the last 
meeting held, no new issues or risks were reported at the meeting held and it was reported that the current 
measures in place are sufficient to manage the range in compliance with the Act.

The cost incurred for rehabilitating the site during the period under review was an amount of R1,8 million 
(2018: R2,3 million).

2019
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Guarantees

Alkantpan

                                   The estimated costs to fully rehabilitate the test range cannot be reliably estimated at this 
stage and further discussions are still underway.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Lessor disclosure

a) The Group entered into operating lease relating to Armscor Head Office and R&D facilities, with regards 
to office space and parking. The leases have expired and are on a month to month basis. There is a three 
month cancellation notice period in terms of the contract. The Group is in a process of entering into a new 
lease agreement with the existing tenant.

b) The Group entered into a seperate operating lease with the DPW for the Public Investment Corporation 
(PIC), relating to Armscor Head Office, with regards to office space and parking. The lease expires in 
August 2019. There is a 30-day cancellation notice period in terms of the contract.

Future minimum rentals receivable under non-cancellable operating leases as at 31 March 2019 are as 
follows:

Within one year                                                                                                39 228                  12 590

36. CONTINGENCIES

Guarantees 
Bank guarantees have been issued for Armscor in favour of a local contractor amounting to R166 
thousand (2018: R166 thousand) and to a foreign contractor amounting to R39 847 thousand (USD 
2 776 thousand [2018: R33 650 thousand (USD 2 812 thousand)] for an advance payment received. 

Bank guarantees have been issued on behalf of Armscor in favour of the Sars Customs and Excise and 
other creditors amounting to R7 876 thousand (2018: R7 821 thousand) with regard to local guarantees.

Alkantpan

At 31 March 2019 the Group had a contingent liability in respect of rehabilitation of the test range at 
Alkantpan.

In terms of the National Environmental Management Act (Act 107 of 1998), Section 28 (1), which came into 
effect on 29 January 1999, Alkantpan must take reasonable steps to avoid, stop or minimise degradation of 
the environment. Certain options were investigated and, as no intention currently exist to cease activities 
at Alkantpan because Alkantpan is regarded as a strategic facility, which is partially funded by the DOD, 
Alkantpan has elected to manage the range in compliance with the Act and to continue with its day to day 
clearing actions.

A steering committee was formed between Alkantpan and the Department of Tourism, Environment and 
Conservation of which the first meeting took place on 5 September 2006. It was confirmed at this meeting 
that the committee is to guide and advise Alkantpan on the environmental way forward and to ensure 
legislative compliance to the Act. 

Meetings are scheduled to monitor the process and provide feedback on the progress. In terms of the last 
meeting held, no new issues or risks were reported at the meeting held and it was reported that the current 
measures in place are sufficient to manage the range in compliance with the Act.

The cost incurred for rehabilitating the site during the period under review was an amount of R1,8 million 
(2018: R2,3 million).
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37. RELATED PARTIES

The Armaments Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd (“ARMSCOR”) is a statutory body, wholly owned by 
the State, established in terms of the Armaments Development and Production Act (Act No 57 of 1968), 
and continues its existence through the Armaments Corporation of South Africa Ltd Act (Act No 51 of 2003).

Armscor operates in an economic environment currently dominated by entities directly or indirectly owned 
by the South African government. As a result of the constitutional independence of all three spheres of 
government in South Africa, only parties within the national sphere of government will be considered to be 
related parties.

To execute its mandate, Armscor received a Government grant of R1 105 071 thousand (2018: R1 047 937 
thousand) from the State through the DOD as well as secondary transfer payments (in terms of separate 
Memorandum of Agreements) for services rendered to the DOD to the value of R107 137 thousand (2018: 
R69 434 thousand).

Armscor does not disclose the value of transactions with other public sector entities as the transactions 
were concluded within normal operating procedures and on terms that are no more or no less favourable 
than the terms it would use to conclude transactions with another entity or person.

Dormant subsidiaries (At 100% Holdings)
Armscor Defence Institutes SOC Ltd (loan to)       4 000     4 000
Erasmusrand Eiendomme SOC Ltd (loan from)               1                             1
Oospark SOC Ltd (loan from)                 1                             1
Sportrand SOC Ltd (loan from)                 1                             1

Armscor is a 33,3% partner in AAD, refer to note 10 for disclosure .

          Amounts owed by  Amounts owed to
              related parties      related parties
            2019 2018    2019          2018
          R ‘000 R ‘000  R ‘000        R ‘000
Department of Defence      64 133  42 086           29 965     100 677
Major national public entities 
(Schedule 2 and 3 public entities)                                    4 134  39 360           71 233      18 507
National Government              113 936    7 204       -        2 106

Terms and conditions of transactions with related parties

The sales to and purchases from related parties are made at normal market prices. Outstanding balances 
at the year-end are unsecured, interest free and settlement occurs in cash. For the year ended 31 March 
2019, the Group has a provision for doubtful debts of R175 078 thousand (2018: R256 041 thousand) 
relating to amounts owed by related parties.
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Reconciliation of transfer payments received from the DOD

  (Including deferred income recognised)                                  1 134 103        1 057 675
- Secondary transfer payment received              107 137             69 434
- Funds received for IMT transferred to unspent conditional 
   grants due to outstanding conditions                                                                         -               -
- Funds received for Dockyard transferred to deferred income 
   due to outstanding conditions                                                               24 944    20 261
- Deferred Income recognised as transfer payment       (29 032)   (9 738)
  Total transfer payments allocated by the DOD      1 237 152         1 137 632

Assets and stock transferred to the Dockyard with an effective date of 1 April 2010 have been fair valued at R25 
589 thousand (2018: R42 691 thousand) and accounted for as deferred income, with the purpose of recognising 
it in line with the utilisation of the assets and stock.

Directors

Directors’ interests in related parties: No interests in related parties have been declared by Armscor’s 
Directors. Two of Armscor’s Executive Directors and two Armscor Executive Committee Members are ex-

SOC Ltd and Oospark SOC Ltd. These companies are dormant.

Key management personnel

controlling the activities of the entity. All individuals who are members of the Armscor Executive Committee and 
the Board of Directors are regarded as key management.

Information on the remuneration of all key management personnel is disclosed below:

Remuneration of key management personnel
Executive Directors
2019
                                                                             
                                                                                                         1                   2                 and other
                                                                                                                                                  contributions
                                                                                                                                                         3
Name
JG Grobler                                                        2 281                  532                   124                  382                3 319
KPE Wakeford                           11                   3 239                   720                   150                  375               4 484
Adv SP Mbada                           13                     2 071                   520                    221                  369                3 181
                                                                         7 591                  1 772                 495               1 126            10 984
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Reconciliation of transfer payments received from the DOD
37. RELATED PARTIES (continued)
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Reconciliation of transfer payments received from the DOD

  (Including deferred income recognised)                                  1 134 103        1 057 675
- Secondary transfer payment received              107 137             69 434
- Funds received for IMT transferred to unspent conditional 
   grants due to outstanding conditions                                                                         -               -
- Funds received for Dockyard transferred to deferred income 
   due to outstanding conditions                                                               24 944    20 261
- Deferred Income recognised as transfer payment       (29 032)   (9 738)
  Total transfer payments allocated by the DOD      1 237 152         1 137 632

Assets and stock transferred to the Dockyard with an effective date of 1 April 2010 have been fair valued at R25 
589 thousand (2018: R42 691 thousand) and accounted for as deferred income, with the purpose of recognising 
it in line with the utilisation of the assets and stock.

Directors

Directors’ interests in related parties: No interests in related parties have been declared by Armscor’s 
Directors. Two of Armscor’s Executive Directors and two Armscor Executive Committee Members are ex-

SOC Ltd and Oospark SOC Ltd. These companies are dormant.

Key management personnel

controlling the activities of the entity. All individuals who are members of the Armscor Executive Committee and 
the Board of Directors are regarded as key management.

Information on the remuneration of all key management personnel is disclosed below:

Remuneration of key management personnel
Executive Directors
2019
                                                                             
                                                                                                         1                   2                 and other
                                                                                                                                                  contributions
                                                                                                                                                         3
Name
JG Grobler                                                        2 281                  532                   124                  382                3 319
KPE Wakeford                           11                   3 239                   720                   150                  375               4 484
Adv SP Mbada                           13                     2 071                   520                    221                  369                3 181
                                                                         7 591                  1 772                 495               1 126            10 984
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Executive Directors
2018

                                                                                     Basic salary    Other benefits  Allowances      Retirement      Total
                                                                                                      1                   2        and other
                                                                                                                                    contributions
                                                                                                                                           3
Name
JG Grobler                                              2 078                    418                     118                357              2 971
KPE Wakeford                                        3 009                     645                     150                350              4 154
                                                            5 087                 1 063                    268               707            7 125

Non-Executive Directors
2019
                                                                                                                                                                       Fees and                       Total
                                                                                                                  committee                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                  remuneration
Name
Adv VLA de la Hunt                                                                                      504                                  504
Dr MB Khanyile                                                                                           1 264                            1 264
Vice Admiral (Ret) RJ Mudimu                                     9                                901                                 901
Amb T Skweyiya                                                                                            751                                 751
NM Tyibilika                                                                                                  596                                  596
RM Vokwana                                                                                                 760                                 760

   924                                 924                                                                                                         iralhM T
   304                                 304                                                                                            uvolhdN TJ bmA

CE Simpson                                                                                                   601                                601
MS Motimele                                                                12                                   -                             -
                                                                                                                       6 209                        6 209

2018                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Fees and                        Total

                                                                                                                    committee
                                                                                                                    remuneration
Name
Adv VLA de la Hunt                                                                                       307                                 307
Dr MB Khanyile                                                                                             1 152                           1 152
Vice Admiral (Ret) RJ Mudimu                                                                       688                                 688
Amb T Skweyiya                                                                                            535                                 535
NM Tyibilika                                                                                                   513                                 513
RM Vokwana                                                                                                  492                                492
T Mhlari                                                                                       6                 241                                241
Amb JT Ndhlovu                                                                          6                 401                                401
CE Simpson                                                                                 6                 323                               323
                                                                                                                       4 652                           4 652
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Executive Directors
2018

                                                                                     Basic salary    Other benefits  Allowances      Retirement      Total
                                                                                                      1                   2        and other
                                                                                                                                    contributions
                                                                                                                                           3
Name
JG Grobler                                              2 078                    418                     118                357              2 971
KPE Wakeford                                        3 009                     645                     150                350              4 154
                                                            5 087                 1 063                    268               707            7 125

Non-Executive Directors
2019
                                                                                                                                                                       Fees and                       Total
                                                                                                                  committee                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                  remuneration
Name
Adv VLA de la Hunt                                                                                      504                                  504
Dr MB Khanyile                                                                                           1 264                            1 264
Vice Admiral (Ret) RJ Mudimu                                     9                                901                                 901
Amb T Skweyiya                                                                                            751                                 751
NM Tyibilika                                                                                                  596                                  596
RM Vokwana                                                                                                 760                                 760

   924                                 924                                                                                                         iralhM T
   304                                 304                                                                                            uvolhdN TJ bmA

CE Simpson                                                                                                   601                                601
MS Motimele                                                                12                                   -                             -
                                                                                                                       6 209                        6 209

2018                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Fees and                        Total

                                                                                                                    committee
                                                                                                                    remuneration
Name
Adv VLA de la Hunt                                                                                       307                                 307
Dr MB Khanyile                                                                                             1 152                           1 152
Vice Admiral (Ret) RJ Mudimu                                                                       688                                 688
Amb T Skweyiya                                                                                            535                                 535
NM Tyibilika                                                                                                   513                                 513
RM Vokwana                                                                                                  492                                492
T Mhlari                                                                                       6                 241                                241
Amb JT Ndhlovu                                                                          6                 401                                401
CE Simpson                                                                                 6                 323                               323
                                                                                                                       4 652                           4 652
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Non-Executive Audit Committee Member, 
not member of Board of Directors                                                              Fees and                                    Total
                                                                                                          committee
                                                                                                     remuneration
                                                                                                                  R’000                              R’000
L Kuse                           8                                                                         14                                            14

Executive committee members
2019

                                                                          Basic salary            Other     Allowances    Retirement             Total
                                                                                 benefits                      2       and other
                                                                                        1                             contributions
                                                                                                                                           3
                                                                  R’000            R’000         R’000                  R’000            R’000
Name
TT Goduka                   10               398            3 682         37                  38            4 155
JL Mzili                                                       2 041               453                   137               296            2 927
Prof N Mkaza                                             2 306              569                     17                344            3 236
JS Mkwanazi                                              2 390              684                     87                373            3 534
Adv NB Senne                                            1 889              417                   121                305           2 732
Dr HL Jansen 
van Rensburg               14                     1 484               426                  183                289            2 382
                                                                10 508            6 231                  582             1 645          18 966
2018

                                                                                   Basic salary            Other     Allowances    Retirement             Total
                                                                                   benefits                     2       and other
                                                                                        1                              contributions
                                                                                                                                           3
                                                                  R’000            R’000         R’000                  R’000            R’000
Name 
TT Goduka                                                 1 574              403                   149                267            2 393
Adv SP Mbada                                           1 861              312                   187                336            2 696
JL Mzili                                                      1 824               507                   133                267           2 731
CVV Ramphele               5                           115              222                     13                  24               374
NM Mabaso                    7                             364                  -                      3                  55               422
Prof N Mkaza                                             2 073              512                     12                307            2 904
JS Mkwanazi                                              2 268              505                     87                352            3 212
GO Radebe                     7                            370                64                       7                 70                511
Adv NB Senne                                           1 341              371                     99                216            2 027
                                                                11 790            2 896                  690              1 894          17 270
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Notes:
1. Other benefits include bonus (13th cheque), performance related payments and leave capitalisation.
2. Allowances include sums paid by way of expense allowances, i.e. motor, cellphone, acting allowance 
and resettlement allowance as well as long service awards.
3. Retirement and other contributions include contributions made to Armscor retirement funds, medical aid, 
unemployment and funeral scheme.
4. No emoluments are paid to Armscor Defence Institutes ex-officio Directors: Mr JG Grobler, Adv SP Mbada 
and Mr KPE Wakeford.
5. Adv CVV Ramphele retired as General Manager: Corporate Compliance on 30 April 2017.
6. Ms CE Simpson, Ms T Mhlari and Ambassador TJ Ndlovu were appointed as Non-Executive Directors 
on 1 May 2017.
7. Due to organisational restructuring Mr NM Mabaso and Mr GO Radebe ceased being executive committee 
members on 10 July 2017.
8. Mr L Kuse’s term as non-executive audit committee member ended on 30 April 2017.
9. Vice Admiral (Ret) RJ Mudimu resigned with effect from 30 October 2018 as the Chairperson of the 
Board.
10. Mr TT Goduka resigned with effect from 30 June 2018. Included in the remuneration paid to Mr TT 
Goduka was a seperation package of R3 329 012.00.
11. Mr KPE Wakeford resigned as the Chief Executive Officer with effect from 30 April 2019.
12. Mr MS Motimele was appointed as Deputy Chairperson on 27 March 2019.
13. Adv SP Mbada was appointed as Acting Chief Executive Officer with effect from 15 February 2019.
14. Dr HL Jansen van Rensburg was appointed to act as executive committee member in May 2018 and 
formally appointed to the executive committee in November 2018.

38. CHANGE IN ESTIMATE

Property, plant and equipment

Based on the latest available and reliable information there was a change in the estimated useful life of 
some assets, which resulted in a decrease in depreciation of R6 581 thousand (2018: R2 697 thousand 
decrease).

Other income and provision for doubtful debts

In the 2017/18 financial year, Armscor disclosed a contingent asset in respect of the long-outstanding 
rental lease payments due by DPW. At that stage there was an ongoing investigation on DPW by the SIU 
and no adjustment was made to the financial statements as the timing and occurrence of the receipt of the 
outstanding rental amount was uncertain.

During February and March 2019 an amount of R153 600 thousand was received from the DPW for long 
outstanding rental relating to previous financial years. Subsequent to year-end an additional amount of 
R113 857 thousand was also received in April 2019, relating to balances owing from previous financial 
years.

The effect of this revision has increased the other income and decreased the provision for doubtful debts 
for the current and future periods.

39. RESTATEMENTS

Presented below are those items contained in the statement of financial position and statement of financial 
performance have been affected by prior-year adjustments:
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39. RESTATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

39.1 Initial adoption of GRAP

The following change in accounting policies due to the first time adoption of Standards of GRAP occurred:

39.1.1 Heritage assets

The Erasmus Castle land and buildings have been reclassified as heritage assets in terms of GRAP 103: 
Heritage Assets. The change in accounting policy is a result of the initial adoption of standards of GRAP 
from 1 April 2018, in terms of Directive 12. The land and building was previously recognised as property, 
plant and equipment in terms of GRAP 17: Property, Plant and Equipment. The adoption of GRAP 103: 
Heritage Assets has been applied retrospectively, in terms of GRAP 3: Accounting Policies, Changes in 
Estimates and Errors.

The change in accounting policy resulted in a decrease of R13 259 thousand in the property, plant and 
equipment, and increase in heritage assests by the same amount. It also resulted in a decrease of R191 
thousand in accumulated depreciation and an increase of R191 thousand in the accumulated surplus 
balance.

The impact of the initial adoption is reflected in detail in note 39.4.

39.1.2 Post-retirement medical benefits

Due to the adoption of GRAP 25: Employee Benefits there is a difference in the treatment of the corridor 
approach in regards to actuarial gains and losses. In terms of GRAP 25: Employee Benefits requirements, 
the actuarial gains or losses are recognised in the period during which they occur. In accordance with 
Directive 2 paragraph 59, any adjustment made in terms of the conversion to GRAP have been accounted 
for retrospectively.

The change in accounting policy resulted in an increase of R73 031 thousand in the Employee benefit 
obligation, a decrease of R56 342 thousand in the opening accumulated surplus balance and an increase 
in employee related costs of R16 689.

The impact of the initial adoption is reflected in detail in note 39.4.

Initial adoption of GRAP                                                As previously           Adjustment           After Initial
                                                                                         stated                  adoption
Property, plant and equipment                                     1 432 467                    (13 068)              1 419 399
Heritage assests                                                                       -                       13 259                  13  259
Employee benefit obligation                                         (164 359)                    (73 031)               (237 390)
Depreciation and amortisation                                                   -                             95                          95
Employee related costs                                                             -                      16 689                    16 689
Accumulated surplus                                                    (569 045)                     72 840                (496 205)
                                                                                      699 063                       16 784                   715 847
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39.2 Reclassifications

In an effort to provide more information to the users of the financial statements, certain figures which 
were reported in a consolidated format have been reclassified on the face of the financial statements. The 
reclassified information is reflected in detail in note 39.4. 

39. Restatements

Reclassifications                                         As previously Stated asterix        Reclassifications    Restated

Receivables from exchange transactions                  153 741                               (3 870)             149  871 
VAT receivable                                                                    -                                     881                     881
Payables from exchange transactions                    (188 100)                                79 224           (108 876)
Payables from non-exchange transactions                          -                              (76 235)              (76 235)
Revenue                                                                  467 400                           (467 400)                          -
Sale of goods                                                                      -                                67 201                67 201
Rendering of services                                                          -                             406 743               406 743
Other income                                                              70 940                               (6 418)                64 522
Deferred income recognised                                                -                                9  738                   9 738
Government grants                                                1 057 675                               (9 738)           1 047 937
Dividends received                                                              -                                 1 456                   1 456
Other income                                                                       -                               (1 456)                (1 456)
Donations                                                                            -                                    136                     136
Other income                                                                       -                                  (136)                   (136)
Rental income                                                                      -                               25 989                25 989
Other income                                                                       -                             (25 989)              (25 989)
Fair value adjustment                                                          -                                     454                     454
Other income                                                                       -                                  (454)                   (454)

              991 6                  991 6                                  -                    seitilibail dna stessa fo lasopsid no )ssol(/niaG
Other income                                                                       -                               (6 199)        )991 6(           
General expenses                                                                -                                    377                     377              
Other income                                                                       -                                  (377)                   (377)
Employee related costs                                            (16 689)                         (1 125 042)        (1 141 731)
General expenses                                              (1 504 299)                          1 125 042                379 257
Depreciation and amortisation                                           95                             (85 514)               (    )914 58
General expenses                                                               -                               85 514                 85 419
Interest received                                                        71 552                                        3                 71 555
Finance costs                                                                      -                                      (3)                       (3)
Lease rentals on operating leases                                       -                               (1 550)                (1 550)
General expenses                                                               -                                  1 550                  1 550        
Impairment losses recognised                                             -                              (39 888)             (39 888)
General expenses                                                               -                                39 888                39 888
Gain/(loss) on disposal of assets and liabilities                    -                               (1 589)                (1 589)
General expenses                                                               -                                 1 589                   1 589
Loss on foreign exchange transactions                                -                                  (889)                   (889)
General expenses                                                               -                                    899                      889
Fair value adjustments                                                        -                              (27 400)              (27 400)
General expenses                                                               -                               27  400                27 400
Inventories losses/write-downs                                            -                                       (1)                       (1)
General expenses                                                               -                                         1                         1
                                                                                 112 315                                    126              112  441

Note asterix: The amounts as previously stated are after taking into acount the change in accounting 
policy, which applicable.
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39. RESTATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

39.3 Prior period errors

39.3.1 Water pipeline and ammunitions magazine

During the engagements with a third party on the re-establishment of the Copperton mine, in the Prieska 
area, management noted that a water pipeline that runs through the Alkantpan Test Range and adjacent 
farms was not accounted for in the Group’s assets. The Group has servitude on the land through which 
the pipeline runs and have control over the asset, from the time it was donated to the facility when mine 
was decommissioned. The pipeline provide water to Alkantpan Test Range, Copperton mine, surrounding 
farms and Copperton Town. 

The error resulted in property, plant and equipment and opening accumulated surplus being understated 
by R40 456 thousand and the depreciation and accumulated depreciation being understated by R1 850 
thousand.

The impact of all restatements is reflected in detail in note 39.4.

39.3.2 Solar panels

In 2016/17 SA Navy donated an amount of R1 026 thousand for installation of solar panels to IMT in order 
to reduce electricity cost. The assets were incorrectly expensed.

The error resulted in property, plant and equipment and opening accumulated surplus being understated by 
R1 026 thousand and the depreciation and accumulated depreciation being understated by R41 thousand 
for the 2017/18 financial year and the opening accumulated surplus being overstated by R31 thousand. 

The impact of the error is reflected in detail in note 39.4.

39.3.3 Incorrect classification

During review of overall mapping of all accounts to be aligned to provide fairer representation of debtors 
it was found that a debtors clearing account was previously incorrectly accounted as trade and other 
payables. The error resulted in the receivables from exchange transactions balance being overstated and 
payables from exchange transactions balance being understated by R1 401 thousand.

The impact of the error is reflected in detail in note 39.4.

39.3.4 Interest received - Other

Interest amounting to R90 thousand was incorrectly recognised in the 2018/19 financial year instead of in 
2017/18 and opening accumulated surplus relating to 2016/17 financial year.

The error resulted in opening accumulated surplus being understated by R46 thousand, the interest received 
being understated and receivables from exchange transactions being overstated by R44 thousand.

The impact of the error is reflected in detail in note 39.4.

39.3.5 Prepayments received for projects

An error was noted on an amount of R10 197 thousand that was previously reported as a payable from 
non-exchange transactions for student grants, stipends and support, affecting the 2016/17 and 2017/18 
financial years, as the funds have been fully recovered from the relevant client and paid over to the 
beneficiaries. This resulted in payables from non-exchange being overstated by R10 197 thousand, the 
employee related costs for 2017/18 financial year being overstated by R3 425 thousand and the opening 
accumulated surplus being understated by R6 772 thousand.

The impact of all restatements is reflected in detail in note 39.4.
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39.3.6 Provision for doubtful debt

An error was noted that the entire balance of receivable from a debtor is provided for as an impairment 
on the statement of financial performance without factoring in the VAT implications of such provision. The 
error affected the 2017/18 and 2016/17 financial years.

The error resulted in the VAT receivable being undertstated by R8 633 thousand, the impairment losses 
recognised for 2017/18 financial year being overstated by R4 169 thousand and the opening accumulated 
surplus being understated by R4 464 thousand.

The impact of all restatements is reflected in detail in note 39.4.

39.3.7 Interest in joint ventures

As a result of changing in reporting from millions to thousands in the current year, the amount of R16 
thousand was still a balance in the financial statements, however the joint venture incurred a loss and the 
interest in joint venture should have been held at zero in terms of equity method of accounting.

The impact of all restatements is reflected in detail in note 39.4.

39.3.8 Revaluation reserve

As a result of changing in reporting from millions to thousands in the current year, the amount of R297 
thousand was not cast as part of the revaluation reserve balance.

The impact of all restatements is reflected in detail in note 39.4.

Prior period errors                                              As previously state   Prior period                Restated
                                                                                        before error *             error
                                                                                                     R’000            R’000                     R’000
Receivables from exchange transactions                                   149 871          (1 445)                  148 426
VAT receivable                                                                                 881             8 633                      9 514
Property, plant and equipment                                                1 419 399           39 679               1 459 078
Payables from exchange transactions                                     (108 876)           10 847                 (98 029)
Revaluation reserve                                                             (1 376 542)              (297)            (1 376 839)
Accumulated surplus                                                               (496 205)         (57 401)               (533 606)
Interest received                                                                         71 555                  46                    71 601
Employee related costs                                                        (1 141 731)           (3 425)            (1 145 156)
Depreciation and amortisation                                                   (85 419)          (1 891)                 (87 310)
Impairment losses recognised                                                   (39 888)             4 169                 (35 719)
Share of surplus/(deficit) from joint venture                                        16                (16)                             -
                                                                                            (1 606 939)           (1 101)            (1 608 040)

* Note:  The amounts as previously stated are after taking into account the change in accounting policy 
and reclassifications, where applicable.
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39. RESTATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

The detailed impact of the restatements of the 2018 year are as follows:

39.4 Statement of financial position (2018)

                                        As previously    Initial adoption   Reclassification    Prior period       Restated
                       reported               of GRAP   error
                                                       R’000                  R’000           R’000                   R’000             R’000
Inventories                 8 395                             -                     -          -                8 395
Receivables from exchange           153 741                             -           (3 870)            (1 445)            148 426
transactions 
VAT receivable                        -                   -                881                     8 633               9 514
Assets held for sale                   385                   -                     -                     -                   385
Cash and cash equivalents           628 720                   -                 -           -            628 720
Property, plant and equipment     1 432 467                  (13 068)                 -             39 679         1 459 078
Investment property              45 500                   -                     -                            -              45 500
Intangible assets              14 608                   -                     -           -             14 608
Heritage assets                        -                    13 259                     -                            -              13 259
Interest in joint venture                    16                   -                     -                       (16)                       -  
Financial instruments            368 179                             -                     -                            -             368 179
Current tax payable              (5 856)                             -                     -                            -              (5 856)
Payables from exchange 
transactions                      (188 100)       -           79 224                   10 847           (98 029)
Payables from non-exchange
transactions                         -                   -         (76 235)                      -            (76 235)
Unspent conditional grants and      (64 577)                             -                     -                            -            (64 577)
receipts/Deferred income
Provisions                      (124 856)                             -                     -                           -           (124 856)
Employee benefits obligation        (164 359)                 (73 031)                     -                           -           (237 390)
Unspent conditional grants and      (23 606)                              -                    -                 -            (23 606)
receipts/Deferred income    
Deferred tax               (5 250)                             -                     -                            -              (5 250)
Share capital             (75 000)                   -                     -                     -            (75 000)
Revaluation reserve       (1 376 542)                   -                     -               (297)       (1 376 839)
Other non-distributable 
reserves             (54 820)                   -                -                     -            (54 820)
Accumulated surplus          (569 045)                    72 840      -                (57 401)         (553 606)
                         -                   -                     -           -                        -
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Statement of financial performance (2018)

                                                As previously   Initial adoption   Reclassification Prior period    Restated
         reported         of GRAP                       error
                                                               R’000                R’000                  R’000           R’000         R’000
Revenue         467 400                     -           (467 400)                 -               -
Sale of goods                   -            -       67 201                 -       67 201
Rendering services                   -            -             406 743                 -     406 743
Deferred income recognised                 -            -                 9 738               -        9 738
Rental income                   -            -       25 989               -      25 989
Other income          70 940            -             (40 989)               -      29 951
Interest received          71 555                     -                -            46      71 601
Dividends received                   -            -         1 456              -         1 456
Government grants       1 057 675              -        (9 738)                 -    1 047 937
Donations                    -                     -                   136                  -           136
Employee related costs                    -           (16 689)          (1 125 042)         (3 425)  (1 145 156)
Depreciation and amortisation                   -          95      (85 514)      (1 891)     (87 310)
Finance costs                     -             -                       (3)                -              (3)
Lease rentals on operating leases                   -             -         (1 550)                -       (1 550)
Impairment losses recognised                   -             -      (39 888)            4 169     (35 719)
Cost of sales        (160 490)             -                          -                -   (160 490)
General expenses    (1 503 962)                       -  1 288 180                -   (215 782)
Gain on disposal of assets and
liabilities                                -             -                   4 610                -     4 610
Loss on foreign exchange 
transactions                                -                         -           (889)                -     (889)
Fair value adjustments                    -             -      (26 946)                -     (26 946)
Share of surplus/(deficit) from joint 
venture                                                            -                         -                          -               (16)            (16)
Inventories losses/write-downs                   -             -                       (1)                -              (1)
Taxation            (1 586)             -                 -                -       (1 586)
              1 532           (16 594)                  6 093      (1 117)      (10 086)

40. EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE
During February and March 2019 an amount of R153 600 thousand was received from the DPW for long 
outstanding rental relating to previous financial years. Subsequent to year-end an additional amount of 
R113 857 thousand was also received in April 2019, relating to balances owing from previous financial years. 
This resulted in the re-estimation of the provision for bad debts.

41. FRUITLESS AND WASTEFUL EXPENDITURE

Opening balance                  7 138            3 006
- Amount relating to prior financial years                               -           
- Amount relating to current financial year                          190          3 923

Add/(Less): Prior year adjustment             (4 813)            -
                  2 515             7 138

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

41. FRUITLESS AND WASTEFUL EXPENDITURE (CONTINUED)

Expenditure amounting to R190 thousand (2018: R4 132 thousand) was incurred during the year 
and is deemed to be fruitless and wasteful. The expenditure was as a result of penalties and interest 
charged (R63 625) and expenditure with no corresponding benefit to the organisation (R125 866). 
Processes are underway to determine appropriate action to be taken.

Expenditure of R4 813 thousand previously reported as fruitless and wasteful expenditure has been 
deregistered after equal value will be obtained from the contract.

42. IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE

Opening balance                 18 539   9 988
- Amount under investigation in prior year, confirmed in current year                  -               218
- Amount relating to prior financial years                    52               123
- Amount relating to current financial year               3 682          11 752
Less: Amounts condoned                   (112)          (3 542)

                   22 161          18 539

Details of irregular expenditure

Armscor applied a 25% black equity selection criterion as a requirement, in accordance with the 
supply chain policy of the Group. Armscor engaged extensively with National Treasury on this matter, 
which culminated in an application made to National Treasury for exemption from the Preferential 
Procurement Policy Framework Act (PPPFA), 2000 and the Procurement Regulations, 2011.

The application of this principle was stopped from all tenders published from 1 September 2014. 
However, as this selection criterion was deemed to be in conflict with the PPPFA, the total value 
of contracts placed of R Nil (2018: R1 020 thousand) while applying this principle, is deemed to be 
irregular expenditure.

In addition, irregular expenditure of R3 734 thousand was incurred during the year as a result of 
procurement that occurred without following the competitive bidding process. R2 804 thousand of this 
expense relate to security services contracts that were extended pending finalisation of discussions 
to transfer the physical security of the Armscor head office and strategic facilities to the DOD. R823 
thousand related to contract extensions above the National Treasury threshold and not following 
competitive bidding process and R106 thousand was treated as single source procurement without 
the required approval and subsequently condoned.

43. NON-COMPLIANCE TO B-BBEE LEGISLATION

The annual report for 2017/18 was submitted five months after approval to the Commission. This 
resulted in a non-compliance with section 13(1)G of the Public Finance Management Act and 
Regulation 12(2) of the B-BBEE Legislation, which requires the annual report to be submitted within 
thirty (30) days of the approval of such audited annual financial statements and annual report.

For the year ended 31 March 2019
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

44. SEGMENT INFORMATION

General information

Identification of segments

The entity activities are very broad, and are undertaken in a wide range of different geographical 
areas with different socio-economic characteristics. To enable efficient and effective delivery on the 
strategy, the Executive Management structure sub-divided the group into three categories, namely: 
Armscor Corporate, Dockyard and Research & Development. In establishing the segments to report 
on, management organised the financial information according to the three existing structures. 
Management uses these same segments for determining service level agreement objectives.

Information reported about these segments is used by management as a basis for evaluating the 
segments’ performances and for making decisions about the allocation of resources. The disclosure 
of information about these segments is also considered appropriate for external reporting purposes.

The Medical Benefit Fund does not meet the definition of a segment, however the Fund is consolidated 
as part of the Group as it is deemed not to meet the requirements of a planned asset in terms of 
GRAP 25.

Measurement basis for inter-segment transactions:

Reported segments are measured based on management reporting for purposes of making decisions 
about allocating resources to the segment and assessing its performance.

The segments were structured such that the totals of revenues, reported surplus/(deficit), assets, 
liabilities and other material items corresponds to figures recognised in the Annual Financial Statements, 
except for inter-divisional transaction and balance eliminations. Therefore, a reconciliation of the 
segment figures to the Annual Financial Statements is not necessary.

Types of goods and/or services by segment

These reportable segments as well as the goods and/or services for each segment are set out below:

Reportable segment                  Goods and/or services
Armscor Corporate           Armscor renders acquisition management to the DOD and the 
            SANDF throughout the life cycle of  a product.

Dockyard            Management of the Armscor Dockyard as a strategic facility of the    
                                                   SA Navy to be available for service provision to the DOD.

Research and Development        Manages the research, test and evaluation strategic facilities of    
                                                   Armscor and manufacture respiratory equipment, which has the 
                                                   DOD as its primary client.

For the year ended 31 March 2019
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Segment surplus or deficit, assets and liabilities
2019

                                                                      Armscor    Dockyard      Research and     Eliminations             Total
                                                Corporate                          Development      
                                                       R’000          R’000                    R’000                R’000            R’000

Revenue                                    
Revenue from 
non-exchange                              
transactions                                 823 225      197 155                   85 132                    -            1 105 512
Revenue from exchange                
transactions                                  205 143       19 072                 355 034         (38 290)              540 959  
Deferred income recognised                    -       29 032                            -                     -                29 032
Interest revenue                             73 294         4 141                   17 172         (21 343)                73 264            
Fair value adjustment                      2  900                -                        840                     -                  3 740
Share of surplus of joint
venture                                                    -                -                             -              4 456                 4 456
Total segment revenue            1 104 562     249 400                  458 178         (55 177)          1 756 963
Entity’s revenue                                                                                             1  756 963

Expenditure
Salaries and wages                      698 260      207 521                 219 430                    -           1 125 211
Other expenses                            105 017       42 798                 223 749          (56 544)             315 020
Depreciation and amotisation         51 909         6 868                   27 730                     -                86 507
Total segment expenditure        855 186      257 187                 470 909         (56 544)           1 526 738
Total segmental 
surplus/(deficit)                                                                                                                          230 255
Medical benefit fund total revenue                                                                                                  11 157
Medical benefit fund total expenditure                                                                                           (6 071)
Entity’s surplus (deficit) for the period                                                                                                                            

For the year ended 31 March 2019
44. SEGMENT INFORMATION (continued)
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

                                                                       Armscor    Dockyard      Research and     Eliminations           Total
                                                     Corporate                          Development      
                                                            R’000           R’000                   R’000                R’000          R’000

Assets 
Current assets       498 802          43 530           227 628          (168 103)     601 857
Non-current assets    2 145 909          17 032                532 632            (40 979)   2 654 594
Investment in joint venture               84               -                      -       1 456          1 540
Total segment assets   2 644 795          60 562                760 260          (207 626)   3 257 991
Medical benefit fund assets                                                                                                  178 131
Total assets as per Statement 
of financial Position                                                                             3 436 122

Liabilities
Current liabilities       438 165           70 111                124 524          (218 980)     413 820
Non-current liabilities        62 936        151 526                  32 862                       -      247 324
Total segment liabilities                501 101        221 637                157 386          (218 980)     661 144
Medical benefit fund liabilities                              12 271
Total liabilities as per Statement 
of Financial Position                                                           673 415

Segment surplus or deficit, assets and liabilities 2018

Revenue
Revenue from non-exchange 
transactions                            780 065        191 846            76 162                 -   1 048 073
Revenue from exchange 
transactions                  132 165          24 572                409 920            (37 662)     528 995
Deferred income recognised                -        9 738            -                        -          9 738
Share of surplus of joint ventures             (16)                   -                           -                       -             (16)
Interest revenue          65 074        5 337             14 938            (20 273)       65 076
Fair value adjustment      (27 400)                   -           -                        -     (27 400)
Total segment revenue       949 888        231 493                501 020            (57 935)   1 624 466
Entity’s revenue                  1 624 466

Expenditure
Salaries and wages        655 359        223 413           266 384                        -    1 145 156
Other expenses        222 939          41 065                206 062            (60 215)      409 851
Depreciation and amotisation        51 649            9 060                  26 600                 -         87 309
Total segment expenditure        929 947         273 538                  499 046             (60 215)    1 642 316
Total segmental surplus/(deficit)                                                                                                          (17 850)
Medical benefit fund total revenue                     12 621
Medical benefit fund total expenditure                   (4 857)
Entity’s surplus (deficit) for the period                  (10 086)

For the year ended 31 March 2019
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44. SEGMENT INFORMATION (continued)

                                                                        Armscor     Dockyard   Research and      Eliminations              Total
                                                 Corporate                        Development                                                                                
                                                        R’000           R’000                 R’000                 R’000             R’000

Assets 
Current assets            722 109          56 447               249 723            (234 584)         793 696
Non-current assets         1 277 000          22 273               472 151              (40 979)      1 730 445
Investment in joint venture          84         -                -      (84)                     -
Total segment assets        1 999 193          78 720              721 874            (275 646)       2 524 141
Medical benefit fund assets                                                          171 923
Total assets as per Statement of Financial Position                      2 696 064

Liabilities
Current liabilities            423 441          74 367               141 404       (275 559)         363 653
Non-current liabilities             65 571        157 645                37 781                          -         260 997
Total segment liabilities            489 012          232 012               179 185               (275 559)           624 650
Medical benefit fund liabilities                    11 149
Total liabilities as per Statement of Financial Position              635 799

45. CONTRACTUAL COMMITMENTS

Projected outstanding commitments in respect of orders placed 
for expected deliveries                                                                             69 608            92 800

Contractual commitments which may arise out of these contracts are covered in full by means of financial 
authorisations. In other cases cover is obtained by means of back-to-back orders amounting to R45 115 
thousand (2018: R67 403 thousand).

Commitments relating to the Fort Hare School of Science and Techonology Discovery Centre programme, 
which is designed to encourage learners to pursue and excel in mathematics, science and technology 
related fields entered with the University of Fort Hare. Commitment for 2018/19: R1 000 thousand (2017/18: 
R1 000 thousand).
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46. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

Authorised capital expenditure
Capital expenditure approved but not yet contracted
Property, plant and equipment                  15 494            8 884
Intangible assets            4 089          27 042
                        19 583          35 926

The committed expenditure relates to plant and equipment and computer software, and will be financed 
with cash reserves and funds internally generated.

47. ENTITY FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Entity financial statements have not been prepared as they are similar to Group financial statements. The 
only difference relates to the inclusion of a Joint Venture transaction, which amounts to R4 456 thousand 
(2018: R16 thoustand deficit). 

Reconciliation of entity profits to Group profit
Entity surplus/(deficit) after tax                                     230 855
Joint Venture transaction                      4 456
Group surplus/(deficit)                                      235 311

Financial position differences:              Entity          Group
                R ‘000                R ‘000
Investment in Joint Venture                  100             1 540
Equity                     2 758 250           2 762 706

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION (UNAUDITED)
TOTAL VALUE OF ACQUISITION ACTIVITIES

Government grant for operating expenditure is obtained to undertake acquisition actions. In accordance with 
Armscor’s mandate, acquisition was undertaken on behalf of the following organisations:

                 2019          2018         2017              2016   2015
           R ‘000       R ‘000           R ‘000            R ‘000           R ‘000
Department of Defence
- Special Defence Account    3 782 000      4 458 000      5 275 000      4 714 000          4 481 000
- General Defence Account    1 820 000      2 085 000      2 248 000      2 480 000          2 860 000
SA Police Service                             -                    -             2 000           14 000               88 000
Other           78  000          21  000         153 000           45 000               26 000
                         5 680  000  6 564 000  7 678  000      7 253 000          7 455 000

ANNEXURE TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 31 March 2019
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